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On (he ship Earth which bean « chretigli immensiLy toward) 
ib end tint if -Maty known to God, we ire ftatf apt passengen 

-emigrants -who know only Ibeir Mm miiEartune. The Jc&st 
ignorant is, Lite mail bold, uk theinjtlm question*; 
they iik wha the voyage of humanity began, and how much 
kinger j( will Isrti whn( drives the ship Mlward, why lEie hu2J 
and decki vibrate, and wby it limes sounds rfcc Ifooi (be 

tfejy-ht k<4sw and, go out by the hatchways i they ask whni: 
jeers b are concealed 1b iht bnwcls of the myirtfiOm ibfft and 
ere unhappy Lhat they do not know the answer. QlhtttU tbc 
ffreel majority of the paBeitgcny content Uwrtlid™ with mere 
«ti|!Wieth lacking forward eaoh <t*y to □, tomorrow that (bey 
hope will be bedW. 

Yets *nd I belong (n the oetdttt and daring cnropAfty who 

wiib for knowledge and are never litijfied. with any reply, 
TUtt it*rid together on (he prfrW oF the ship, w^chfiil far 
rreiy rign thu coar.n. from ibe myrteritHH interior, or from the 
rrtOitolnnOus iei, or (he idU ftibrc monotonous, iky, They oan> 
fart one another by speaking of the abort to which they eard- 
«lly bdievr (bey sad, whew they wHL surely iWiVo one day, 
where even ionwrfOw, perhaps, dwy may come (o author. Not 

one of them has seen thil ihor^ but all would recognize it with¬ 

out ■# mornen(rl doehi wtrt it (o appear on (he horizon, Fbr it 

11 15iQre of (he land nf their drttmi, Lwhere the tir is sa 
ptire (lwi( there is aa death', the land that they yearn Ear with 
ail their bdra - and its name i| Truth. 

Ptaa an T&R Min a : fa Erfiiri 4fj &nliutUr, i 
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PREFACE 

Tilli kuoic is an aCtarnm answer in simple, non-tcchuicaL ian.- 

.guage tome of iht question* asked by reflective people concerning 

the history of the Carlh acid the way its life hn* evolved, To tend- 

prai live sLOf y cf 3,000 n^U I loci ycaTi into less than JOo pages is 

nn ambitLoui and perhaps foolhardy task. My excuse for atKmp(- 

ing it is (haL (lit subject, although of absorbing interest, is little 

known outside specialist circles, and (hat much cf ike material 

Cflr.rer.fi i ng it Is only Otherwise available lei text-book* a oil some¬ 

what formidable technical mOrtOg«plLl. 

As presented in dl«c pj{« the *tpry of our Earth'* post must 

iLeCmOrily be briefly told and cmui-c-L hope (t> be adequate to 

the grandeur oF il* theme- I have nevertheless dene all (tat I can 

to malic it as accurate and complete ax possible within the frame- 

wort of a genera) and popular history. 

The period covered is from the or igin of the Ea rth itself until (he 

dawn of the charaacnitically human phenomenon known as 

civlliration, which ecmpleLU the h:!s‘ory of man ax an animal. 1 

have added in the last chapter * purely per tonal view cf the piece 

that science, art, And religion may occupy In the history of (fie 

Earth and of life, and of the opportunities and danger* that I 

believe may Confront mankind at the prarnt time. Thif is almost 

(he only occasion on which I have forsaken die record of fact, and 

al lowed myxelf an expression of opinion. 

Although I have tiled to produce a narrative requiring no 

previous tnnwlertge of any hranch ef science, 1 have not insulted 

the (coder by [liming the correct scientific Creek and Latin names 

of the animali cf the past into LnndeqTfate English. Some of these 

are admittedly difficult, but (hey have -a romance of their own, 

and should be easily mastered by reference to a good scientific 

dictionary. 

It would be impossible to acknowledge individually my deb: to 

all Lhc authorities jn geology, palaeontology, geophysics, astron¬ 

omy, anthropology, and other branehei cf science whmc original 

rcsciirches have contributed so much, (o Cur knowledge of Earih 

history and whose brains-, as expressed in their wrinngs, 1 have 

picked without scruple. A list of the most important sources cf my 

facia will be found in the bibliography on page 257. 

I would, however, like to express my since rest personal gratitude 

to those authorities who have been, kind enough 10 read the whole 
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m pun of [he manuscript and w? matt many constructive criticismi 
and s^REJlincu. ThflC include, D( A, i *■ Hopwnod, Dr W, £, 

SwintMij Df Errol I- White, and Dr Maurice Burton of the IkriiiaJi 
Museum (Natural History) J Profedf Fr E, Zniper and JDr Ian 
r^pwill or die Insist'd it of Archaeology, London University; 
Dr w. C. Osman HilJ */ the Zoological Society of London \ and 

my friend, Dr Edward Hindie, r.fi-t, Tf die boot has any merit at 
J.U it 13 largely due to help frOatt rheseiourtC*; its inadequacies are 
Entirely my ■o^v-n-. 

My- [Jiants are also ■:! ur 10 Mr G. If. Stratton of I Ik library of 

the ZrjolorgksLl Society of London; Mr H. E, Rowbnibam of the 
Geological Library, Jiriliib Museum 'Mill ora] History); the library 

iuRj at the Royal Anthropologic*] institute, the iintLimr of 

Archil ecJogy, and Lac British M'ascujri, Bloomsbury; and especially 

to Mr Maurice Wiltm, whose msgni fwent iiluau-atsoiis will be 

regarded by many people as the bnci's most attractive feature. 

In conclusion, may I hope chit ihu hisoory, with all Lis ibun- 
ounursgfS, Will do somcdiirvy tn salisfy the curiosity and s-Limni* tc 

the imagination concerning the pbt nf the Earth and the rnysler- 

jetu evolution nf life that has place upnfl lu surface. Earth 
history, like astrWKSrty and philosophy, is a subject IhiE jL-n 11is (O 

bring- the andclia, and petty conflicts of everyday Jiie Jnta proper 
perspective, I feel that this fact alone makes its itudy wonli while. 

R. C. 



PART ONE 

Prologue: The Earth 

CHAPTER I 

THE EARTH IN SPACE 

There is no more awe-inspiring spectacle than the night 
sky, and nothing more chastening to human vanity than the 
Earth’s apparent insignificance in the unbounded wastes of 
space. Contemplation of these things poses so many questions 
that it is not surprising that the Earth’s place in the Uni¬ 
verse, and its relation to the other celestial bodies, are 
problems with which every age has been preoccupied. They 
arc an essential background to the Earth’s own story and to 

the way that life has developed. 
For primitive man even more than for ourselves the 

Earth and sky inspired emotions of reverence and terror. 
His viewpoint was different from ours, however, for he had 

not yet progressed very far in scientific knowledge and his 
emotions were rooted in magic and superstition. Also the 

true structure of things was hidden from him and he relied 
mainly on the direct evidence of his senses. For example, he 
believed that the Earth was a flat plain, moulded in places 
into hills and valleys, while the sky was a finite, domed 

ceiling, mysteriously illuminated by night with tiny globes 
of fire. His view was more personal than ours. He was 
interested in the forces of nature as magical or practical aids 
rather than from any desire to understand the laws that 
governed them. HU world was, in fact, entirely centred on 

himself, and nature was good or bad according to her 
efficiency in providing for his everyday human needs. 

The first theories of the Universe reflected primitive 
man’s subjective attitude. The Earth, it was thought, being 
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the nearest and most familiar object of experience, must be 
the centre of things, and iu n and moon, planets and stats, 

must revolve around itr This wa* a theory that could be 

substantiated by common sense, Ebfeven the most superficial 
observation oT the sky would show that sun and moon and 

planets moved Ln orderly progression from horizon to 
i horizon. 

This view persisted until quite late in human history, Id 

most famous expression wa$ known its the Ptolemaic System 

evolved by the Alexandrian astronomer Claudios Ptolemy in 
the second century a.d, This was based on the early assump¬ 

tions of Greek and Egyptian science and was accepted in 
human thought for nearly 2,000 years. The Earth, said 

Ptolemy, lay at the centre of the Universe, and was en¬ 
circled by a scries of crystal spheres, regularly spaced and 
each supporting a planet. The sun, which was also regarded 

as a planet, lay on the fourth sphere from the Earth, white 
the eighth and outermost sphere, known as the Starry 

! Sphere, carried all the fixed stars- The spheres revolved at 

different apeods, and were reputed to give off sounds corres¬ 

ponding to their velocities, which blended together to form 
a heavenly harmony. 

It is agreeable to contemplate oux Earth in this privi Icged 
pouuen, its inhabitants listening enraptured to the strains 

of a cosmic orchestra. But unfortunately modern science has 
revealed a more austere prospect:. Beginning with Coperni¬ 

cus in tile fifteenth century, new speculations were made 

concerning the Earth and its relation to the outer Universe, 
and the old theories were gradualiy overthrown. Today the 

crystalline spheres with their heavenly harmonies seem Jike 
a fairy tale dream \ in their place, astronomy, the most 

majesLic of the sciences, has revealed to us a Universe in 

which our Earth plays the humblest and most insignificant 
of roles - a Universe where all human experience can be 

measured by a single tick of the cosmic clock and life itsdr 
may prove to be only a casual incident. 

What, then, is the picture that modern science has built 
up for us of the Earth and its position in space? And how 
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can we learn from it a new perspective on Earth history, sm4 
ihc drama of our planet's evoking life? These are questions 

that must be answered before we can tell the Earth's own 

itory, „ . . . 
The Earth, at everyone knows* is one Of die nine pJancts 

that circle round the sun. The sun is the source not only of 

F lifei. but possibly even of the Earth itself. It is one of the so- 

called 'fixed' start, measuring 854,000 acrMS wlE^ fl 
surface temperature of d,ooa* C. Intide it is considerably 

hotter, estimates of itt temperature varying from 20 million 
to 40 million degrees centrigade. This is ai Least 6,000- times 

hotter than the most efficient electric furnace that man h» 

yet devised. 
The sun** age most be. reckoned in thousands of millions 

r oT years, so evidently its heat does not come from ordinary 
combustion. Even considering its *be, which is Over ij 

million times that of the Earth, there is no combustible 
material (hat could have heett burnt at such a rate for more 
than a few thousand years without being expended. The 

explanation of this immense source of energy is to be found 
in nuclear transformation. It is the conversion of hydrogen 
into helium Lrt the sun1! interior that unleash^ the energy' to 

J- warm our Earth and maintain the complex patterns of life-. 
The planets spin round the sun in nearly circular concen¬ 

tric orbits, the nearest. Mercury, at a distance of 36 million 

miles, the farthest, Pluto, at 3,669 mitLion miles. Our own 
Earth is one of the nearer planets, being distant only about 
93 million miles. To complete its orbit in a single year it has 

to travel at a speed of more than 70,000 m.p-h. 
f The origin and nature of the planets will be discussed 

more fully in the next chapter, but before moving out from 

the Solar System its *be may perhaps be made more 
comprehensible by an illustration. Let ns suppose that the 
sun were reduced to a sphere four and a half feet across and 
that we began to walk away from it in a straight line in 

^ search of the planets; at what distances would we come 
across their orbits? Well, we should walk over titty yards 
before we reached a planet at ail, and then It would be only 
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tlK. diminutive Mercury, no latter by our scale than a 
vnjry mtijil] pea, Nest would. come Venin, and then Earth 

(161 yirdl), which svould be (be largest planet so far - 
roughly (be size of a half-inch marble. Beyond Earth thue 

distances between successive planets would increase greatly 
so that with two exceptions each would be approximately 
double the last, First, *44 yards from the sun, would be 

Mars, and (ben, at fl^S yards, the giant Jupiter, the largest 

r'jTtU ^ rrprcunlid on lie same seni^ 14. (be sun. 

MfL io riglri: Aw; ifie SAiEi, Mtriury. Venus, Earih, Slim, JypU&s*, 

SH-jns, Uranus, NejMUfit, Hula {dimmer* not (0 scaltj (he blfcck hoc 
ae the run's juxlhoe ff-irocnls the iiui1* radius) 

of (lit planets, a gaseous globe nearly tix inches across. Or 
the final stage of ourjonrnty wC should pass Saturn (1,533 
yardi), Uranus (3,084 yards), and Neptune (4,033 yfctdi), 

to arrive finally at Pluto at a distance of over three arid a 
half miles. 

As these figures indicate, one of the most striking eharao 
teristics of the Solar System Es the smalt size of (be sun and 

planets compared to the distances which separate them. I 

This priadple applies even more forcibly n> outer space. 
Concentrations of matter in the form of stars and planets 
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arc infinitely rarer in the Universe than would be half a 
dozen golf balls scattered at random in the Sahara desert. 

This intense loneliness of the Earth, and the immensity of 
astronomical distances, can best be appreciated by a glance 

beyond the Solar System to the vast star city that contains it. 
The system of stars to which the Solar System belongs is 

known as the Galaxy. It is shaped rather like a giant cart¬ 

wheel with a thick hub, the stars being scattered at random 

through it, and the Solar System occupying a position near 
the rim. When you look at the Milky Way you are in fact 
looking along the ‘spokes’ of the wheel and viewing the 
Galaxy from the inside. This is why the stars of the Milky 

Way seem to be so closely packed: they are being seen one 
behind the other, as it were, so that they naturally appear 
more congested than the stars lying out at right angles to 

the ‘wheel’. 
The size of this vast Galaxy of sure defies any imaginative 

effort to comprehend it. Light, travelling at 186,000 miles 
per second, takes between 60,000 and 100,000 years to cross 

from one rim to the other; even to span the thickness of the 

wheel at the axleaeveral thousands of such ‘light years’ arc 

required. There are about 10,000 million stare in the Galaxy, 
many undoubtedly with a retinue of planets, and even the 
nearest sur to Earth, known as Proxima Cmtauri, is so remote 

that its light takes over three years to reach us. 
As if these figures were not staggering enough, the great 

astronomical telescopes have given us during the last half 
century an even more awe-inspiring view. They have shown 
that beyond the Galaxy, and at an immense distance from 

it, the recesses of space are dotted with island universes 
every bit as complex as our own. These remote agglomera¬ 
tions of sure are known to astronomers as the extra-galactic 

nebulae, and the latest telescopes suggest the existence of 
over 100 million of them. They are scattered through space 
in every direction at fairly regular intervals, the distance 
between each nebula and its neighbour being somewhere in 

the region of 1J million light years. 
To get an idea of this arrangement of the outer Universe, 
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it may help if wc imagine each nebula as a thick disc with a 

diameter of between two and four inches. We -should then 
picture to ourseLves a vast globe measuring two miles across, 

inside which these disc-like nebulae are miraculously >,i.ii- 

ptuded, Qur Own Galaxy in the centre, The discs would be 
scattered through the globe in every direction, vertical ly and 

horizontally, each being at an average distance of three 

yards from icj neighbours. The surface of the globe would of 
course be an artificial boundary representing iho minimum 
rangp of existing telescopes In oyr own Galaxy, and there 

would be no reason to suppose that che arrangement did not 

continue indefinitely, Substituting for each disc the huge 

bulk of a nebula, we may perhaps obtain some slight Edna of 
the prospect revealed by the latest telescopes at PaJomar 
Add Mount Wilson Observatories. 

And now, after I his digression into outer space, we must 

literally come back to Earth. What have wc learnt by the 

voyago and bow may it affect Our vision of Earth history? 
The first consequence of any meditation on the facts of 

astronomy must be a feeling of the deepest humility. Against 

the vast backcloth of the Universe we find that many of the 
basic assumptions of Ordinary life arc called in question, and 

even the subtler revelations of art and religion take on a, new 
perspective, Tn history especially we must ascribe new mean- 
mgs to the words 1 progress1 and ‘evolution1, for Our u] timate 
destiny cm no longer be defined. 

On an Earth continued by the harmonious spheres against 
u background of tinsel stars it was perhaps not difficult to 

find comfort in magic, or dogma, or faith. Much was inex¬ 
plicable, doubtless, in that wondrous progress from the 

darkness of creation to man’s ultimate home in a gilded 
heaven, but the Way was laid down and the destiny of the 
individual and (he race was not seriously in doubt. The new 
cosmology has shattered this vision, Account must now be 

taken of the new scales of distance and of time, and especially 

of those reeently discovered worlds in the depths of space 
where other forms of life may exist, following a dilTerent 
pattern from ours and evolving to different ends. 
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The following pages, which deal with the origin of the 

Earth and (he way its life has developed, are intended to be 

read with these possibilities in mind. There is no immutable 
]JW winy that scenes which have been enacted on a puff of 

Stardust in a moment of time should have any ultimate 

significance. But only by knowing what they have bewh and 
feeling die wonder of them with sufficient intensity, can we 
hope to understand the workings of the Universe around us 

and have a glimpse of its meaning- 



CHAPTERq 

THE ORIGIN OT THE EARTH 

Mas has speculated on the origin of the Earth from the 

beginning of recorded history. Arguments caanraiiug the 
method of creation occur in every religion, from the most 

primitive to the- most advanced, and have given rise to many 

picturesque tales. Fw wample, in the Babylonian creation 
we hear how the great god Bet Marduk fought the female 
dragon TiamaL, rent her in two, and set up one half of her 

body to form the sky and the other to form the Earth. More 
poetically the Tdidriyc. BrA/ur^ng, one of the sacred hooks of 

India, Cells how the Creator, Prajapati, dived for the Earth 
into the universal waters of the Beginning; coming up with 

a handful of soil he spread it on a Lotus leaf that grew from 
the watcrE and fastened it down with pebbles. 

This conception of a liqu [d origin of the Earth is common 

in most andem mythologies. The Egyptians believed that 
the dements of Earth were evolved in the primal chaos of 

the universal ocean, called Nu. A similar conception Is 
found in Hebrew writings where the primeval sea Is called 

‘tehom'iit was believed that the word of God caused tebom 

to be divided, in two, the Upper waters being shut up in 
heaven while the Iowct ones cradled the Earth. Similar 
ideas are found today in different parts of the world. In one 
Polynesian myth, for example, it il told how the god Tangom 

fished up the world from the ocean; hut unfortunately' his 
line broke and it slid once more beneath the waves, leaving 

behind only these fragments known as the South Sea Islands. 
But the most picturesque of all legends of the Earth’s 

origin is that of the cosmic egg, Here it is in the simple 
language of the Chbttfmdggyf} Upanishsd of Indi?q which tells 

how Earth grew from meditation on Brahma, the timeless 

essence of the Universe! 'In the beginning this was non¬ 
existent. It became existent, it grew. It turned into an egg. 

Xheegg lay for the time of a year. The egg broke open. The 
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two halves were one of silver, the other of gold. The silver 
one became this Earth, the golden one the sky, the thick 
membrane {of the white) the mountains, the thin membrane 

[of the yolk) the mist with ihe clouds, the amah veins the 

river, the fluid the sc*,3 This story of the origin of the Earth 
in the cosmic egg is Found throughout the wlioLe of Eastern 

k' philosophy and religion. 
Men*! conceptions of die form of the J&arcH were a£ baratre 

as. their theories of its origin. I o some, as we have already 

said, it was a fiat plain with a dome of stars; to others it wits 
a boje-shaped mass floating on a limitless sea. Even the 

Roman Biny, who had read Greek authorities for the 
world's spherical shape, could not quite understand why 

people at the antipodes did not fait ofF- 
' Suds fanciful conceptions persisted in different forms unci] 

the sixteenth century, Even after that, scientists and Other 
honest observer* were derided and sometimes persecuted for 
daring Eo question the authority of tiaditloti-We can under¬ 

stand. peritaps, why Copernicus'S great Dt fovoiuliaminu 
Oriiiun Covieriititft was banned by the Holy Congregation of 
the Index in 1616 because its author had asserted that the 

Earth travelled round the sum What today seems almost 
t incredible is that as recently as a hundred years ago the vast 

majority of Europeans believed, that the Earth had been 

treated in sbt days. j 
Confronted by such a tangled wcb of poetry and prejudice 

science was not able at first to make much headway. Even 
today no sure answer can be given to the problem of the 

Earth's origin, and many time -honour cd theories are rUprdty 
f being superseded. For example, it It now by no means cer¬ 

tain that the Earth and the other planets originated in 
matter torn from the Sim. It is at least equally likely that 
they once formed part of an unknown star -now1 swimming 

\ remotely in outer space. . 
The fi»t theory of the Earth's origin that could be digm- 

4 fieri by the description scientific was that proposed by the 
German philosopher Immanuel Kant and elaborated by 
the French miUltematidan and astronomer Pierre Simon, 
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Marquis de Laplace. Laplace, who was horn in humble 
circumstances, the Jon of a peasant farmer in Normandy 

was one of those astonishing men of geniui whose ideas 
were destined to change the whole course of human know- 

ledge. Nis 'nebular hypothesis' for the origin of the Sotae 
System was. first punished in 1796 as the seventh supply, 

mentary note to his E^niio 1 fa SysUmt fa Montfe; h fos* 

Miice had to he abandoned,, but is worth describing as the 
first sertous attempt to elucidate the problem and as j, 

stimulating influence that has Jed to many Later theories. 

ihe Solar System, according to Laplace, may have begun 
as the result of an internal explosion in the sun, which dt* 

petsed its atenosphere into a huge ball of superheated gas 
extend 1 ng far beyond the orbits of our present planets. The 

foice of the tun's rotation was transferred to this attenuated 
ball cf gas so that it gradually assumed the shape of a disc 

or nebula, turning with a regular but fairly stow motion in 

the same direction as the present pla nets' courses. Gradually 
heat was dissipated from this disc by radiation into Inter¬ 
stellar space, and as it cooled it began to shrink. Now It is a 

wdl-otabhjhed scientific Jaw that as the sise of a rotating 
Jody gets less, so its speed of rotation increases. But as the 

Speed of rotation Increases so does the force, known as 

eentriruga] force, which tends to make the object disrate- " 

grate. There comes a moment when this centrifugal force 

equah, and then exceeds, the gravitational force which tend* 
to hold the body together. This is what Laplace assumed to 
(rave happened in the case of the sun, the result being that 

the outermost edge of the nebula, being no fopgtr under the 
sun s gravitational puli, w« left as a gigantic ring in space 
Other smaller rings were left until the sun had contracted 

to its present sue. Laplace maintained tEmt ic was the con¬ 
densation of these lings into spheres of gas that led to the 
creation of t3ic ptaneti, 

It was an attractive theory, but unfortunately for Laplace 

it wm open to several criticisms. Mott of these are too 
technical to be gone into here, but what they really- amount 
ted to was that matter aimply dots not behave in this way. 
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There ls no known physical or mechanical law which would 

explain the formation of gaseous rings of the type that 
Laplace described- Even lesl plausible was the suggestion 

that they could have actually condensed Into planet*. 
Much more popular and long-lived than the Laplace 

nebula hypothesis have been the hypotheses of solar dis¬ 
ruption. Thero have been several oF these, but they all start 

from the same basic idea. Briefly and simply putj this is that 
the surface of the sun was disrupted by the impact err near 
approach of another star, and that the Earth and the other 
planets were produced from the matter which escaped from 

the sun's surface at that time. Aa this theory has played an 
extremely important part in scientific thought we must 

examine it a little more closely. 
The first man to speculate along these tines was, surpris¬ 

ingly enough, not primarily a physicist or an asLronomer 

but a naLuralist. He was a contemporary of Lap]ace1 H and 
his name was Georges Louis Led ere, Comte dt Buffon, 
whose monumental Hiitiirt Natottlit we shall have several 
occasions to refer to ait tht chapter? that follow. For our 

present purpose what concerns uS is his statement, made in 
one Of the volumes of this book, that the planetary system 
originated In a catastrophic collision between the run and, 

some body from outer space, Buffon called this other l:ody a 

comet, a fact which has led to the disregard of his theory, 

for the material of comets is now known to be insufficiently 
concentrated to produce anything like the required impact- 
But ihli is simply a confusion. ifl t£inliflOlogyp for EuJT-oti 
knew very well the physical requirement* of such a body if it 

was to prcdu.ee the eAect he described. The main value of 
Bu (Ton's contribution was that it established in scientific 

thought the possibility, even the probability, that the planets 

were forcibly torn from the sun by some s0« at oosmit 

Theories based on this assumption have found consider- 

able favour. The first wa* the so-called ‘planetesima! hypo¬ 

thesisf put forward early this century by two American 
scienlisii, T, C. Chamberlin, a geologist, and F. R.Moulton^ 
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an astronomer. This theory -did not suggest that ftn actual 

collision had occurred between the sun and some other hotly ■ 
It assumed only the near approach to the Sun of a second 

star. The gravitational pull of this star set up great tidal 

bulges of gas On oppose to sides of the sun's surface. As the 
star reached its -nearest point these bulges became so great 

that explosive forces within the sun began to eject masses of 
tun materia] from them, in the form of' holts3. Eventually 
these bolts cooled to form, a vast mass of small solid bodies 

called ‘plartetesimals', which circled the sun under the 
Influence of its gravitational pull. Next the larger planetcji- 

mats attracted the smaller ones to them, and in this way the 

planets were built up by a process of accretion, not, as is 

more usually assumed, by cooling and shrinking from a 
molten state. 

The theory aroused great interest, but as with its prede¬ 
cessors reasons were brought forward to show why it could 

not be true. The objections were mainly based on the 

theory's assumption that the planets had always been solid 
bodies. It was pointed out that some of the planets were still 

very largely composed of gas, a fact that w;is difficult to 
explain away if they were solid originally. 

In an attempt to meet these criticisms the most recent of 

the tolar disruption hypotheses was put forward in the late 
nineteen twenties by the great British astronomer, Sir James 

Jeans* Working with the geophysicist, Harold Jeffreys, he 

reached the conclusion (hat the planets were originally 
gaseous and had been drawn from the sun's surface entirely 

through the gravitational pull of the second sue, unaided 

by explosive forces in the sun itself. The approach of this 
star, he asserted, had produced waves on the sun’s surface 

which had eventually grown so big that they had parted 

company with the lUn altogether and streamed out into 
space La the form of a. thin gaseous filament. The Instability 
of this thin stream of gas had caused it to break up into 

several parts which had slowly cooled and condensed to 
form the planet#. 

This theory oFJeans'i has held the field for over a quarter 
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of a century, but during the last four or five T™* ** *“ ***£ 
-auilffll by the entirely revolutionary view that the E™ 
and the Other planets WOT not produced from tlw sun at ad- 

-\n example of thE* new approach it the theory of “™™C 
disruption of Urt unknown Star put forward by the two 

Cambridge dentists, R- A. Lyttleton and Fred Hoyle. 
' Lyttleton and Hoyle began by amplifying a mAasm of 

Ibe jeara theory, first made by H N, Russel which-H 
that if the theory were right the planets would haw. to be 
circling the mtt at a very much closer ^stance than they 
actually are. On top of this criticism came the discovery that 

Planetary material contains elements of a verydifferent kfiA 
from'those normally found in the sun. In other words the 
son would be. a must unlikely *n3TCC for the hind of materials 

Which compose the Earth as we know it. 
The alternative theory put forward hy Lyt tie ion and 

Hoyle j, briefly as follows. The sun, they say, may onoe have 

formed nan of what is known U a double star, Of oinary 
systemh Half the star* in the sky conform to this pattern 3 

that is to say* although they appear hecause of their remote- 

neia to be single wars they are in realty pairs nf ais revolv¬ 
ing round each other tike two dancers in a ballroom pCT- 

foLiinS art endless series of natural turns According to the 
theory the sun’s companion star in this binary system wSJ 

of a type oiled by astronomer* a supernova. Supers™ 
are stars which, Jbr reasons we need not go mto hem, tend 
to disintegrate with extreme violence due to atomic ero¬ 

sions in their interior. When this happens a huge dnud of 
brightly incandescent gas is projected oulvmi* tf ifflWjj 

millions of mites an boor and the Star nucleus th*.t»WJ 
behind recoils like a cosmic cannonball fired into the depths 
Of space. But the gases of the explosion rcmain mLd if. y 

LyttUton and Hoyle assumed, these were 
gravitationally by the companion star : m this case thesurt 

they would have formed a gaseous nag out of winch the 

planets could have condensed* . _ 
P Thu, then, is one of the latest theories to account for the 
Earth's origin, but the problem is still far from being solved. 
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All that can safely be said is that the Earth and the other 

planets were probably born at the same time; that the 

Earth has almost certainly passed through a gaseous stage, 

and that its present appearance is due to the transformations 
it has undergone during a long period of contraction; and 
that, so far as we can tell, it is the only planet in the Solar 

System that can support life as we know it. With these 

factors in mind we can now ask what science has to tell us 

about the nature of the Earth itself and the way in which 

it has evolved. 



CHAPTER 3 

THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE EARTH 

What do wc know of the structure and proportion* of the 

Earth on which we live? And what are the mean* by which 
this knowledge is obtained? These are the questions that wc 

must now answer. ... _ 
The study of the Earth as a physical entity is known as 

geophysics, a science that deals in its broadest application 
with every aspect of the Earth from its centre to * point 

many miles above its surface. Geophysics is divided into foi 
main departments. The first of these studies the intenor of 

the earth, or ‘centrospherc* as it is technically called, trying 
to deduce the nature of those mysterious regions that must 
be forever hidden from the eyes of men. The second deals 
with the Earth's surface, or ‘lithosphere , telling us the 

nature of rocks and how valleys and mountains were formed. 
The third is concerned with the waters that lie on the surface 

of the Earth, known technically as the hydrosphere . And 
the fourth deals with the Earth's outer covering of gas, or 
' atmosphere', which has enabled life todevelop andl increase. 
For most of this book we shall be concerned with the second 
of these departments of geophysics, the department studied 

by the science of geology; and we shall be parucu ar > 
interested in the findings of historical geology whkh con¬ 
siders the Earth's surface as the theatre of evolving life. But 
to obtain a proper perspective a glance must first be taken 

at the whole picture. . » 
Simply defined, the Earth is a nearly spherical mass ot 

solid and viscous material measuring 7,900 rrules in diameter. 
It is not a perfect sphere for it is slightly fl*Kened at the 
poles, a fact which accounts for the degree of latitude being 
longer in high latitudes than in low ones. Its surfacc tt 
sculpted into hills and valleys, and more broadly divided 
into great continental masses and deep ocean basins. Its 

at will appear later, it woolly coopered to bo 
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e*eccding]y hot, while th« density of the Barth material* 

“MK* *® one moves from th* surface inwards towards the 
cone, rise volume of this enormous orange-shaped inhere ij 
approximately rtofiOO milEon cubic miles. 

The W4y such a complex structure may have evolved 
from a mas? of whirling siard'jgt, and particularly the 
growih of its surface rocks, will be considered in more detail 
in the next chapter. Here, first of all, we am going to review 

our knowledge of the Earth's interior and set what sort of 
picture we can build up of that strange uncharted country. 

This picture is essentia] if we am to understand the forces 
operating at tho surface. 

In recent years a great deal of speculation has been going 
mi concerning the nature of the materials lying beneath the 
Earth's crust. The researches of ft. M. Le«, P. W. Eridr- 

manf and others have revealed a multitude ofr«w possibili- 
W which may bring about a complete revolution in our 
way of thinking on this subject. For instance, it has recently 
been suggested that the oore of the Earth may consist of 
highly comprised hydrogen, and that Instead pfcooW 

down It may be gradually heating up. These idea, at the 

moment am too controversial and contradictory to have 
found a generally accepted place in scientific thought, and 
for this mason they will not be specially emphasized in this 
and the following chapters. Rut it should be remembered 

that die whole of the traditional concept of the Earth’s 
architecture and evolution U now under firc, and that no 

definite conclusion, are therefore possible. With this proviso 

jr mind let us see what kind of approach science has already 
made to the many problems involved. 

The deepest mine in the world, the Robinson Deep in 

South ATria, u than 10,000 foci below ground, an 
in nnscesi ma l fraction of the total d iametex of the Earth It is 
flbvLous, therefore, that any direct knowledge we can have 

of the interior h extremely limited, and our findings must 

be based upon deduction. Yet oven at this comparatively 
fallow depth we find ourselves already in possession of a 

significant fact: that the farther w« descend into the Earth 
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the higher the temperature becomes. This, moreover, is a 

characteristic of all mines all over the world, irrespective of 
their latitude or the temperature at the surface. 

Considering the comparatively small distance involved, 

the increase in temperature is spectacular, being no less than 
16® F. for every 1,000 feet, and sometimes even more. In 

fact, in the Robinson Deep, as in many other mines, an 
elaborate air-conditioning plant has had to be installed to 
prevent the miners from being roasted to death. Moreover, 

temperature tests taken down oil borings, which arc the 
deepest man-made incisions in the Earth’s crust, show that 

the heat continues to increase in proportion to the depth 

of penetration. 
It follows that at no great distance from the Earth's crust 

the heat of the interior should reach at a® F., the boiling 
point of water. This must, in fact, be the case, as is proved 
by the hot springs and geysers which gush forth in widely 
separated parts of the world. These are caused by water 

percolating through cracks and fissures in the Earth to a 
depth where it turns to steam, whereupon it is forced up 

once more under its own pressure into the open. In special 

circumstances the source of these geysers may be only a 
few hundred yards below ground, but the average depth at 
which vaporization occurs is one and a half miles. 

As with water, so with rocks and minerals. At a distance 
of just over thirty miles below the surface, if we assume the 

same regular increase of heat, the temperature reaches 
2,aao® F. or more, a point at which several kinds of rocks 

begin to melt. At 3,300* F., a few miles farther down, no 
known rock could normally exist in a solid state. It is the 
emergence of this molten rock from fissures in the Earth’s 

crust that causes the eruption of volcanoes, and has been 
taken by many authorities as proving the molten nature of 

the Earth's interior. 
The source of this heat, and the reason why it has not long 

ago been dissipated by radiation from the Earth’s crust, has 
been for many years a subject of scientific argument. Accord¬ 

ing to an early view expressed by the nineteenth-century 
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physicist Eord Kelvin,, xhc heat was produced by ordinary 

radiation from the tun material of which the Earth was 

originally composed. The Earth, in fact, was gradually 

becoming cooler and would end its career as a solid, cold, 
and lifeless planet. In recent times this view has been 

considerably modified. The source of heat, it is said, is the 
gradual hreaki ng down of radioactive elements in anti below 

the Earth's crust. This breaking down process is accom¬ 

panied by the release of large amounts of energy which arc 
sufficient not only to maintain the inner temperature of the 

Earth, hut to compensate also for the radiation losses at its 

surface. Modem science thus offers us the possibility of a 
surprising condusion, namely that we dwell on a natural 

Atomic pile and that, far from becoming cooler, the Earth’s 

interna] temperature may actually he increasing- It must he 
remembered, however, that the internal temperature of the 
Earth has Only a very slight effect on the surface tempera- 

tune, which is otherwise entirely controlled by the sun's rays. 
The temperature of the Earth’s core has been variously 

estimated at- 3,000n-&lcioo& C. or even more, yet the heat 
reaching the surface from below the cruac ia about 50 million 
rimes lest than the heat it receives from the sun. 

Having established the site and shape cif the Earth, and 
made a guess at ita internal temperature, sdence’j neat 

problem must be to deduce the nature of its materials, 
Except for the rocks of the Earth's cruar, which Are readily 

accessible, we may well wonder hbw we can give an account 
of materials thaE tan never be directly examined. The prob¬ 
lem is indeed a difficult one and many conflicting views 

have been expressed. Here we shall restrict ourselves to 
describing a few of the lines of attack that have been most 
commonly used. 

_ The first of these is the study of meteorites, which from 
trmc to time penetrate tli* Barth's atmosphere and come to 

rest upon ita surface. Meteorites are solidified particles from 
other celestial bodis, and have generally been, regarded as 
samples of the materials to be found within our own Earth. 

They vary greatly in size, the smallest being no larger than 
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pebbles, while the largest may weigh between too,onoand 
iao,«)o pound*. The world's largest meteorite crater, near 

Winilqw, Arizona, measures over 3,300 yard* across and 
must have been created by a meteorite, now deeply embed¬ 

ded in the Earth, ■weighing several millions of tons. The 
moot common materials :n nil the meteorJiej*o Ear erdmined 

have proved to bo metallic iron and stone. 
Another important source of information Concerning the 

Earth's interior is the behaviour of Earthquake waves. 
Earthquakes are the result of large-scate movements beneath 
the Earth's crust leading to a rearrangement of the Surface 
rocks. The cause of these Earth movements is still uncertain, 
hut their disastrous consequences to human ljeiogs are only 
loo familiar. Earthquakes have their uses however - at Least 

10 the scientist - for the waves which radiate from each 
centre of disturbance can be. recorded by the delicate 
instruments known as seismographs, and used as pointers 
to the kind of material* of which, the cerLtrosphere is com¬ 

posed. Three types of waves are recognized, passing respec¬ 
tively through the Earth's deepest layers, the lot deep 
layers, and the upper crust. As it is known that ail the 

waves in any particular shock originated in the same place 
and at ibe same dme, we have only to record their times of 

arrival at any given seismologies! station to be able to work 
out their relative speed*. At temp is have been made to 

deduce from these the general nature of the rocks and 
minerals through which they Slave passed. 

What picture can we build up of the structure of Our 
Earth from these and the other mean* of knowledge at our 
disposal? It seems probable in the first place that the Earth 
consists of a series of conccntHc *on« varying greatly in 
complexity. Beginning from the surface, there is first a 
succession of rocks, known as sedimentary rocks, which are 
actually visible to human eyes in quarries and mines and on 

mountain sides. These sedimentary rodci are not regularly 
laid down uni above the other like the Sayers of a cake, but 
for reasons that will appear later, are often worn away, 

twisted and jumbled up, as if they had been battered by 

B 
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some cosmic giant. Below the sedimentary rocks is a founda- 

lion of what arc known as igneous rocks, from the Latin 
ignis, meaning fire. These rocks differ from the sedimentary 

rocks in that they have not been laid down through the 
action of wind and weather, but have been formed directly 

from a molten state by cooling. The most common example 
of this type of rock is the familiar granite found on Dartmoor 

and in the English Lake District. 
The solid sedimentary and igneous rocks form the main 

body of the Earth’s crust, and their combined materials 
make up a zone roughly forty miles deep. Although this 
sounds a remarkable thickness it must be remembered that 

in relation to the Earth’s total diameter it is as thin as the 
skin of an apple. According to the traditional view this crust 
is supported by a hand of rock known as basalt, which 

extends for a further thirty-five miles into the Earth’s 
interior. Beyond this lies the great peridotite layer over 700 
miles thick, possibly composed of the mineral olivine in a 

highly plastic state. Next, between the peridotite layer and 
the core, comes the thousand miles of the transition zone, 

whose constitution has always been highly speculative. 
Finally comes the core itself, more than 4,000 miles across 
and consisting, according to the traditional theory, of iron 

or nickel iron in a plastic condition. 
The interacting forces of temperature and pressure at the 

heart of the Earth are on a fantastic scale. We have already 
spoken of the possibility that the Earth’s core is at a tem¬ 

perature of 6,000* C. - an estimate which some authorities 
consider conservative. The pressures are equally enormous. 
It is estimated that less than half way to the Earth’s centre 
the pressure of the overlying materials exceeds 20 million 
pounds per square inch: at the centre this is more than 

doubled, being somewhere in the region of 20,000 tons. The 
great heat, tending to increase the volume of the molten 
Earth materials and make them less dense, is counteracted 
by the almost inconceivable pressure which tends to squeeze 
them into a smaller and more solid shape. A constant war is 
therefore being waged between the forces producing liquid 
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and solid states, with the result that the Earth’s interior may 
preserve some of the characteristics of both. 

Finally, in this brief survey of the architecture of the 
Earth, we must say a word or two about its atmosphere 

This extends upwards into space in all directions* for & 
distance of several hundred miles, but after fifty miles it is 
already becoming extremely attenuated. At the Earth's 
surface the atmosphere consists principally of two gases 
oxygen and nitrogen, the latter being nearly four times more 

common than the former. There are also small quantities of 
carbon dioxide and water vapour, and some chemically 

inert gases. As the air becomes more rarified with height, 
the amounts of the various gases in a given volume of air 

naturally decrease; hence the great difficulty of supporting 
life at the top of high mountains without an artificial supply 
of oxygen. 

Although it is not obviously perceptible to us, the atmo¬ 

sphere has weight. The pressing down of the upper layers 
on the lower produces a pressure at sea-level of fourteen and 

a half pounds per square inch. We do not notice this 

pressure for it is applied equally to every part of our bodies, 
and they arc sufficiently rigid to stand up to it without 
discomfort. But it is physically very apparent in aeroplanes 
and rapidly moving lifts when our ears begin to hurt owing 

to unequal pressure behind and in front of the drum. In 
extreme cases such variations in atmospheric pressure can 
lead to nose bleeding, or even to bursting of the ear drums. 

In the form of the air we breathe the atmosphere is one 
of the basic necessities of life, but even in a less fundamental 

sense it has a great influence on our everyday activities. It is 
the source of our climate and our weather; it is the medium 

through which our aeroplanes fly; and until recently it 
provided (in the form of winds, which are simply atmo¬ 
sphere in motion} the motive power for most of our ships 
and mills. Even in the aesthetic field its influence is felt, for 

it forms an essential part of the pageant of dawn and sunset 
and the sombre magnificence of stormy skies. 

The atmosphere concludes this part of our enquiry into 
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the rating of the: Earth. It brine™; us also to a good in anient, 
fat recapitulating the discoveries we h&vc mode JO far, We 

began with a pktilK of our Earth, infinitely lonely, swim¬ 
ming through the vastncs3 of apace, as insignificant as a 

cork in the middle of the Pad he Ocean. We looked at some 
of the theories put forward for the origin of this tiny planet, 

and saw how the whole of our history' and present existence 
has probably stemmed from an inimensc cosmic catastrophe, 
Final Ly we have inspected our modem Earth at closer range, 

glancing briefly at its surface structure, dwelling in more 
detail cm the mysterious nature of its interior, and conclud¬ 
ing with a few facts about its atmosphere, But there remain 
what arc probably the two mCWt lAjdfliJtLng problems nf all - 
the problems of time and of growth. How long ago was our 

Earth created, and through what long ages did it slowly 
evplve? IT it is true that it Originated in incandescent r.Lar 

dust, how did this turn to the complicated formations of its 

geological crust? How Long was it lifeless, and how did life 
eventually develop to its present complexity? These are 

the kind of questions that we must now attempt to answer, 



CHAPTER 4 

THE AGE AND EVOLUTION 

OF THE EARTH 

AcoOR91 no to the teventrenth-c^tury Irish Archbishop 

Jam« Usher, the Earth was created oti Saturday, October 
53nrh 4004 B.C-j at & o clock in the evening. This startling 

pronouncement, with iu pleasing exactitude, was made in 51 

boo!; called Tht Annals of (fa World published in London in 

the year sfigB. Usher had worked out his figures by much 
Complicated addition and subtraction of dates from the 
different chronologies of the Old Testament, And had the 
satisfaction of seeing them Injected by some over-jealous 
editor as a marginal note in (he King James version of the 
Bible, Thia led to (heir becoming accepted aa a part of 
religious dogma, and far more than, a century it was heresy 
to believe that the Earth, with all ic* complex features, had 
mJsfth longer than 5,000 years Co evolve. 

The first scientist to throw an intellectual grenade into 
this comfortable and Orderly scheme was the French nature 
aiist Button, whom we have already met at the author of an 
early theory of the Earth's origin. In 1778* in his ItpoipfS dr 
la Natan, Bufifon proposed a new scale of time for Earth 
history. He was wise enough, not to give definite dates, bnt 

divided the Earth's past into seven epochs. I n the fim epoch, 

for which he allowed about 3,000 years, the Earth cooled 
from an incandescent (o a molten state. The next 35,000 
years or so constituted! an epoch of gradual consolidation in 

which the crust began to take on its present form. In the 
third epoch, lasting from 15,000 to iotooo years, the water 
vapour in the atmosphere began to tall as rain* covering the 

Earth with a universal sea; at this time also the first life 
began to appear in the waters, and Jtratlficd rocks began to 

form from marine sediments. The fourth epoch of 5,000 
years saw the retreat of the water* and the beginning of a 

period of interne volcanic activity. Finally three epochs saw 
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the appearance of the more advanced forms of] ife, culminat¬ 
ing in man, whose supremacy, it was assumed, would last 

until the Earth cooled and Ufe became extinct. 
During the nineteenth century a Eong and bitter war iyii 

waged between religious orthodoxy and the more scienti¬ 

fically minded who, following HufFon, demanded an. ever- 
increasing allotment of time to account for the development 

ofthe Earth's major physical features. The ordtodnx thinkers 
put up a good light,, but the pressure of accumulating facts 
proved (co much for them. The paltry allowance of 6,000 

yean for the Earth’s Creadon and growth was extended first 
!o soOjOoo years, then to 400 million. Finally even the 
protests of the faithful were stilled by the sublimity of the 
new conception* and today the age of the Earth is reckoned 

at the altogether inconceivable figure of 3,000 million yeans. 

What a the evidence that has driven ia to accept such 
vast vistas of time ? This question can beat be answered by a 

more detailed consideration of the physical processes that 
have formed the Earth's crust. 

Working on the assumption that Our Earth originated as a 

spinning globe of incandescent gas, let us try to picture what 
happened when it began to cool. The first transformation 
was from the completely gaseous to the completely molten. 
From this point, as we have Already suggested, it seem? likely 

diet the radioactive materials witliin the Earth maintained 

its internal temperature at a roughly constant level, Or even, 
perhaps, increased it. This was not, however, one of in 

surface, which when it was still in molten form was undoubt¬ 
edly losing vast amounta of heat by radiation, resulting ip n 

quick fill in temperature. Eventually the surface tempera¬ 

ture must have dropped to the point, where the surface 
materials began to solidify and the molten sphere acquired 
a solid crust. 

The first effect of this was to attest at the underside of the 
crust the convective currents in the molten material of the 

Interior, which had formerly radiated their heat directl y into 
surrounding space. Eftese currents, incidentally, played a 

great part in determining (he inner constitution of (he Earth, 
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for they transported the Tighter materials, such u granite 
antj bosalt, to the surface, while the heavier iron and iron- 

mckei to the centre- "V^Lth the solidification of a rocky 
crust the cooling of the Earth, waa considerably retarded. 
Instead of being carried all the way to the surface by con' 

vaction, the heat at the last stage had to be slowly conducted 
through a rocky shell. 

The tendency henceforward was therefore for a balance 
to be struck between surface radiation and the generation of 
atomic heat in the interior. Until this occurred tht crust 
gradually cooled, thickening as It did so, until a thermal 
equilibrium was achieved which has probably varied little 

throughout the Earth’s history. But the technicalities of tills 
process are ofless interest to Our purpose than the probable 
aspect of the surface at that time. 

The first rocks to solidify were the sO'Calted 'igneous* 
rocks, which we defined, it will be remember*], as those 
which had been formed directly from a molten state by 
cooling. These began to make a crust on the Earth , ns cream 

collects on top of a churn or us the outer surface of a mdten 
metal ball is the first part to solidify in a foundry. In the 

earliest stages, of course, they were intensely hot, radiating 

a fierce whit* heut. The Earth nl this time must have looked 
like a gigantic Hery furnace, the send-molten rocii seething 

and bubbling, and assuming a variety of fantastic shapes as 
they gradually hardened into a rigid skin. 

At that time the Earth had no atmosphere as we know it. 
The rocks were far too hot to permit the condensation of 
water vapour, or even the formation ofdouds. The air was 
filled with the acrid fumes thrown ofF by the newly formed 

rocks, and the heat within hundreds of mites of the Earth's 
turfaoo was of unimaginable fierceness and strength. 

But gradually, through many thousands of years, the 
Earth cooled. The rocky surface, reinforced from within by 
solidifying basait, grow thicker. Clouds began to form, at 
first in crisps and patches, and then in great massed banks 

that for fong ages obscured the face of the sun, covering the 
Earth in a sombre and impenetrable shroud. 



cloud banks in a merciless delude, as if it would go on for all | 
eternity, J 

But at length a time came wlsen the d o Lids began to dis¬ 

perse, for the Earthfs surface was attaining a more moderate 
temperature and die cycle of evaporation and condensation 

waa beginning to slow up. The steaming lava fields slowly 
cooled and the tepid Stream* combined into mighty rivers 
which fed the first seas. The internal heat of the Earth ceased 

to affect ip any Earge degree the temperature t>f the surface i ? 
instead the sun'* rays, combined with the Earth1* Topo¬ 

graphy, began to produce local climates, and with them 
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all the familiar and! contrasting fcaLurcs of our everyday 

weather, Fi3t the first time Ert the Earth's history there, began 
to operate the complex forces which regulate heat and cold* 
and determine the incidence of draught and tempest and 
Hood. 

It may now be asked how our pretent-day Earth has been 

built up, and why modern geologists have allowed far the 
process such, an immense period of dene, The evidence ties 
in the rocks of the Eaitlfs crust. It has already been said that 
in addition to the Igneous rocks there arc * targe number of 
sedimentary racks* and that although these appear tt> h*v* 
been originatty deposited in Layers they ate now twisted and 

broken as if by the hand of a cosmic giant. These rack Layer? 
were in fact laid down by the very weathering forces we 

have just described. Wind, water, and ice* constantly 
assaulting the surface of the igneous rocks, carried away 
p^rt idea of their surface, and bore them suspended in river 

water to the sea. Here they were spread out in deltas and 
on the floor of the Ocean basins in the form of beds of sedi¬ 

ment which gradually solidified into new rocks. Further 
layers were laid down on top of these and were sffected by 

heat and pressure in different ways so that numerous distinct 

formations grew up. It has been estimated that if all these 
sedimentary rock strata since the beginning of time had 
been allowed to accumulate one on top of the other they 

would now have reached a thickness of at Least ninety“£iv* 
miles. 

The reason that this has not occurred is that the Earth 

i? conventionally believed to bo a shrinking body. ELcsi of 
heat has ied to contraction of the molten core, and the 
effect of this has been to set up immense lateral strains in the 

crust. The surface rocks have been impacted into one 
another, and the complicated interplay of tension? ha? 
led to the creation of mountain ranges- and gigantic rift 
valleys. 

The oircumfcrcncfi of tile Earth is now actually believed 
to be about ninety-four milts shor ter than it wjsj at the time 

the crust was formed* and its surface area to have been 
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reduced by over j j million square miles. The result of tills 

has been to- fbreo upwards above the surface of the Earth 

more thzrt 33 million cubit milt* of solid rock. A large 
proportion of this TOCk must have been of the scdl mental 
tyjMj which WM subjected in its turn to the same erosive 
force* that had attacked the basal igneous rocks. The effect 

of this was to wear away completely some of the Layers* 

while other? were so altered and distorted by the pressure 
of the shrinking Earth as M become unrecognizable. At the 

same lime, W add to the confuaiorij volcanoes and Other 

subterranean forces were injecting new layers of molten 
igneous rocks between and above the sedimentary rockaf so 

that the rOtk record became distorted in the extreme. 
With this picture in our minds we can now return to the 

question of the Earth1'} age. Even to the early nineteenth- 
century scientists it was apparent that the forces-behind such 

vast geological changes must hav* taken an immense span 

of time to operate. Anyone who has been on a hillside (luring 
a shower of rain will have had ft convincing demonstration 

of this fact. A raindrop falls on the soil, and a minute particle 
of earth is washed perhaps a quarter of an inch downhill. 

The process is repealed On that particular particle probably 

Only two ar three times in each shower. Yet these are the 
forces that through the long aeons of geological time have 

washed away mountains higher than the Andes or the 

Hirnalaya3| not once, but time and time again — as often, in 
fact, ns new ranges have been upraised by the pressure of 

the shrinking Earth. 
The realization of the way these forces worked was first 

made by a SJeottish doctor named James Hutton. On March 

yth, 17E51.be read a paper to the Royal Society of Edinburgh 
which to to chting* the whole course of geological history. 

Ir was called T£s Theory of the Earthy and it set forth Hutton3* 
belief that the forces of wind -and weather now in operation 
would have been capable, if piwr. i-ufuitni time, of producing 

every existing feature of the Earth's crust. He was driven to 
the conclusion that the Biblical creation was a figment of 

men's imaginations:, concluding hex essay thus;£ It is vain to 
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Jocfc for anything higher in the origin of the Earth. r r. We 

find no vestige of a beginning, - no prospect of an end.3 
The events of the next fifty yean; prove*! that, despite 

‘vrid espread opposition,. Hutton's theory was undeniably 
true, It became known as the doctrine of'the uniformity of 

nature*, or 1 uniformitariantsm', and was fulty developed in 
the nineteenth century by the British geologist Sir Charles 

Lyell. Lyell's three-volume Principle! of tiiologr, published 
between i%o and 1833, became, in fact, the hible of the 
new science. 

The scale or time having been so greatly extended, the 
next problem waa to date the past of the Earth, The rate at 
which sediments accumulate in river valleys was quietly 
seen to be one method of doing this. Thus In tBgq excava¬ 

tions at Memphis in Egypt expoicri the foundations of a 

gigantic statue of Ram$$e$ II buried under nine feet of 
sediment. The age of t he statue was known to be about 3,200 

years, and it was therefore a simple matter to deduce the 
rate at which the deposits had been laid down. In this w ay 

a rough yardstick was created which enabled age to be 
comreLaied wilh depth \ for example, when, a few years later* 

some burnt brick was discovered at a depth of forty feet in 
the same layer, its age could be estimated with reasonable 
certainty at about tg^ao yean, 

Although this method is still satisfactory for dating the 
comparatively recent past, it is quite inadequate for dealing 
with the long ages of geological time. The rate of deposition 
varies w-ich the relief of the laud and the fluctuations of 

climate, so for the remote past a more accurate method Es 
required. One such method is derived from the rate at which 
the sea is becoming salt, Laymen arc often surprised to team 
that ibis saltiness is not a constant factor hut incresss 

steadily with time. The salt in the tea, it is now realized, 

comes from the sediment? brought down by the groat riren. 
The insoluble particles are deposited on the sea floor in 
over-growing layer?, but many of the salts remain in solution. 

When the sun evaporates water from the sea surface* these 
salts are left behind. The evaporated fresh water falls again 
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on the Land in the form of rain and brings do^vn further 

suit and sediments, so (hat (he salinity of the sea is oonlinu- 
;lS!y being increased, 

It seems obvious that by estimating the amount of salt 

held in solution by (he wvrJd's oceans and dividing it hy the 
annual rate of deposition by the worlds rivera, we should 

Arrive at a figure for the age of the Earth. This has been 
done, and the resulting figure comes out at about i oo 

mill ion years. ‘Unfortunately, however, this estimate is 
inaccurate, and a moment's thought will show us why. 

firstly, and most obviously, the salt-impregnated layers of 
sediment at the bottom of the sea have many times in the 

Earth’s history been squeezed and folded upwards to form 
dry land, as has already been described. This dry land is 

then eroded all over again, but being itself of undersea 
origitij die new sails it produces only serve to falsify ills 

calculation. Atso tire height of ih.c lands bordering the 

oceans determines the rate of dqiesjtLort, and this height 
has not remained constant throughout geological time. In 

short there are (r» many imponderables in this method to 
make it more than a very rough guide. 

Fortun ately, however, there is now One way of dating the 
Earth’s past that can claim to be entirely practical and 

accurate. Tilts, is based on the properties of the radioactive 
materials which are known to form part of the Earth's crust. 

These make an extremely valuable geologies! dock by which 

scientists can tell to within a few million years how old a 
particular rock formation must be. 

Wc have already told how (he radioactive elements in die 

rods arc gradually breaking down and giving off the heat 
(hat maintains tile Earth’s internal temperature. The main 
agencies of (his kind are the elements uranium and thorium, 

and as these change their state by radioactivity they become 

in Succession a number of different elements. Finally they 
become stable, and this end product is [bund, surprisingly 
enough, to be ordinary lead. 

Fortunately the rate of radioactive decay is found to 
remain constant under the widest range of temperature and 
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pressure. To determine (he age of a rock, therefore, alt (hat 
is necessary is £0 measure id lend content and compare it 

with the known rate of radioactive change. The most 
ancient rocks so Ear treasured by this method have proved 

£0 be the coarsely crystalline igneous rocks known as 
pegmatites from Rice Luke, Manitoba, whose age has been 

estimated at about 2,100 million years. This confirms that 
the age of the Earth itself must be somewhere in the region 
of 3>ckxj million years. 

With this figure known, the problem of Earth chronology 
becomes principally one of dividing its history into the main 
geological periods. These are not arbitrarily laid down, but 
mark definite events i o the Earth's evolution. They arejnile- 
stoncs fixed by dramatic transformations of the Earth’s 
crust, often involving sweeping changes in climate, vegeta¬ 

tion, and animal life. But before explaining them, wo must 
first introduce those silent witnesses of the past wbOi play 

such an all-important part in our story - the fossils that lie 
buried in the rocks of the Earth's surface. 



CHAPTER ^ 

AVITNESSES OF THE PAST 

Fossils ape the remains of dead 13.nLTMp.t1 ant] plar.Es pre¬ 

served in the Earth's cruat* and the study of fossils forms a 

large part of the JCitnee Of palaeontology, a name that 
conies from three Greek words meaning 'the science of 

annent being'. One of the valuable functions of palaeon¬ 
tology is to act as a kind of connecting link between the 
sciences of geology and biology,, for It draws part of ils 

information from both- In his search for fossil remains the 

palaeontologist must be well verted Ift geological techniques ;: 
he must know where to look for his specimens., and how to 
extract them from the rock when he has found them. But he 

must also know a great deal about many branches of biology, 
especially comparative anatomy* or he will be unable to 

interpret his finds or fill in the inevitable gaps in his 
record. 

By the aid of fossils palaeontologists can now give us an 
excellent picture of the life of past ages. The palaeontologist 

is really a L time detective \ whose clues are footprints and 
fragments of bone - sometimes also the remains or imprints 

of skin and flesh. From these he rceonalructs for us not only 
the murderous crimes of the post - although ihese were 
frequent, enough — but also the appearance and habits of 

the many extraordinary creatures- who preceded us in the 
domination of the Earth. 

Not all remains of dead animals are regarded as fossils; 
to qualify for the name they remit have been in existence 
for Some considerable time, Nor are fossils necessarily tire 
remains of extinct animals; the bones of animals recently 
extinct, unless of great age, arc not regarded aj frauils, while 

andent remains of individuals of living species are. Antiquity 

is the sole factor determining what is a fossil and what is not, 
but it is always difficult to know where to draw the line. For 

this reason palaeontologist! are sometimes heard to remark: 
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'If the remains stink, give them to the zoologists; if not, 
they’re OUTS.' 

The word fossil cornea from the latin verb fedirt, meaning 
lto dig up’, a tic! Ka! originally given to literally anything 

that was dug up out of the Earth. For example Conrad 
Gftjntr, the great sixteenth-century Swiss natunKtt, regar¬ 

ded such objects as cryttub and ancient stone axe-heads at 

fossils, despite the fact that they were of mineral origin. 
Gradually, however, the term become restricted entirely to 

organic remains, or the unproBotB of organic objects, and 
this is the only sense in which it ia now used. 

Fossils may be found almost anywhere, hut only very 
rarely in igneous rocks. This is because if an animal were 
ever unfortunate enough to be engulfed by a molten lava 
flow the heat almost inevitably destroyed iu remains. 

Sometimes, however, a natural mould of the victim was 

preserved in volcanic materials. One of the most remarkable 
instances of this was found recently in Oregon, where an 

ancient rhinoceros had been overwhelmed by a lava flow, 
A few charred bones were all that was left of the animal 
itself, but a cavity exactly reproducing its shape was left in, 
the solidified rock, 

The main aoureea of fossils arc the layers of sedimentary 

rocks laid down Over the igneous rooks by the action of 
wind and water. They are particularly common in limc- 
atones and calcareous shales, but less so in such rocks as red 
sandstones whose chemical constitution is harmful to orga nic 

remains. A dramatic picture can be built up in the imagina¬ 
tion of how these fossilised remains came to be buried in 

the rocks many mil Linns of years ago. A dead sea creature, 
perhaps, once sank slowly to the ocean bed, thrm to be 

covered by an over-thickening film of sand. The soft parts 
would decay, but the hard skeleton would in some eases be 
preserved. Or maybe a giant dinosaur, mortally sick or 
wounded, would fail at last in the shallow water of a river 

delta. When death had claimed it, and the scavengers and 
maggots had dene their work, its heavy skeleton would 
slowly sink in the soft mud to be covered in a shroud of 
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river-borne sediments, Then, many millions of years later, 

the slow con trad ion of the Earth might lift this particular 
bed of hardened sediment, inch by inch, century after 
century, until it formed the slope of some great mountain 

range. Ice and rain would resume their atladt, and grad¬ 
ually the skeleton would be weathered out to the surface, 

to be discovered perhaps 100 million years later by some 
excited pahioontolpgiit. 

Such processes have gone on from the beginning of time, 

and fossilised remains have been found in every period of 
human, hiirory, In the early days of scientific knowledge 
naturalists were often hard put to it to explain what fossils 

were and many quaint theories were propounded. Aristotle, 
for example, in the fourth century h.c., believed chat they 

were spontaneously generated in the rocks by some mysteri¬ 

ous plastic force whose workings he was unable to explai n. 
He devote much space to them in his Mjiwt'a Ammsiinm, 

treating them as a distinct fbrm of life, albeit of a somewhat 
inferior kind of natural born animals. His famous pupil, 

Theophrastus, modified this view. He agreed with Aristotle 
that fossils were of organic origin, hut believed chat they 

had grown from eggs or seeds scattered in the rocks-. One of 

the few Greeks to have guessed tke true nature of fossiLs was 
the historian Herodotus, He observed marine fossils in the 

desert during his travels in Egypt and Libya about 450 a.O,, 
concluding, quite correctly, that the Mediterranean had 

once spread southward over North Africa and that the 
fossils had hern left behind when it retreated. 

Roman science did little or nothing to modify the earlier 

theories of the Greeks, and in the Dark Ages, after the fall 
of the Empire, the whole subject was lost in a welter of 

eodesiastic theory. The medieval church encouraged the 
idea of a six-day creation and an age for the Earth of 

only a few thousand years. If fossils were mentioned at 
all their true nature was either unknown or tactfully 
ignored. Lay thinkers, if sufficiently daring, stated that 

they must have grown from, germs dropped from the stars, 
or have fallen fully formed from outer space. Extremists 
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regarded them as undoubted evidence of the ingenuity of 
the <1^1. 

It was the digging of Canids in Italy in the late fifteenth 

century that reawakened scientific Interest in the matter. 

The excavations brought to light deposits of fossil sea shells 
too numerous to be ignored. These greatly intrigued the 
great Italian artist and scientist Leonardo da Vinci,, who 

wsj among the fim to assert that they were rise remains of 
creatures that had. once been alive in the areas where they 
were found. This view, naturally enough, was very unpop¬ 
ular with the clergy, but they had the ground cut from 

beneath their feet by the seventeentli-o-ntury Danish eccle¬ 
siastic Nicholas Stems, fiteno was born a strict Lutheran, 
became converted to Catholicism, and was made a bishop 
by the Pope' unfortunately, hosvevcr, he was aho an 

eminent geologist and anatomist, and two years after his 
conversion came out in full Support of da Vinci's theory of 
the Origin of fossils. 

The growing influence of the scientific faction eventually 
caused the Church to retreat to now positions. Henceforward 
fossils were regarded as the remains of creatures that had 
been drowned In the Biblical flood, The classic example of 
this view is contained in a Latin work published in 1726 by 

the German physician Johann Scheuchzer. The book was 
called Hcma ditvrii itstii, or £ Man a witness of the Deluge3, 
arid contained a description of some skeletal remai ns found 

at Occurangen in Switzerland which Scheuefocer interpreted 
ns men who had been drowned in the Flood. It was unfor¬ 

tunate, perhaps, that some years later the French naturalist 
Baron Cuvier re-examined tEicse remains and found they 
belonged to giant satamandeis of the genus Arterial, but it 

says much for hii sense of humour that he immediately gave 
them the specific name of Amfnas JtFuuch&ri. 

Apart from the Flood theory, many people regarded the 
larger fossi L skeletons as the remains cf giants. To this day 
there is a plain in the Dauphin^ in Franco known as U 
chomp fes giants because of the recovery there in the 

seventeenth Century of the bones of prehistoric elephants. 
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Mammoth skulls were particularly popular with (he giani- 
mongers Ebr, as can be seen in th e aeeonjpanyi ng iUui tr* tkm, 
the twin nasal opening in the middle of the head could 

easily be interpreted as the eye pocket of a Cyclops. But the 
UtpiL comment of all,, wllid.1 combines both 

Flood and giant theories, was that made in 1706 by Gover¬ 

nor Dudley of Marsiidiu sett*, who had been shown what 
was. later identified as a mastodon tooth from a peat bog 

near Albany, New York. After announcing that the tooth 

measured si in. long, and weighed 3 lb- 4 he continues: 

A fm!] tn»mmwh jiltnlEj ihewfaB 
h-.VM' the k £- n d of the CydDjH may 

hsifG peigiftated 

LI am perfectly of the opinion that the tooth will agree only 

to a human body, for whom (he Flood only could prepare a 
funeral; and without doubt he waded as long as he could 

keep his head above tbe douds, but must at J epgth be con¬ 
founded wit 11 ah other creatures and the new sediment after 

the Flood gave him the depth we now find/ 

Despite the pioneer palaeontological work of Cuvier and 
hij fellow countryman, Jean Baptiste de Monet, Chevalier 

de Lamarck, the fossil controversy went On well into the 
nineteenth Century. The triumph of Darwinism and die 
theory of evolution led to great be art ^searchings among men 

who were both good scientists and good Cisriirians- Sir 
Edmund Cfosse tells how his naturalist father Philip Gosse, 

- # 
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a strict Puritan and a Plymouth Brother, was quite unable 
to reconcile the two points of view. Instead he cut the 

Gordian knot by declaring that God must in fact have 

created th* world, ns the Scriptures said, in 4004 B.O., but 
that He had done so ■with the fossils already in place- The 

reception of (his theory proved that even the most reaction¬ 
ary intellectuals regarded the six-day creation ai a lost 

cause, We find. Charles Kingsley wr?ting to Gosse that he 
mnnoL give up ' the painful and slow conclusion of .five and 
twenty years study of geology, and believe that God lias 

written On the rocks oue cnorjuous and Superfluous lie1. 
And even the high-minded Victorian press ridiculed a 
theory which maintained, according to the popular inter¬ 
pretation, that God had hidden fossils in the rocks in order 
to tempt geologists into infidelity. 

Fossils, then, for the last fifty or sixty years, have been 

universally recognised for what they are. Their respect¬ 
ability it now accepted by the most pious, and drey have 
become an indispensable aid to the Earth historian in his 

complicated task. It remains to enquire how they are pre¬ 

served , and how they can be used as clues tn the history of 
life. 

The most common form offossitiaaiion results from burial 

under water-borne sediments, especially at the bottom of 
the sea. Usually only the hard parts of the animal are pre¬ 
served, but occasionally the imprint of the soft parts Itavti 
a tracing on the rocks. For example, the muscles of a shark 
over- goo million years old were in one specimen so perfectly 
preserved that individual fibres and their crOsi-striations 

could be dearly seen under the microscope. With soft- 
bodied prehistoric creatures, such a* jetty-fish and other 
invertebrates, these imprints provide our only dues to 
rheir appearance. It is unfortunate that compared to the 

preservation of bone structure they arc always exceedingly 
rare. 

Fossilized bones are often regarded as being literally 
'turned to alone*, but this is very seldom the case. Some¬ 
times^ admittedly, Ehe bony material is replaced bit by bit 
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by entirely different mineral substances, and can therefore 
be regarded as an example of true petrifaction, Far more 
common, however, is the process known as 'permineraljMi,- 

tion3, in which the minute Cavities in the buried bones 
become filled with particles of |ht surrounding mineral 

sediment , but without altering the nature of the original, 

The particles solidify, and in consequence t he bone naluraliy 
feds heavier, but no chemical or mineral change has taken 

place in the bone i tself. As the bone and its mineral ftLEEng 

are quite different in appearance and lecture, the structure 
of permineralizcd remains can easily be studied in Section 

under the microscope. 

A fcddiL iduhyij)j.af, The Uaelj a raj itiew while the im-Hnot or the loft 
piuU was left (hi the rttmri* 

Mention has already been made of the natural moulds 

that are occasionally Left En igneous rocks by animals that 

have been Overwhelmed by lava flows. The same pheno* 
menon can also occur in other kinds of materials. When these 

moulds am in a good state of preservation artificial casts can 
he made from Lhem which reproduce the original shape of 

the remains. Sometimes Mature herself has performed this 

task hy filling the cavity with some mineral substance. 
Silica or caloite especially are often found as a filling in such 
cavities, thereby making a natural east. 

Other interesting example* of natural moulds are (hose 

left by prehistoric insects in amber. Amber is the natural 
resin of ancient coniferous trees in a hardened condition. 
Frequently, when this resin was in its natural glutinous state, 
unsuspecting insects alighted on it and could nol detach 
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themselves-; as the rain accumulated they gradually became 
permanently entombed. With the passage of time the *eft 

parts of the insect shrivelled awaVj but the hard parts were 
preserved, and a perfect mould was left in the transparent 
amber. These moulds now preserve the complete shape and 

torture of the insects body, so that every detail of its 
anatomy down to the finest Esair* and wing membranes can 

be examined under the microscope. 

Em these ate not the only types offosalizai ion. Many great 
animals of the past were mired in quicksands, peat bog*, or 

deposits of natural asphalt. At least 10O mastodon skeletons 
have been recovered from the peat bogs of the Big Bone 

Lick in Kentucky, and when Thomas Jefferson was Presi¬ 
dent of the United States he devoted a special room in the 

White House to fossil remains from this source. Asphalt is a 

particularly good preservative for fossil*. Bacteria cannot 
live in it and the effects of decomposition are therefore 
minimized. 

Trees and plants arc less often preserved as fossils than 

animals as they lack a bony skeleton. However truly pet' 

rified tree trunks ate by no means rare, the woody t«juc 
being replaced by silica or calcium carbonate-. The petrified 

forests of the United States are well known, and some 
examples of fossilized tree trunks can he seen not only in 

several Brilish museums, but as exhibits in such homely 
surroundings as London’s Regent* Park, Flowers, piants, 
and leaves are seldom completely preserved, but we can 
learn much about t hd r appearance from the imprints they 

leave in the rocks by the process known as carbonization. As 

time passes, die volatile elements in plant specimens escape, 
but their carbon content remainsj leaving an excellent 

carbon copy of their shape. The same process i* responsible 
for meat of the imprints of the soft parts of animals which 

wem described above. 
On very rare occasions, and under very special circum¬ 

stances, the remains of a whole animal, both skeleton and 
soft parts, art preserved fftr posterity. The usual cause oF this 

is not, strictly speaking, fossilization at all, but a process akin 
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to deep farting. For example, the careuses of mammoths 

hnvc been found On numerous occasiona frozen deeply into 
tilt ArctEc tundra of Siberia and Alaska. The flesh of one 

such mammoth, exposed by n fall in the bank of the Here- 
sovka River, Eastern Siberia, was so fresh that it was eaten 

by scavenging dogs a^ooo years after its death. In Alaska 

the remains Of mammoth hair occur in such profusion that 
they have been known to interfere with the working of the 
gold diggings. 

Caves and oil seeps are also occasional sources of com¬ 

pletely preserved remildi. There is the famines instance of 
a young wooliy rhinoceros and a young mammoth being 

preserved almost whole for many thousands of years in an 
oil 3Ccp at StarunEa, Galicia. The skin and fur of giant 

ground sloLlit have also been recovered from ctccptionalJy 
dry caves in the United Statci and Patagonia. When some 
of this Fur was discovered in the early [3^os it was in such 

excellent condition that the theory arose that specimens of 
these extinct ground sEoihs must still be alive, 

PinaELy, before ending tide survey of the various kinds of 
fossils, a word must be said about two specialized, types 

that are particularly valuable to our palaeontologist time^ 
detectives. These arc fossilized dung, or ‘ eoprelites 1 a? they 
are technically called, and fossil trackways. Coprolites arc 

quite common and give detailed information concerning 
-be diet of many kinds of extinct animals. Trackways are of 

special value in telling us how these creatures used to move. 

Aimed with the evidence provided by these silent wit¬ 
nesses of the past, the palaeontologist can give us a surprix- 

ingly graphic idea of the Earths former life, From the bones 

thenuetveSj anti from the rare remains of soft parts, h* can 
tdl us very often exactly what the animal was JEke. From 

the imprints of leaves and plants, and other related evidence 
in the reeks, he can tell us about its habitat and the kind of 
climate in wliich it lived. From copied ites he can tell us 

about Eti food and confirm the evidence of anatomy as to 

whether it was carnivorous or vegetarian or both. From 
jG&sjl trackways he can tdl us whether it was swift or slawp 
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whether it ran, hopped, Of ambled. And so On, with, a 

thousand other details of ffur predecessors" daily lives. 

But the palaeontologist is not a worker of miracles. He 
cannot,, as is generally believed, reconstruct art cxd.rt.ct 

animal from a single bone. This belief is baaed on a mis¬ 

understanding of the laws of comparative anatomy which, 
although allowing certain deductions to be made about 
missing parts, donOt permit us to be too spoeificabout details. 
For instance, it is perfectly legi timate to reconstruct, Say, a 

right leg and foot as nRI Lrror image of a left leg and foot, 

but it is not tluttlbn safe to assume that if two species agtftc 
in one particular of their skeletons, therefore they must agree 

in the rest. The great Baton Cuvier himself fell into this trap 
and formulated a law to express hit convictions. This law 
received its most spectacular refutation in the famous case 
of the extinct mammal known as Cttaluosherimn, By aU the 

rules in the book, had the kind of teeth that 
wens "always3 associated with bno&, and although no 

remains of the feet had been found, hoofs it was assumed to 

have, PalacOrttelogLits at a Inter date W therefore greatly 
discomforted to fi nd t hat instead of hoofs CduJjccl&miina was 

equipped with enormous claws, 
Bui the difficulties of the palaeontologist ate not only 

those of interpretation. The way In which he extracts his 
'clues3 from the rocks is one of the most skilled and arduous 

of scientific tasks. He uses a wide selection of tools, ranging 
from hammer and chisel to rotary grinders and oven 
dentists" drills. Chemicals are also used, especially with very 
delicate fossils, and enable the most fragile of spines and 

skulls to be extracted without damage. 
This review of palaeontological technique will perhaps 

indicate some of the pitfalls and difficulties besetting the 

study of fcssils. But the rewards are great, for fossils, even 
more than buried pots or written documents, arc the very 
stuff of history. They speak not of hundreds of years, nor 
Oven of thouxarulij but of tens of hundreds of roilEiona - of a 
time when the Earth ffl peopled with creatures far more 

mysterious and wonderful than any that live today, and 
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when man, with all his pride of wealth and civilization, was 

n<« even dreamed of. These strangely moving relics of a past 
infinitely remote, some bearing the marks of violence or 

disease, others hinting at the joyous life activities of creatures 
long since vanished from the Earth, come down to us to tel! 
of the vitality and tragedy of the primeval world. They are 

the most important and reliable witnesses in our story of the 
Earth’s past, for they alone were present in those distant 
ages, and the drama of which they speak to us is their own. 



CHAPY&& £ 

THE CALENDAR OF EARTH HISTORY 

We moat now return to the question of Earth chronology. 
This will he- the last general problem. we shall have to con¬ 

sider before Jotting out on our Long voyage through the ages 
Co look at the changing patterns of life and landscape. 

As baa been sa id , the Earth is approximately 3,000 million 
years old, and this history has been punctuated by certain 
outstanding geological events. These events have divided 
the calendar of Earth history into several clearly defined 
Ages or Eras, which are themsdves subdivided into a 
number of geological Periods. The arrangement of these 
Eras and Periods is shown on Lhe Chart on page s&. 

The earliest Eras are the Azoic and Proterozoic, which 
together Last ed from the creation of the Earth until 500 
■mii!ie>n peais ago — a total of about 2,500 million years, oc 

five-sixths of the Earth’s serai age. Diiring the Azoic, or 

* lifeless', Era the Earth was still largely i n a molten state, 
and such igneous rocks as were formed were far too hot to 
support any bind of life. During the Proterozoic Era the 

earliest Life forms were already Sti-rring in the seas. With the 
Palaeozoic Era, which means ‘the era of ancient life3, we 

embark an that part of the geological record of which wc 
can give a fairly full account, lor through this and the 

succeeding Mesozoic ('middle Life') and Gcnozcuc ("recent 
life3) Eras, there is an abundance of geological and fossil 
evidence. W* ourselves are living in (he seventh division 
of I he Cenozoic Era, known as the Holocene, 

Unlike the great Eras, whose names are based on various 
qualifications of the Greek word meaning 'life', the 

names of the Periods are mainly based on geological forma¬ 

tions:. Thus 'Cambrian' ij named after ‘Cambria', the old 
Roman word for Wales, where rocks of this age were first 
investigated; Ordovician is named after rocks in an area 

formerly occupied by the Celtic tribe of the Qrdovites; 



Chart to ihow the sequence of geological Eras and Periods, and the 

toes of the first appearance of the various forms of life. The two parallel 
hftts at the top of the Chart represent the Pleistocene and Holocene 
Epochs, or Quaternary Period. None of the divisions is strictly to scale. 
(Adapted from TlvSmatiim L\f, tW/A G»U>tic*l Tim, by K. P. 
Oakley and H. M. Muir-Wood.) 
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Silurian after another Celtic tribe, the Silures; and so on. 

When we come to the Cenozoic Era, however, its sub¬ 
divisions, which are known not as Periods but Epochs, are 

named after various qualifications of the Greek word kainoi, 
meaning‘ recentThus Eocene means * dawn of the recent ’, 

Oligocene ‘few of the recent’, Miocene ‘less recent*. 
Pliocene ‘more recent', Pleistocene ‘most recent’, and Holo¬ 

cene ‘wholly recent’. The term Palacoccnc, meaning 
‘ancient dawn of the recent’, is also employed to mark the 

period of transition between the Mesozoic and the Eocene. 
This calendar of Earth history is in universal use all over 

the world, although other subdivisions are sometimes added, 
and there are occasional differences in the names of the 
Eras. For instance, some geologists do not agree that the 

Azoic Era was entirely devoid of life, and therefore use the 
term Archaeozoic ('primordial life’) instead; while older 
authorities follow the plan laid down by the Italian professor 
Giovanni Arduino in the eighteenth century, which recog¬ 

nized only three main divisions named Primary, Secondary, 
and Tertiary. Under this system the Primary and Secondary 
corresponded respectively to the present Palaeozoic and 
Mesozoic Eras, and the Tertiary to the present Palaeocene, 

Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene Epochs. A 
fourth division, the Quaternary, was added in 1830 to 
represent formations laid down sinqe the end of the Pliocene, 
and although the names Primary and Secondary arc now 
obsolete, the names Tertiary and Quaternary are still in 
common use. Very few variations occur in the naming of 
the Periods, the only cause for confusion being possibly the 

American custom of calling the earlier part of the Carboni¬ 
ferous the Mississippian and the later the Pennsylvanian. 

The dates shown on the Chart for the duration of the 
various Eras and Periods are in accordance with the latest 
findings of Earth chronology, especially the radioactivity 
method, but geologists nevertheless always date events by 

the name of the Period in which they occurred rather than 

by reference to a numerical scale. This is to avoid ambiguity, 
for there are still many differences of opinion with regard 
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to Absolute numerical chronology. Thui when a geologist 
refers to rock-s of the Permian Period, his colleagues gre 

able to identify tndf what he means even if they adopt 
a somewhat different time scale in actual years. Subdivisions 
of the various Periods, referred to as Upper, Middle, and 

Lower, are treated in the same way, the Lowe* series pT 
roclis being obviously earlier- in time than the Middle and 
Upper, because they sverc the first to he laid down. 

We cam* now ta the reason why the divisions between the 
different Eras and Periods have been made where they are. 

As has been said, these were not arbitrarily fixed, but corres¬ 
pond with definite geological events, Moreover, these events 

seem to have repeated themselves in a regular rhythm 

throughout geological time, as if some mysterious pulse 
were beating m the Earth to mark the passing of the ages. 

What is the nature of these events that have punctuated 
Earth history like the rdsimes of a geological clock? Their 
most characteristic manifestation has been an intensive period 
of mountain building, accompanied by an uplift of the 

continent* and a general retreat of the seas. At Ihe same 

time volcanoes have burst into life and vast masses of molten 
rock have been injected from below into the surface rocks of 
the Earth'* crust. Climate? have become extreme, itc-capa 
have formed at the poles, and the snow and hail falling 0:1 
the slopes of the newly raised mountains have turned to 

great rivers of ioe„ In the biological Held many new typos of 

animals and plants have developed by the- strange- proecs* 

known as ‘ explosive evolution which we shall be describing 
more fully in the chapters that follow. 

Einot the formation of I he Earth's crust there have been at 
least three of these episodes of intense activity, One occurred 

about jtkj million years ago at Ihe beginning of the Cam- 

brian Period; another about 250 million years ago between 

th* Carboniferous and (he Permian, and a third during the 
Pleistocene - an episode from which we are only just 
emerging, There may have been others in the long ages 
before [he Camlmnn, and there are certainly traces of at 

least one Ice Age dating from that time; but the great age 
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and general inaccessibility of the Pre-Cambrian rocks, and 

the changes they have undergone through heat and pressure, 
make it impossible to give any definite verdict. 

The intervals between these episodes of revolutionary 

activity have lasted approximately 250 million years and 
have been occupied by one or more of the great Eras of 

geological time. Thus the Palaeozoic Era began with the 
first episode and ended with the second, while the Mesozoic 
and Cenozoic Eras were contained between the second and 
third. Each episode with its succeeding Era seems, moreover, 

to have followed a consistent pattern and to have recurred 

in cyclic form with three clearly recognizable stages. The 
first stage is comparatively short and is characterized by the 
beginnings of volcanic activity, mountain building, and the 
uplifting of the continents that has just been described. The 
second stage, also not of long duration, sees these processes 
reach their peak; the world becomes a place of grand 
continental masses and towering mountains, bordered by 
comparatively small but very deep seas. New volcanoes 

belch fire and lava, the ground is rent by earthquakes, and 
extremes of climate lead to great changes in the habits and 

forms of life. In the third stage, which is many times longer 
than its predecessors, tire forces of erosion gradually wear 

down the great mountain ranges and pile up layer upon 
layer of sediment in the seas. The continents become lower, 

the seas shallower, and the waters once more begin to gain 
upon the land. Climates are increasingly equable, and life 

settles down to a more leisurely rate of evolution. Finally, 
the beginning of the next great episode completes the cyde 
and ushers in another era of revolutionary change. 

Now if this cyclic form applies to the great Eras of Earth 

history, can it be detected also, although in less elaborate 
form, in the geological Periods? The answer almost certainly 

seems to be that it can. The Periods, in fact, mostly behave 
in this respect like miniature Eras, beginning with some 
traces of Earth movements which quickly reach a peak and 

are then succeeded by a long process of erosion. The main 
difference between the cycles of the Eras and Periods is that 
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the former arson an altogether larger and grander sc ale and 

probably arise from far more deep-seated terrestrial causes. 
The way in which mountains arc formed and continents 

upraised is now reasonably well understood, but the cause 

of the rhythmic occurrence of rhew: events is still a subject 
for speculation. Various attempts have been made to relate 

the great Ages of mountain building to happenings in outer 
space. For instance, *he 3JQ million yem required for 

the major Earth cycles is approximately the same as the 
tini* taken fyr one revolution of the Galaxy. This has been 

regarded by some authorities as significant, but how the 

two happening am connected is still unexplained. A more 
promising hypothesis is that of thermal cycles in the interior 

of the Earth. This postulates alternating periods of heat 
accumulation and decreasing temperature below the Earth’s 

crust, which would undoubtedly have: produced the rhyth¬ 
mic series of Earth revolutions that are known to have 
occurred. Eul unfortunately the hypothesis merely transfers 

the problem, fbr the cause of rhythmic thermal cycles is as 
mysterious as rhythmic mountain building. 

Whatever the fundamental cause of the Earth’s regular 
heart beats, however, we are at least Judy aware of their 
effects. The association of mountain building with the other 
p lien* men a of each revolution is particularly interesting, 

and there are numerous theories to shew why the various 

developments should have coincided. Some of the Jinks are 
obvious enough. It is not surprising, for example, that the 

raising of the lands and the sinking of the Ocean floors leads 
to a retreat of the water \ nor is there anything unexpected 
in the relationship of Earth movements and volcanic acti¬ 

vity, What i* less clear is why mountain building should 

produce such a marked change on climate and consequently 
on animal and plant life. 

The climatic problem has not yet been satisfactorily 
solved. Some authorities suggest that vast clouds of volcanic 
dust are thrown high into the atmosphere during revolution¬ 

ary periods and persist for a considerable time. The effect of 
these dust doudb is lo scatter or reflect the Sun’s rays, thus 
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producing colder conditions. The theory is not satisfactory, 
however, for the revolutionary periods give rise to arid 
deserts as well as ice-caps, and of these there is no plausible 
explanation. 

Other theories are based on events in outer space such as 

the sunspot cycle or the phenomenon known as the preces¬ 
sion of the equinoxes. The full explanation of these theories 

is too technical to be gone into here, but they are based on 
the general principle that a number of cosmic factors exist 

which regularly influence the Earth's climate. When these 
factors are, as it were, all pulling in the same direction, they 
produce different climatic results on the Earth to when they 
are working in opposition. But there is still no clear reason 

why such results should coincide with episodes of mountain 
building. 

Having outlined the various fixed ‘dates’ in the calendar 
of Earth history, there remains only the problem of assigning 
rock formations to their appropriate Periods. This can often 
be done by the radioactivity method already described, but 

there are also a number of useful ways of correlating forma¬ 

tions with others in different areas that are suspected of 
being of roughly the same date. A double check is thus 
obtained, and we can get a picture of events that have 

happened at the same time in different parts of the world. 
v Methods of correlation arc based partly on geological evi¬ 

dence and partly on information derived from fossils. 

To take first the purely geological evidence. The simplest 
method is obviously to be able actually to trace a rock 
stratum from one point to another. Even though the type of 
deposition may vary from point to point we can then 

usually say with safety that the two ends of the stratum arc 
of the same date. Unfortunately, however, this is seldom 
possible, except in very limited areas, and geologists have to 

fall back on other criteria. For example, valuable dues are 
provided by rock strata being laid down in similar sequence 
in different areas, or being affected by the same kind of heat 
and pressure changes, or, in the case of sedimentary rocks, 
by their similarity to other strata derived from the same 
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' source. Bu.[ none of these methods is a very great insprove- 
j men* on direct tracing, for- their validity E* still restricted to 

neighbouring lands. For world-wide correlation the most 
' important method always has boon, and probably always 
1 will be* by reference to "tndret fossils". 

One of the most valuable characteristics of biological 
evolution is that* although its rate has varttxl greatly from 

age to age. It ha* never changed a great deal from area to 

area, On occasion, of course, evolution lias been somewhat 
more advanced in one area than in another, but never so 

greatly as to throw the whole great process out of step, Thus, 
generally speaking, a nodi formation hearing certain types 
of fossils in one continent may be safely correlated with, one 

bearing similar, if not identical types, in another. This is one 
Of the great ways in which palaeontology has aided our 
study of Earth history. It has enabled us to relate the great 

rock formation* to particular Periods in geolnglcal time, and 
tognin a far more accurate picture than would otherwise 
be possible of the way the Earth has evolved. 

The calendar of Earth history, built up patiently by such 
means, reveals some astonishing facts. For example, of the 
3fOoo million years since the Earth's origin only the last 

third has left any trices of life. The great natural class of 

the mammals, which contains all the animals most familiar 
to us, has been prominent for only 70 or do million years; 
this is only about half of the period occupied by the great 

reptiles, and less than a tenth of the whole history of life, 

Man, the most advanced of the mammals, and the latest 

esperimeat. of the evolutionary process, ha? a history that 
tan only be reckoned in thousands of years. 

Such figures are almost impossible to comprehend, but 

they can perhaps be simplified by an illustration. If we 
imagine that the whole of the E*ahKs history ware com¬ 
pressed into a single year, then, on this scale, the first eight 

months would be completely without life. The following two 

months would be devoted to the most primitive of creatures, 
ranging from viruses and singlr^elled bacteria to jelly-fish, 
while the mammals would not appear until the second week 
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in December, Man as we know hEm would have strutted 

On Co (he stage at about 11.45 P-1^ 0n December 31st, and 
the age of written history would have occupied Jittlc more 
than the last sissty seconds on the dock. 

The Calendar of Earth history, then, hie the immensity 
of astronomical Spacer gives 143 a valuable Itason Jn humility. 

Dia.grins Lsuhtw the rdiiiu; kngth nf the dJifcrrnt iwgn 
in the dcvetafiniAJi 1 of lit, TTIic A^)t ef Irfan u. reprcMutwl 

by the jingle vcnksl line 

In the chapters that follow we shah walk down these Long 

avenues and pause to wonder at the fantastic primeval zoo 
that is housed in such splendid profusion and vigour along 
our route. Many of these creatures have Jong since become 
extinct; they arc our predecessors in the adventure of life, 
Nature's Lavish failures who were destined never to enjoy our 

own evolutionary success. For this rtiison alone they are 
deservirtg of our most compassionate interest, 

c 



PART TWO 

The Procession of Life 

CHAPTER 7 

WHAT IS LIFE? 

Before we can attempt to follow the development of life 

on Earth there arc two main problems to be considered. The 
first b to find, if we can, a satisfactory definition of the word 

‘ life The second is to look briefly at the workings of organic 
evolution. Bound up with these questions is the ancient 

enigma of life’s origins and the problem of whether evolution 

can be said to have any discoverable purpose or goal. 
The question ‘What is life?’ seems at first almost too 

obvious to need an answer. I am alive, thb book I am read¬ 

ing b not. A cow, and the grass it eats, although belonging 

to the different groups ‘animal’ and ‘vegetable’, arc both 
alive: the pail into which the cow is milked, however, in 
addition to being ‘mineral’, is very obviously ’dead’. 
Apparently, therefore, there are two dbtinct categories; 

there is the organic, popularly exemplified by the Animal 
and Vegetable Kingdoms, and the inorganic, exemplified 

by the rest of nature. It should, one would think, be a simple 
matter to sort things into one compartment or the other. 

Until recent years this was in fact the general opinion. A 

hard and fast line was drawn between living and non-living 
matter. Life was regarded as a special process carried on 
against a background of dead rocks and minerals, and the 
main problem was to discover how living things had in¬ 

truded into thb inanimate scene. 
It is astonishing to consider in retrospect the extent to 

which thb dual theory of nature has kept its place in human 
thought. Man seems to have hung on to the barrier between 
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living and non-living milMr with eiucmc tenacity, :ind 
apparently without any suspicion that it might he artificially 
erected. As a result the question of the 'origin* of life has 
been, And »iU is, a fundamental enigma to the v;i$t majority 
of mankind. In religion it has led io the many charming 

legends Of the creation, in which God is assumed to have 
produced the different classes of living ihtngs by a kind oF 

celestial conjuring trick. In science it lias produced some 
almost equally picturesque theories, such as those of Hiero¬ 

nymus Richter and Lord Kelvin, which suggested that life, 
in the form oftmy living spores orc cOsmo^oanswas driven 

here from other planet* by the radiation pressure of starlight 
— a theory which, incidentally only served to transfer rather 
than to- solve the problem, 

During the last Jew years, however, a more radical 
approach has been made m the whole question. It is begin¬ 

ning to be suspected that the difference Ijctween living and 
non-living matter, between the animal and the vegetable on 

the one hand, and the mineral on the other, is Less a differ* 
cnee in kind than in cOmpleshy, In other words, it is felt 

that * livingf matter may have evolved from ‘dead3 malLer 

by as natural and uninterrupted a process as that which has 
seen the evolution of man via an ape-like ancestor from a 
Devonian air-breathing fish. 

To understand this revolution in scientific thought it is 
necessary first of all Lo consider the features which distinguish 
organic From inorganic matter. The differences arc not 
nearly as great as was once supposed. We will begin by 
cataloguing the various qualities which ate normally said 

to characterize Jiving things, These are, firstly, constant 

change ~ thc life process can never stand Still; secondly, the 
transibrmation of latent energy in the form of fuel into 
apparent energy in the form of work; thirdly, the replace¬ 

ment or- repair of outworn tissues; fourthly, the ability to 
react to hostile influences or changes in environment; fifthly, 
the power of multiplication and growth; and finally, in 
more advanced life form*, the capacity for memory and 
intelligence. 
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Nov; it b a significant fact that nearly all these qualities 
arc present alaq in non-living substftnceS. The constant 

change of all forms of matter is a basic assumption of modem 
phyiiqtj and the behaviour of crystals fulfils every other item 
in the specification except possibly memory and j u tclligcnce. 

There last qualities are notj however, present in primitive 
forms of rife, anti tamnOt therefore be regarded as indis¬ 
pensable to the definition of living julistance- Rather they 

are the outcome of a long process of evolution, and represent 
a complex degree of organisation, not a fundamental 
difference In quality. 

The difficulty of drawing a definite line between living 

and non-living matter becomes even grtatcr when we begin 
to explore the strange no-marfs-land revealed by the elec¬ 
tron microscope. The electron mierosoope is an instrument 

which does not, like the ordinary optical microscope, make 
use of light fay?. Instead it uses cathode rays, replacing a 

beam of light by a stream t>f electrons and lenses by electro¬ 

magnets. This gives it the advantage of a greatly increased 
resolving power, *]lowing far smaller objects to be studied. 
The only disadvantage, if juch it can be called, is that as 

tight waves are not used the objects studied by the electron 

microscope cannot be directly observed with the eye, but 
must first be registered on a photographic plate. 

One of th* tn&si interesting contributions of the electron 

mtcroaoopc to science is the knowledge it gives ut of those 
minute substances known as filter-passing viruses, which he 
on the borderlands of life. Viroses ore now known to be 
responsible for many kinds of diseases In man, animals, and 

plants, hut Lheir exact nature is still in doubt. Their most 
extraordinary property is that they beliave « different times 
either as animate or inanimate things. 

The first discovery of the existence of viruses was made 

by the Russian botanist Dmitry Ivanovsky in she early 
[Epos. He was Investigating a disease of the tobacco plant 

which caused a mosaic-Like mottling of pis Leaves. In one of 
his experiments he passed some of the juice from a diseased 

tobacco plant through a germ fitter, thereby producing a 
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clear liquid that was entirely free of visible germs. But when 
he reinjected this liquid into a healthy plant it immediately 
contracted the mosaic disease, thus proving the existence of 

some minute substance in the liquid whose nature was not 
known. This substance has since been identified as the 

tobacco mosaic virus. 
During the last twenty years or so some extraordinary 

discoveries have been made about this and many of the 

other types of viruses. In 1935, for example, the American 
biochemist VV. M. Stanley succeeded in isolating a sample 
of pure tobacco mosaic virus from the juice of an infected 
plant. To his astonishment he found that the virus was not 
alive in the ordinary sense of the word, but had all the 
attributes of a crystalline solid. Its chemical constitution 
could be analysed and it even formed regular shapes like 
the crystals of other chemicals such as salt or sugar. In its 
isolated form it certainly did not possess the power of repro* 

duction so typical of living things; but - and this is the 
important point - when reintroduced into a healthy tobacco 
plant after a long period as an inanimate crystal it literally 
‘came alive', infecting the plant with mosaic disease and 

rapidly multiplying like an ordinary primitive organism. 
The analysis of virtues seems therefore a promising line of 

attack if we are to arrive at an answer to our question ' What 
is life?’ Recent research has, in fact, gone far towards con¬ 
firming this opinion. It is now known, for example, that 
viruses are composed of the substances known as proteins, 
which are the fundamental constituents of all living cells. 
The cell material itself is called protoplasm; it is the raw 
material of life, and is built up in different degrees of 
complexity into all the varied forms of living things. But 
although proteins are essential to life, and in one sense 

actually art life, they are themselves strictly chemical entities. 
Their organization is complex, but the substances of which 

they are composed, known as amino-acids, are compara¬ 
tively simple. Many of these amino-acids have actually been 

synthetically produced in the laboratory. 
The implication of these facts is that the condition of 
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matter which we call 'living1 docs not necessarily btlorrg to 
an entirely separate order of nature. Rather it could be 
regarded ai just one of the stages in the growth of more 

complex substance? frem simpler ancestors. We nowadays 
accept without question, the evolution of the higher forma 

of life from the Issuer, but sve somehow resist the idea that 
lifif EtSelf could have evolved just os logically From an earlier 
non-living stage. Yet surely there is a greater mental jump 

W be made from the mind of a Shakespeare or a Beethoven 

to a drop of primitive protoplasmic froth, than (here is 
from this same froth to the strictly chemical stage preceding 

it? Silence seems to be moving to the inevitable conclusion 
that ’lift3 urns be defined not a? a unique and distinct 

phenomenon, but as a particular degree of organisation in 
the basic materials of the Universe. 

If this is th* case wc can offer a far more beautiful and 

satisfying account of the 'origin' of life than has hitherto 

been possible, We can imagine the primitive Li Te-stufF being 
chemically developed in the shallow water of the first sea* 

22 naturally and inevitably as the Earth had previously 
evolved by physical Laws from a wisp of stcl lar gas. Wc can 
feel this great process continuing through the long ages of 

geological time, slowing a Little hero, hurrying a little there, 
Like the different movements of a great *y Euphony. But 
always through the varying rhythms we shall find the Same 

irresistible momentum, giving evidence, of & force that h*j 
organised the non-living into the living, the instinctive into 

the mental, and w-hLch must even spw be driving us forward 
to new and unimaginable ends. 

Of course, it may be Jiid, this is all very romantic Eind 
attractive, but are (hero any scientific grounds for believing 

it to be true? The answer to this question may perhaps be 

dearer when we-have considered the picture of evolutionary 
change which tin? book aims to present. Meanwhile, with 

regard to the firaE appearance of life on Earth, there is 

Certainty good reason to believe that it resulted from some 
kind of chemical reaction in the ocean?. 

We have already tried to picture the condition? En early 
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geological time when the water* lscgan to run over the 
coahng rocka and collect in hollows to Ibtm the hist itte 
These seas, incidentally, would have been fresh, not salt, far 
the saltiness of present-day sea water has United from the 
Jon£ accumulation in the ocean basins of salts in solution 
washed down from the land by the great riven. When the 

lint waa were formed this process had not been iong enough 
iinder way to produce: any appreciable salinity. There mav, 
however, have been carbohydrate* dissolved in the ten. 
forced by the action of the water on carbon compounds in 
the Earth1* crust i also the. warm moisture-]aden atmosphere 

would probably Wo contained such gases as carbon tl icsidc, 
clilorlne, and nitrogen. Under such conditions additional 

carEiohyd rates would probably have formed, and ihese, 
combining with the nitrogen, would have created, the 
typical compounds found in amEno-aclcfr and orotelns, Tn 
the final stage a chemical agitator such as pbMphOrui may 
have touched off the process that we new call life. 

Hiese possibilities are still, of course, highly speculative. 

The fmal test will bo made if material with the characteristic 
life-activity of ordinary protoplasm can be artificially pro¬ 
duced in the laboratory. We have seen that a step has already 

been made in this direction with the manufacture of-syn¬ 
thetic amino-acids, And it has been claimed recently from 

Germany that certain amino-acids asm now be artificially 
combined to form albumen, a rtcojgnircd protein, The 
production of synthetic pronfins in this way is a task involv¬ 

ing immense technical difficulties, hut scientists are con¬ 
fident that m time all the problems cun be overcome. If they 
are proved correct the mystery of life as a physical process 
will be well on the way to solution. 
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LIFE'S FAMILY TREE 

We must ncsl took briefly at the gecond topic raised in the 

foregoing chapter — the nature and wordings, of organic 
evolution. No one of an imaginative turn, of mind can fail to 

be impressed by the immense diversity of living things that 
now inhabit the Earth. The «z*&nd strength of the elephant, 
the fragility of the butterfly,, the exquisite hues of flowers and 

binU, the obscure life-activities of the vi rus and, the microbe 
— all these arouse in ut a profound seme of wonder. How and 

why t) id these creatures develop to their present forms ? Why 
do they behave as they do, and whjit special role do they 
fulfil in the intricate pattern of nature? 

We must also take into account those mysteriously differ¬ 

ent forms that lived long ago and are now extinct. The 
d ivercity of modem animals is as nothing compared to that 

multitude of vanished creatures who played the leading 
roLts in the dramas of the past.. Their bones silently testify 
to a prodigality of invention and a vitality of experiment in 

wap and moans of existence that It is quite impossible to 

grasp. 
Long before the nature of fossils was fully understood, 

men were pondering on the diversity of life and trying to 

find an explanation of the many problems it posed. Not 
surprisingly they hit on the simplest solution first; that the 
different kind-l- of animals had been unchanged from the 

beginning, and that they had been individually moulded 
from the dust of the Earth by a process of special creation. 
This belief was common among primitive peoples and wag 

later incorporated in religious systems all over the world. 

Before the end of the eighteenth century Only a handful of 
thinking men realized that it was an unlikely, and. in any 

case an inadequate, explanation. 
The most inescapable difficulties resulted from, the re¬ 

searches of the French naturalist Baron Cuvier on the true 
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significance, of fossils. In a world containing only living forms 
it had at least been possible to believe in the idea of a special 
creation of all the animals in 4004 b.cl, and that they had kept 
the tame appearance ever since. This view was accepted 

at the time by science as well as religion, and had even 
been incorporated: ljy the great S^vcdish naturalist Linnaeus 

in a pronouncement which became somewhat pompously 
.known ai Hllie dogma of the stability of (he species'. This 

asserted categorically that ' the enisling species of animals 
are itow as they were created ,Ln the beginning'. 

Cuvier's fossil bones d isrupted this- theory completely. As 

he continued his researches. more and more species came to 
l ight that had obviously had no part In the Biblical creation. 
Yet in an unaccountable way they did Seem to have a Tamil y 

likeness to some kinds of enisling animals. It was. almost ai if 
a similar but earlier creation bad taken place, and chat 

every one of its creatures had perished in some appalling 
and all-engulfing catastrophe, only their tones remaining to 

tell the tale. 
Naive as this theory may seem to ui now, it was the one 

that Cuvier adopted. Hut he soon found that the accumulate 
mg weight of fossil evidence made it necessary to postulate 

not one additional creation before that described in the 

Ribie. but three, Each of these creations, tie said, must have 
been similarly brought to an abrupt end by a universal 
cataclysm. As a result of this theory Cuvier had obviously 

to oast around for a new scale of geological li me, for it was 
apparent that G,ooo-oiLl years was. not a sufficient allowance 

for even one additional creation, let alone three. Fortunately 
he found a new scale ready to his hand; it was that proposed 

by his fellow-countryman the Comte dc Buffbn, which we 
have already described in Chapter 4. Cuvier must have been 

delighted to hud it of just the Length to accommodate com¬ 
fortably his three additional creations and the cataclysms 

that brought them to an end. 
Concisely stilted Cuvier^ theory now amounted to this. 

God had created the world sometime about Bo.OOO years 
ago and peopled it with the animals of the first creation. 
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These had been mostly fish and Other sea creatures, and a. 
number of primitive amphibians. Alter the fiisi cataclysm 

a second creation had occurred which Eiad beta concen¬ 

trated mainly on reptiles. Hut God had not regarded this as 

much mere satisfactory than the first, and, after a second 
cataclysm, yet a thin! creation had been devoted almost 

entirely to the mammals. Finally, a third cataclysm followed 
by the Biblical creation, had led to the first appearance of 
man and to the diverse types of plants and animats we know 

today. These would remain in existence under anan's 
domination until God in his wisdom decided to repeat the 

process of liquidation. 
Almost without realizing it Cuvier had established the 

idea of the geological eras and paved the way for the synthesis 
that was to follow. This was achieved shortly after his death 

by two of the greatest men in the history of natural science, 

the geologist Sir Charles Lyell and the naturalist Charles 
Darwin. We have already seen how Lyell established the 

doctrine of uniEbrmicarianism, which stated that, given 

sufficient time, the ordinary forces &Tnature would account 
for every change In landscape since the origin of the Earth. 

This principle, as Darwin quickly 4Jlw, removed the ncees- 
sltyfor Cuvier's cataclysms altogether, and pointed the way 

to a new conception of life and the way it had developed. 
If the idea of cataclysms was simply replaced by an infmb 
tude Of time there was no reason why Living Lhings should 
not have developed by a slow but inevitable process si nular 

to that which had sculpted the surface of the Earth. This 
hypothesis ted to Darwin’s classic investigation into the 

mechanism of evolution, culminating in [Q59 in the 

publication of his Grigm t>f Species by AfmtU of ^faiaral 

StUtti&n. 
Darwin's work on evolution was undoubtedly aided by die 

theories of several of his predecessors, especially those of 
Lamarck, who had advanced a general theory of evolution 

at early as 3803. This maintained that evolutionary cltanges 
took place by a process known as 'the inheritance of ac¬ 

quired characteristics1. For example, the long necked giraffe 
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evolved from short erneckod ancestor* because the individual 

giraffe by constant stretching after leaves on till trees, 
acquired a slightly longer neck. This w*» transmitted to 
its offspring, and so on down the generations. Unfor¬ 

tunately there is no conclusive evidence that this kind of 
inhtritnncc can take place, and it led Eta follower* into- 
the kind of d Lffieulty shown in the SLfic-^turc -on the next 

P*8*- 
Darwin., therefore, was the first to formulate the theory 

of evolution as a comprehensive doctrine that would with' 
stand scientific, investigation and criticism. The theory itself 

is now too well known to need a detailed exposition, hut can 
briefly be summarized as follows. Al! living things on the 
Earth arc members of the same great family and have 
developed to greater and greater complexity from the 
simpler forms of life that have preceded them. Ultimately 
every creature must be able to trace back Its ancestry ntj a 

form of Life as simple or simpler than that now represented 
by the lowliest known organisms,. The different species, with 

their diverse forms, have differentiated through the long 
aeon* of geological tune by a process known as 1 natural 

selection3. This process depends on the fact that every 
individual is slightly different from every other individual, 

even in the same species, and that individuals from time to 
time tend to produce definite heritable variations (or'muta¬ 

tions' as they Am technically called) caused by changes in 
the germ cclJs giving rise to the next generation. In each 

generation in any given area the individuals whose vari¬ 
ations have best fitted them to their environment are the 
ooes most likeEy to remain alive and reproduce themselves. 
Nature can therefore be said bo have automatically 'selec¬ 

ted 1 that type lor Survival from among its less well equipped 
rivals. The process Is repeated in each generation, the 

survival qualities being COmEmudly selected, the others being 
discarded, But as the qualities selected will vary with each 

creature's environment, different strains are established, 
each with its own particular kind of specialization. It is the 

differentiation of these 'selected1 strains that leads to the 
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■establishment of species, each perfectly adapted Ebr the kind 
of existence it habitually leads. 

Sometimes evolution has gone on at a slow and even pace, 
while somedmes there have been great outbursts, of evolu¬ 

tionary activity leading to a sudden increase in the number 
of species. This phenomenon, known a* ' tapluriK1 evolu¬ 

tion, has coincided with the great rhythmic upheavals in 
the Earth's triut which were described in Chapter (i. It can 

be reasonably explained by reference to the great changes 
in climate and environment that went on at these times, 

leading to frenzied experiments by nature to produce new 
types able to adapt themselves to the altered conditions. 

Often at such moments a species or grOu p ofspecie? would 
it* off up an evolutiona ry blind alley, specializi ng on some 
quality such ns excessive slit or overedeveloped armour in 
the mistaken belief that this would solve its problem of 
survival. Sometimes, indeed, the new sped alii at ion would 
succeed for a time, but eventually the species would die out 
through changes in the environment and the competition oF 

creature? teas morbidly developed in one particular direc¬ 
tion. Wc shall meet several of these tragic Failures in the 
pag« tlut folEow, and our knowledge of evolution will help 
to explain how they found themselves in their unhappy 

pndkuunL 
The establ ishment of life's family tree by the evolutionary 

process is now universally recognized by all responsible 
scientists. The design oF the tree and the lay-out of some of 
the principal branches is shown in the picture diagram on 
the following page. Despite tlsc m my gaps in the fossil record 
whi(h, when they are filled, may Lead to slight revisions in 
the placing of some of the details, the tree on the whole gives 
an accurate picture of the way life has developed. It remains 
only to outline the reasons that have proved to us that the 

theory of evolution must be true. 
Some of the most inn;resting testimony oomes from the 

science of comparative anatomy. This is another of the 
sciences whose development we owe to the gTeat Baron 

Cuvier, and it has led to many advances in our knowledge 
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of life's family relationships. In the illustration below are 
drawn for comparison the foarelimlM of si* quite different 
kinds oF Mitoatt. First there is the amphibious [bog ■ then the 
turtlef a reptile; next a bird ■ and finally throe contrasted 
mammals — a bat, a dog, and a man. It would perhaps he 

difficult co imagine .see mpn? siupcrRdally different, struc¬ 
tures than the Leg of a frog, the paddle of a turtle, the wings 
of a bird and a bar, the leg of a dog, and the amt of a man. 
Vet, looking below the camouflage of shin and ilesh and 
feather, what do we find ? That the fundamental, skeletal 

structure is essentially the same, the differences being 

entirely thpjft of si** 4nd proportion in the different bonce. 

Limbs of' iTrli Co Ti^hlj bun, tuTtlc, bird, Ihi, doR.. Hnd man, 
dr moral rating kiruhip of VETtibrak groups 

These likenesses can prove only one thing - a deep-seated 

family relationship; they Oftnot be estptamtd on any other 
assumption. The differences are the result of modifications 
of a common ancestral stock into different ipecLiLixed forms 

of life. They were developed through geological time by the 

process of natural selection, 
Comparative anatomy gives us additional evidence of 

evolution in Its discovery of useless organs and structures in 
existing animals, which in previous times had an essential 
function. The host known exiunpLe is the .human appendix, 

which in our ancestors formed a necessary part of the 
digestive system but in m has been superseded and seems 
Only 10 be a source of danger. Another of these ‘vestigial1 

structures, as they am technically called, are the muscles 
of the human ear, which once controlled a wide range of 
movements but now 0,1 pi hardly be r=stnrtil to any functional 

activity, even by Long practice. There arc nearly two hun¬ 
dred of such useless structures in the human body, and they 
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all sugE^t our descent from a mature which habitually put 
thent to some important functional use. 

Still further evidence for evolution comes from the sci ence 

of embryology, which deals with the history of the individual 
animal before'birth. It is new known that the bodies of all 

living matures are made up of millions of tiny specks of 
Ot^anized protoplasm known as ceLLs. Yet however compli¬ 

cated the body pattern of the adult animal may be, it has 
always begun its existence Hi a single cell or egg. Moreover, 
animals of very different appearance may have very similar 

youngr For exampEe, worms and snails, and sea urchins and 

primitive vertebrates, despite wide variations in the: adults, 
have marked Likenesses at the embryonic Jtagc of their 

development. These likenesses imply descent from a com¬ 
mon ancestor, and are anotlier important proof of the truth 

of evolution. J 

The workings of evolution can he clearly seen in the 

fossilised remains of animals buried in the mtks- As succes¬ 

sive layers are examined we can watch the fantastic pageant 
of life unroll. The birth of each group is marked by a few 

simple, easily adaptable- forms ofum occupying a fairly 
limited area. The next stage sees their increase and a gradual 

specialLsattOrt into several, distinct type! aa they fan out 
into new and varied environments. Finally, in many cases, 
specialization begins to run away with itself, producing 

bizarre and extravagant for mi Like the hone-headed dino¬ 

saurs of the late MeSO&oic and the giant mammals of the 
Oligoeene, These over-specialized forms, despite a tran¬ 

sitory period of success, are doomed from the beginning to 
extinction. They are the side branches of life’s family tree, 
born without hope of ever reaching upwards to the bright¬ 

ness of the future. 
Jt would be out of place here to describe in ICO much detail 

the names of the various branch* and twigs in the tree of 

life, hut a word must be said about, the main divisions of in 
trunk. We should fust picture the roots of the tree; as begin¬ 

ning in (he simple protoplasmic I ife-stu ff which was men¬ 
tioned in the East chapter. The first great differentiation 
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would then be into die Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms, 

which constitute the twin pillars- of the trunk. From each of 
these radiate the main branches,, which scientists call the 
‘phyla" from the Greek word pJmhtn meaning ’race" or 

■stock1. Each of these* again, is split into smaller branches 
called ' classes \ and then into lordsrj', c families \ and 
■genera1. Finally come the outermost twigs of the tree, 
which we know familiarly as Lkinds" or ’species.1. 

This description of the tret of Lilt will help m to explain 

the sy?ttm of Scientific names which students use to Identify 
different Jiving things. These often fill the layman with dij' 
may, hut despite their length they arc really a simplification. 
The first naturalist to take on systematically Adam1* task of 
running the animal* and plants was the eighteenth-century 
Swedish botanist Cart von Llnni, usually referred to as 

Llnnaem, Before his time utter confusion reigned in classi¬ 
fication methods for natural history. Animals had different 
names Ln different language** with the result that no 
naturalist had the slightest idea which species his foreign 
col leagues were talking about, 

To rectify this, Linnaeus incrod meed what was virtually a 

system of surnames and Christian names for every animal. 
For the word fcat' he decided to employ its Latin equiva¬ 

lent this we can therefore regard as the surname of iL( 
animal. Then for all the various specie* of cat he assigned a 
second Latin or Crock word, Thus the Lion became Fripj frp, 

the leopard Ft!is partial, the ordinary' house cat Fttii caStu, 
and jo on. In thk vuiy scientists knew that if they referred to 
Ftiis Ito their colleagues all over eh* world would always 
know what they meant, irrespective of the local translation 

of the word flionL The value of this convenient form of 
scientific esperanto cm easily be seen. 

Today the surname* and Christian name* establiahed by 

Linnaeus are referred to respectively os the ■generic1 name 
and the ■trivial" name, the two together as the ’specific1 

name. Simitar name* are also given to the larger liranthes 
of the tree. Thus ftiis Ue belongs to tho family Ftlidaet or ■ cat 
tribe \ of the order Gcmtcent, or ■flesh eaters1. This in turn 
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Ik longs to the diUS MamMatuir or * nummabof the phylum 

Vertebrate, or L animals with backbones \ Th* phylum itself 
is one of the thirteen great divisions of die Animal kingdom 

which, together with the Vegetable Kingdom, forms the 

twofold trunk of the tree of life. 
Many modifier ions have been made to the system of 

classification since the time of Linnaeus, but the principles 
in which it is constructed are essentially the same. The 

orderly naming of the animals and plants has enabled us to 
obtain a much clearer picture of the relationships cHivin^ 
things than would otherwise he possible, Cut lift's family 

tree is not only a convenient method of pigeon-holing and 
docketing the various kinds of living things. It gives us abo 

a bird’s eye view of the whole of evolution and of the parts 

played by die many different actors in the great drama OF 
living things. We ste. duy* not only rhe leading characters - 
the heroes and heroines and villains — but also the less 

dazzling performers; the comics* the character actors, and 
even the timid little ‘extras’ who play an insignificant but 
vital part in dressing the scene. This is the richly varied cast 

to which we must now turn our attention. 



CHAPTER £ 

' THE FIRST ORGANISMS 

Thj; first act of the drama of Idle was played i a the consul 
W*tert of the primeval seas against a sombre background pr 

barren rock, deserts, and thundering volcanoes,. The Earth's 
crust had been formed many millions of years licfore, and 
Hie highly charged chemical environment at the meeting 
place ofland, sea, and air had seen the generation of the 

first li fo-stu IF in the ^vortd. We have already spoken of the 
virusest and said that organisms of this type may have 
formed the transition stage from inorganic to organic matter. 
Wc must now look a little higher up (he scale and see what 
can be found out about the simplest organisms that truly 
come within the category ‘living1. 

The earliest characters to enter upon the scene were 
probably humble organisms of the natural division known 

to biologists as the Protista. The term Protista coma from 
the Greek ■word bmilsisa, meaning 'the very first ^ and it 
was introduced by the nineteenth-century German zoologist 

E, Hr Haeckel, 10 describe lilc-forms of the simplest struc- 
Lurc, which could not be definitely distinguished as either 
animals or plants. Most of Its memljers consist of only one 
unit, and they are the probable ancestors of every Eater 

example of animal and plant life. But in ondec ten describe 
more fully what (he Protista are like we must first examine 
the structure of Jiving matter and the main differences 

between animals and plants. 
The raw material of life, as we have already said, is known 

as protoplasm. This consists of a kind of living jelly com- 
pored of proteins, and is the physical basis of every living 

body, however large or of whatever shape It may be. But 

there is no such thing as a continuous mass of protoplasm i 
the protoplasmic jelly is always divided up into the tiny 

microscopic imiu known as Cells. Each cell is contained by 
a cell membrane inside which the protoplasm is divided 
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into two distinct parts — a central blob, or * nucleus , and a 
surrounding body of protoplasm technically known as * cyto¬ 

plasm1. In the simplest life-forms a single cell of protoplasm 
develops independently as a free-living unit, but in more 
complicated creatures the body is built up of many cells, as 

bricks are used in the construction of a house. Although 
most cells arc of microscopic size each of them can perform 

all the characteristic activities of living things, such as 
assimilation of food, chemical change, elimination of waste 

products, and so on. 
When we study the free-living, single-celled organisms 

we find that they are of three main kinds. There are some 
that behave like animats, some that behave like plants, and 

others that seem to partake of the qualities of both. The 
difference between the animal and plant types is based 
partly on the nature of the membrane surrounding the cell 
and partly on their method of feeding. Plant cells have 
comparatively thick membranes made of the carbohydrate 

cellulose; the walls of animal cells, on the other Hand, are 
much thinner and arc usually composed of a layer of fat and 

protein. Another difference is that plant cells contain the 
characteristic green pigment known as ‘ chlorophyll , which 

enables them to use the sun’s energy to combine the chemical 
elements of soil and atmosphere into food. This process, 
known technically as ‘photosynthesis', cannot be performed 

by animal cells, which depend for their food on the w ork of 
the plants. The same fundamental reliance of the Animal 
Kingdom on the Vegetable Kingdom is apparent at every 

stage of evolution. Plants build up their food with the aid of 
sunlight from the inorganic substances of the Earth; animals 

must first take in and break down pre-existing living matter 

and then rebuild it in the way they need. 
The unique characteristic of the Protista is that they can¬ 

not be definitely assigned to one category or the other. They 
are intermediate forms, part plant, part animal, and there is 

good reason to believe, therefore, that they belong to the 
very roots of the tree of life, before the first great split took 
place into the Animal and Vegetable Kingdoms. Wc shall 
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consider first the most typical example of these primitive, 

undifferentiated organisms, which are well known to 

scientists and laymen alike - the bacteria. 
The bacteria are the smallest organisms that can be seen 

with the optica] microscope. To many people they represent 

mainly the unseen causes of disease, and indeed many of the 
most dreaded diseases of men and animals are due to the 
activities of bacteria. Bacterial action is the cause of such 
scourges as tuberculosis, typhoid, dysentery, cholera, lep¬ 
rosy, and oriental plague, to name but a few. But to regard 
bacteria exclusively as malignant influences is to do them an 
injustice. The vast majority of them are not only the friends 
of man but are essential in a hundred different ways to the 
existence of life itself. For example, it is bacteria that pre¬ 
serve the fertility of the soil, without which no form of plant 

or animal life could survive. 
Bacteria in general are of three basic shapes. There is the 

spherical or ‘coccus’ shape, the rod-like or ‘bacillus’ shape, 

and the spirally twisted ‘spirillum’. If a bacterium rod were 
magnified to the size of a pencil, a man on the same scale 

would be over twenty miles high, while some of the coca 
are so small that over a quarter of a million of them could be 
placed together on a pin head. All of them are angle-celled, 
and they multiply by dividing in two, a process which in 
favourable conditions occurs every twenty or thirty minutes. 
The bacteriologist Felix LOhnis has worked out some inter¬ 
esting figures to show what immense numbers of bacteria 
this constant division of cells can lead to. Assuming a rate 

of division of once every half-hour, at the end of one hour 
there would be four cells, at the end of two hours sixteen 
cells, and at the end of three sixty-four. As time goes on, 
the figures of the scries reach spectacular proportions. After 
fifteen hours about 1,000 million bacteria will have been 
produced from a single parent, and in double that period 

these will have so increased that their bulk will occupy 
about 4,500 cubic yards, which is about the capacity of a 
goods train of too wagons. Fortunately for us the conditions 

favouring such a rate of increase occur very seldom in 
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nature, and then only for wry short periods, so (here, is ] It lie 
(linger of nut being- crowded ofFour planet by the accumu¬ 

lating legions of bacteria. 
The structure oF bacteria is more easily studied than that 

of the atill mysterious viruses. They consist, of course, of 

protoplasm, but opinion is divided ;'4 to whether they possess 
the true nucleus which is typical of most slngle-celled 

organisms. In some of the Imger kinds of bacteria a nucleus } 
has been ohsn-v n], bur there is now some doubt ;'.s to whether 

these kinds should bo classified as bacteria or all. With the 

others the nucleus seems. to he replaced by tittle granutes of 
nuclear meter i at, technicality known as ‘nu^mpmteins', 

which are evenly distributed throughout the whole organism 
instead of being concentrated into a single blob in the 
mid die. 

One would hardly expect that creatures so minute would 
have Jett any fossil record in the tangled Pre-Cambrian 

rodo- oflong ago. Vet there is now some fairly conclusive 
evidence that these creatures did exist ai that lime. Fre- 

Cambrian rock formal ions in Michigan show (races of tiny 

dark objects which may well be the remains of iron-deposit¬ 
ing bacteria closely related to a ipecies still living tnd^y, 
Small spherical bodies like those of a minute coccus have 

also been identified, in the great Pre-Cambrian formations 
of Montana. It is strange to think that traces of a creature 

so small and fragi le could have been clearly preserved for 

neaHy i.,ooo miLLion ye«rs- 
llacierta, as tve have seen, belong Co that indeterminate 

region between plants and animals. But they are not the 
only organisms to do so, and another group, rather more 

advanced than the bacteria, is equally fascinating to the 

Ijiylogiu and the Earth historian. The members of this group 
make up the natural class of the FJageilata, and arc charac¬ 

terised by a long whip-like projection of protoplasm known 
as a 'flagellum'. This word is derived from the Larin verb 

(to whip'* and the flagellates use the flagellum to lash their 

way through water Or other fluids with a jerky but reason¬ 
ably effective motion. 
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It would be quite impossible definitely to assign many of 

the flagellates 10 iKt Aassal or Vegetable Kingdoms, Sonic 

possess chlorophyll and can derive ihcir nourishment directly 
from their environment by photosynthesis. Others have 

lost their chlorophyll and take in particles of food through 
their cell membranes like typical one-eelEed animals. Several 

kinds have managed to make the best of both worlds and 
can feed either like animals or plant*. An scctUeot example 
of thin is the little flagellate known as EurS/mi. In a natural 

state Eitglma feeds by photosynthesis and will live quite 
happily in an open dish well exposed to the light. But if it is 
placed instead in a nutrient solution in total darkness, it will 

Three prircuiive erginitnu. On the LeCtare tmJ in rhttenLre, 
ft™ araoclm forte in JW«e» (jTdivulom); «i the £ujfrt*t 

change over to t he anLm.nl system and take in food through 

its surface 'ikitl'. 

Enough has now been said to give an idea of the occupants 

of this natural no-man's-land between plants and animals* 
and we must next explore the two great kingdoms that be On 
either side. On one side of the line we shall find the vast and 

varied world of the Prolophy ta, orH first plants \ Of these the 
most important group are the Algae, comprising over 1 BjOOo 

different speoicS- They range from the scum of freshwater 
ponds to the great ocean seaweeds, some of them over t Oo 

feet long. On the Other side of the line are the Protozoa, or 
* first animals', comprising such creatures as die famous 
amoeba of the laboratory and the biology class, and the 
paramerimrij or 'slipper animalcule'. A Little higher up the 
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icu.Ce cu22:r the lint great phyla of the many-celJcd creatures, 
such as the sponges, polyps, and Jltcd-uja*. 

Both Animal arid Vegetable Kingdoms will occupy our 

attention in the following page;, but the pLitnw, being static 
and nol gifted with the same capacity for mental develop- 
2nent as the animals, will necessarily be of secondary impor¬ 

tance to the story. For this reason we shall reserve a sum¬ 
mary <iF their history for a later chapter and pass on here to 

the two most interesting of the primitive protozoans, the 
amoeba ant! the puHlUKtura, l»ch of which are common 
animals of today. 

The amoeba 5* popularly regarded as the simplest df all 
organisms, hue in fact It shows a great advance on both the 

bacteria and the flagellates. In comparison with these it is 

quite a complicated creature and is reasonably specialized 
for its particular way of life. There are several species of 

amoeba, some measuring halt a millimetre across and there¬ 
fore being visible to die naked eye; but the commonest 
form, the freshwater amoeba, is too small to be seen without 
the aid of a microscope. It follows the ordinary pattern of 

single-celled animals, having a nucleus surrounded l>y a 
mass of cytoplasm. The whole is contained in a thin cell 

membrane- through which it can take Eft water and food 

particles. 
The amoeba reproduces by dividing its nucleus and cyto¬ 

plasm into two, tl-c separate pans then becoming a pair of 
individual amoeba. But if it is artifirialEy divided so that the 

whole nucleus is contained in only one half of the Cytoplasm, 
an interesting difference cap be observed. The part contain¬ 
ing the nucleus will grow again to its former size and will 

soon begin to reproduce itself by the customary method of 
cell division. But the other hatf, having no nucleus, will be 

unable to carry out properly the normal amoeba life-activi¬ 
ties. For a little while it will move about without apparent 

inconvenience, hue eventually it will die, for it is unable to 

digest its food, or grow, or reproduce. This proves the 
essential importance of the nucleus, which apparently acts 
as a chemical governor of the whole organism. 
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The amoeba ha3 no front or back end and can progress in 
any direction with equal ease- It does this by pushing out 

in front of it from any part of iis body a Email blunt projeo 

tion of cytoplasm known as a pjeudopod or 'false foot’. As 
part of its body Otis flows forward to form the pseudopod 
the amoeba itself advances. Then a new pseudopod ii 
thrown out from an adjacent area and the process is re¬ 
peated. The animal does not* however, continue for very 

long in any one direction but [5 constantly'tacking’ to left 
and. right. 

Feeding is equally simple, minute particles of animal and 
vegetable matter being surrounded on each side by pseudo- 
pods and then incorporated into the cytoplasm. Here, with 
the water surrounding them when they were 'eaten", they 
form a little blob called a'fmd vacuole3. Chemical processes 
in the amoeba'i body are used to digest and assimilate the 
contents of the vacuole, which then disappears. It would be 

difficult to devise a simpler or more effective way of living 
than that practised by these humble juicroscopie relations 

of ours. 
Compared to the a mocha, the paramecium is an extremely 

advanced Little organism. It ha$ a Front end and a back end 
and a permanent shape Like a slipper, which gives it its 
popular name of 'slipper animalcule"- It can move much 
faster than the amoeba for its body is covered with over 
o,ooo short hairs, or 'cilia', which net tike oars to propel at 
through the water. Feeding is a much an ore specialized 

business too, for it has a definite mouth cavity m its body 
behind which is it gullet running down into the cytoplasm. 
Yet despite this comparatively elaborate structure the 

paramecium isitiil too small to be identified with the naked 

eye. 
Unlike (he amoeba, the paramecium has not one nucleus 

but two. The smaller of the nuclei seems to be largely 
connected with the reproduction processes. Reproduction 
In the paramecium tabes two form*. The first is by the 
ordinary method of celi division which can be seen In the 
amoeba, but the other marks the beginnings of sexuality. 
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There Are no dearly differentiated males and females among 
parameeia, so sexual reproduction between individuals of 

the same strain does not occur, But it often does cake plats 
when groups of individual! of different strains are put 
together, £ach paramecium adheres to its mate of the com¬ 

plementary strain and they exchange portions of their small 
nuclei through their mouth cavities. They then, separate and 

go through a number of divisions, the advantage of the 
method being that hereditary possibilities are transferred 
from two sources to the new parameda that result. 

The reader may tvith reason ask why the amoeba and 
paramecium, being modem animals, have been given so 

much space in a chapter devoted to the early history of life. 
The answer lie? in the great rarity of fossil remains in Pre- 

Cambrian formations, which make! any direct discussion on 

there early organisms Smpoaible. Great outcrops of lb* 
rocks themselves are by nf> means uncommon, hovi'twr, and 
occur not only in such famous sites as the Grand Canyon of 
Cfolyrado, where the Colorado River has cut a mile-deep 
deft in the plain, but lu Africa, Australia, Canada, Scan¬ 

dinavia, India, Siberia, South America, and even in 

Anglesey, in the Torridon sandstones of Soot Lend, and in the 
St. David's district of Carnarvonshire. It is unfortunate that 

these rocks have been so twisted and altered by Earth 
pressure as to leave no record of any contemporary proto- 

scans, hut we can reasonably assume that creature* very 

similar to the amoeba and paramecium may h&v* lived in 
Pre-Oamljr-ian times. This guess is supported by the Jact 

that such simple and comparatively unspccialszed creatures 
tend to survive almost unaltered for many millions of years. 

It is usually the highly specialized types that perish and are 
superseded, 

Although they arc modem types of ani mals, the amoeba 

and paramecium may therefore be regarded as excellent 

understudies to fill in a gap In the fossil record. They demon¬ 
strate the first tentative specializations of living things - the 

transition to more complicated methods of feeding and loco¬ 
motion, the creation of a stable bodily structure, and the 
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growth of sexuaE activity from primitive division within the 

unit cell. We are now free to go on to the more highly 
evolved specie! of early life - specie! which have left actual 

fossti remains to speak in the incomplete but moving lan¬ 
gurs of tombstone epitaphs, or ancient and faded pariih 
registers, of their life and death in the PaEaeoioEc seas. 



CHAPTER IO 

THE AGE OF INVERTEBRATES 

Before the Cambrian Period little is known about the geo¬ 

graphy or climate of the Earth. The first seas were probably 

shallow and widespread, and we can tell from the scarred 
surface of many of the rocks that on at least two occasions 

ice sheets and glaciers advanced from the poles towards the 
equator. Otherwise we know nothing, for the rock record 

has been badly distorted by time and Earth-pressure, and 

there are no proper index fossils to aid us in our speculations. 
But with the opening of the Cambrian Period, which 

occurred about 520 million years ago, we find that the story 

becomes much better documented. Our main sources of 
information are the varied fossil remains that now begin to 

appear in increasing numbers. The most likely cause of 
this sudden appearance of fossils after 1,000 million years 
of an almost completely blank record is that a great many 

creatures existing at that time began to develop a skeleton 

or shell, enabling their remains for the first time to be clearly 
preserved and studied. As a result a sudden flood of light 

was thrown on the primeval scene. It was as if a curtain had 
been miraculously lifted to reveal the progress of a drama 
that had hitherto been hidden from our gaze. 

Although it seems probable that the vast majority of 
Cambrian animals possessed shells, or some form of solid 

structure, they all belonged to the great natural division of 
the Invcrtebrata, or 'animals without backbones’. In fact 

thb Period, with the following Ordovician Period, is popu¬ 
larly known as the Age of Invertebrates. It lasted for about 
too million years and saw the domination of the Earth by 

creatures that now occupy an extremely lowly place in the 
natural scheme. Life, moreover, was still entirely restricted 

to the water. The continents, with their high mountains and 
dusty plains, were barren and deserted, without a tree or a 
bush, or even a blade of gras. Only an occasional patch of 
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moss or lichen on the intcr-tldal racks broke the monotony 
of thfr sombre and □ ji*l 1 ?m^ scene. 

fiefoM: describing the invertebrw.es themselves we must 
first explain how the new abundance oFfwails lias enabled us 
to learn about the distribution of ]and and sea in those 
distant times. The map on the following page shows the 

latest conception we have of Cambrian geography, rt is 

known aj a palacogeographical snap, and is built up by 
noting where fossils of Oambrinn age occur. These areas 
must at the time have been covered by sen water* for there 
were no land animals to heave their imprint op the rocks. 
The other areas, where no fossils occur, must have been 
composed of dry land. In Inter times, when life began to 
invade the land, the obvious differences between land and 
sea fossils indicate the broad outlines of Earth, geography 

in a similar way. Land fossils can even be used as dues, to 
more detailed knowledge. For instance, the discovery of 
similar land fossils In areas now separated by water suggests 
that there may once have been a strip of land m connect 
them. Conversely, widely different fossils in adjacent areas 

may indicate the former presence of some local barrier such 
as a mountain range- or sea-covered straits, 

We can see at once from the pa laecgcagraphical map 
how very different was the geography of the Cambrian 
Period from that of the Earth today. Asia was almost 
completely submerged under two va$t oceans known respec¬ 

tively ns Poseidon and the Rcdlichia Seaj, about half of the 
United States and more than half of Australia were under 

water; and an enormous southern continent known as 
Gondwanaland extended from western South America to 

Austral ia, embracing the whole of what arc now the South 
Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The eaiact definition of these 
ancient coastlines in areas now covered by the Sea is of 
course impossible, mainly because we have little or no 

knowledge oF the fossils that lie buried under the present 
ocean floors; but the coastlines marked over present-day land 
areas are as authentic as painstaking research on make them. 

In addition to the help they give us in palaeogepgraphy. 
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Tonil* can ttU us igmt deal about the climates ptrvaitin/m 

t hese ancient land*. The types ofwe*tunes found give a due 

to the land of environment that they would naturally need, 

™“e lhar wrtrihutkin often shows whether conditions in 
dsfflerent parts orthe world were equable or extreme. Thus 

Cumbrian H coralline sponges5, which were animals 
requinng fcirly warm water, are found in fossilised form in 
such remotely teparated areas as Greenland, Morocco, and 

the Antarctic comment. This suggmts that the Cambrian 
clmiate was probably Eairiy warm and that there were nut 

£Teat extremes of temperature between the tropics and the 

pales. Similar methods can be used for deducing the probable 
dimate in atl the geological Periods down to the present day 

But we mut now return from this excursion into palace- 
geography a ud look at some of the fossil creators of the Age 

of Invertebrates. By th* beginning of the Cambrian Period 
yll the mam natural groups of in vert cbm tea had already de¬ 
veloped from the primitive kind* of organisms described in 

the previous chapter, There arc Lwclvo of lbe« groups in all 
eompnsmg every division of th* Animal Kingdom except'' 

™ ttlc hadiboned animals. These last, like ai! star 
performers, were to reserve their entrance: for a later scene. 

The first group of invertebrates is represented by the 
microscopic creatures known aj Radioed* and JWminb 
fere. Both these belong to the natural phylum of the Prp[&- 
aoaf but, unlike the protozoans already described, many of 

tbcm possessed liny shells of sEltocous or calcareous material. 
The next group is the Porifera, or sponges, which contains 

some of the moat primitive kinik of .nany-cdled creatures. 
Then come the Codenterata, represented especially by the 
jelly-fish'; the Erachiopoda, or ‘lamp shells* (so named 

from their resemblance to a Roman lamp); the Echino- 
derrnatA, containing the starfishj sea urchins, sea lilies. Sea 

cucumbers, and extinct cystoida; t he-Arthropod* including 
the crustacean ‘shell fish\ insect*, and jpidenj and the 

Molluscs, or true shell fish, including the Oysters, snallj, and 

jqmds, and the two famous extinct groups known as the 
ammonites and belemnites. Finally come four phyla of 
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Vermes, cur worm*, and * wher neglected little phylum 
called die Bryozoa, or 1 moss animals \ whose modem 
representatives are sometimes mistaken by Seaside visitors 
for sea^veed*. 

In the short space at our disposal it is impossible to discuss 
this vast Assemblage of animal* In anything like adequate 
detail. Moreover, some of the groups were not very strongly 
represented in early Palaeozoic times. We shall therefore 
restrict ou tactual to a few of the moat interesting members of 
each group, beginning with the microscopic Foraminifera 

I:Lj■:I.:i! r.r!:l and FcramLnifera 

and Radiotaria. There is a vast number of ipeeies of these 
liny protozoans, and they have persisted from the end of the 
Cambrian period to the present day. At some periods in the 
Earth1* history their remains have been formed into great 
layers of solid rock, which have later been upraised from the 
ocean bed as dry land* For instance, the famous white chlfs 
or Dover are partly composed of the shells of foraminifers 
and other marine protozoans measuring less than one milli¬ 
metre In dtameter- 

Foraminifers start their life as a blob of protoplasm, rather 
like the amoeba we have already described. Unlike the 
amoeba, however, they then begin to secrete a shell. This 
shell is composed of the chalky substance known as calcium 
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carhonai*, which the fo rami niter extracts from the sea wartr. 

The sheila themselves vary a gr eat (tail in shape and texture-. 
So-nc hinds of foraminiftrf are content wfth n single chant, 
her, but others have several, cominuiLicatLng with each other 
'by openings between them. The animal occupies ah the 
chambers and also lias (he power of creating new ones, This 
it does by pushing a mass of protoplasm through (he opening 
of the shell and secreting a new wall. The chambers can be 

arranged in any form - straight, curved, coiled, or spirally 
twisted. 

No one knows the real reason why foraminUers, or any 
Other shelled animats, first created -shells- ibr themselves. 
Some authorities believe that it was as a result of increasing 
competition, the shell forming some measure of protection 
against predatory foes, Others say that the growth of a shell 
is primarily a chemical process and one Over which the 
animal has no control. In other words, the calcium In the 
water was automatically absorbed into the animal's body 

when at fed and was then excreted with tlie other wa±tc 
products. The amount that adhered to rhe surface or drifted 

away depended entirely on the animal's chemical workings 
so that a shell might he formed whether it* Owner wanted It 
or not. Whatever the t ruth of these theories, it is certainly 
fortunate that so- many early Invertebrates -secreted these 
shells, for otherwise there would be no fossil remains to tell 
us what their occupants were Like, 

The word fbraminifer meansLhole bearer’ and it derived 
from the small holts, cur pore*, in the fornmln i fer’s shell. The 
animal project? long thin streams of protoplasm through 

these holes, which writhe about and form networks to cap¬ 
ture iind digest food. These streams of protoplasm are th* 
equivalent of die amoeba's pscudopod end lire likewise used 
to help t heir owner move about. 

Foraminlfei's have existed InVWt numbers in the seas since 
the end of the Cambrian Period. Most of them live deep 

down on, the oc«b door, but a few float at or near the sur¬ 
face, Ono of the most common kinds, known as Gioiyi^ttuia, is 

a surface dweller, and the myriads of these tinyforaminifers 

D 
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that die fail in a sfow and never-ending’ ram XG the ocean 

bed. Here, through Jong ages, they have collected in drifts 

which arc known as the H gtobigerina oo*e'. This accumu- 
latex at the rate of a bom two feet every hundred years and 

occupies nearly a third of the world'* ocean floors - an area 
of over 40 million square mi les. 

Radiolaria arc similar to Foraminifcra in being proton 
zoaiu of an amoeboid type. Instead of sbdls, however, they 
generally have elaborate external skeletons of great delicacy 
and beauty, often with long spi ny projections that give them 

the appearance of decorations on a Christmas tree. The 

skeletons are mostly composed of silica which, like the 
foram inifor's calcium carbonate, is attracted from the water* 
of the sea. They often form the raw material of geological 
formation*, and many nock layers front all ages in the Earth's 

history are composed of the skeletons of Radiolaria. Some 
kinds of Rodiolaria live deep in the oceans but the majority 
prefer the lurfoco waters. Like Glo&igtiina, they are respon¬ 

sible fora rain of shells which collect on the ocean floor* as a 
‘ radfolarian Ooze1,. This ooze occupies 3 million square mile* 
of the sea bed in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. 

One unexpected use of these tiny sea creatures, particu¬ 
larly the- Foramtnifera, is to help human being* in the search 
for oil. This is because their fossil remains, being so num¬ 

erous and widely distributed, are an excellent guide to die 
identification of rock foyer* where oil may be found. Samples 

taken from the borings at different Level* ara handed over to 

palaeontological specialists to identify any microscopic 
fossils they may contain. For*mlnifen - or 1 foram*’ a* they 
are colloquially termed - are often present, and, by Identify¬ 

ing the inaccessible rock formations beinw, help the opera¬ 

tors to decide whether their prospecting is likely to succeed 
at that particular spot, 

frwtl in this brief review of the Palaeozoic invertebrates a 
word must bft said about the Porlfera, or*ponges. These Itave 
been common from ear[y Cambrian time* right down to the 
present day. They are important because they represent one 

of the first instance* of a large number of single cells being 
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assemhied^ together as one large organism, with different 

parts specialized for different functions. Thus in a sponge 
oniy Certain pf the cells absorb food: they then pass on some 

of the. food to other ceil* specializing in protection* repro¬ 
duction, or supporting the animals body. The appearance 
of the sponges therefore marks the end of unlimited free 
enterprise for the Individual cell* and the beginning of a 
social organization. 

For many year* controversy raged as 10 whether aponges 
were really animals or plants. This was because they were 
static and did not seem to react in any obvious way to their 

environment. It was thought that if they were animals they 
would possess the usual animal power of locomotion, enab¬ 
ling them to move about and search for their food. The 

mystery has now been solved, however, for it has been found 
that sponges have no need to seek their prey \ they arrange 
that it should automatically be brought to them. This is 

achieved by a mechanism of wjupdihe flagella inside the 
Sponge, which draw streams of water into it through the 
pores in its waits, and then ^ject them through one end. 

The sponge is therefore a kind of living filter, constantly 
absorbing Its food from the current* of water that It cause* to 
pass through its body, 

The Hwi important group U the Goclenterata, comprising 
in addition to the typical jelly-fish such creatures as corals 
and sen anemones. The word means Hhollow inside", for 
none of the code no* rates have any specialized internal 
organs. Tliq jelly-fish and sea anemones, being entirely soli* 
bodied* were not good subjects for fossilization* but there 
are pientyof remains of corals, and also of the strange horny 
covered creatures known as graptoliies, which were especi¬ 
al ly common at the time but arc now extinct. 

The name grapioliu-' comes From two Greek words: 
graphs written, and ffoftar, ft stone. It was given to the animal 
because fossil graptolites are usually found pressed fiat in 

bed* of shale* their hard parts appearing like a pencil or 
charcoal tracing on the rock. The branching 'arms’ of the 

graptolite were made of chitin, a material not unlike that 
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composing human fingernails, and they were often serrated 

along One or hath edges Like a kiwl Inside each serration was 
a cup or chamber -occupied by -a tiny tcntacled creature 

known as a polyp- Each graptolite was therefore really a 
colony raliicr than a single individualand iterated it* 
chili nous covering through the combined efforts of all the 

polyps in the giyjnp. The whole colony either floated In the 
water attached to a piece of seaweed, or anchored itself to 
the bottom, or to rocks' some spedea may even have sus¬ 

pended themselves by a kind of home-made gas-filled float. 
The corals were buds on a similar plan to the graptoLitcs 

but have succeeded in surviving to the present day. The 
coral polyps secrete protective Cup* *F limestone, and in 

some species increase by budding until they have built up 
nuasive brandling skeletons. It is these skeleton* that form 
the great coral reefs of the tropic seas,, and have been up¬ 

raised in a fossil state to make such famous geological forma¬ 
tion* is the Wenlock Limestone of Shropshire. Several kinds 

of corals existed as early as the Cambrian and Ordovician 

Periods, but they had their heyday in the succeeding 
Silurian Period, when they could be found in fantastic 

profusion in all the oceans of the world . 
Compared to the CoetcrUerata, the llrachiopoda are an 

unspectacular phylum chiefly of interest to the specialist. 
They am a.group of small marine animals with a double 

hinged shell that seldom measures more than an inch or two 

across. The fond remains of bnichiopod* are extremely 
common in early geological formation! and, compared to 

graptolites and coral*, they show a great evolutionary ad¬ 
vance. 5-mail as they are, they have a specialized digest ive 
and nervous system, kidney*, reproductive organs, and 

strong muscle*. They were a very persistent and successful 

race, mwe than aoo kinds of brachiopods being still alive. 
The primitive hmchiopod Lingula which lives today on the 

shores of Japan, Queensland, and the East Indies can claim 

to be one of the oldest" living Fo«Lls ’ in the world- Its remains 
are commonly found in the Ordovician rocks of 400 mi LI ion 

years ugO, 
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i Little c^n be said about tht four phyla cf worms which 

existed in Palaeozoic times, for they have left very few fca£i 

| remains. Ah the worms art known principally from their IfoEsil tracks, which can in some cases be assigned to Ftf 

Cambrian rocks j but it is usually quite impossible to say 
wbat species of mm was ropondbk for the evidence. The 

i matn exception is a kind of marine bristle worm that lived 
I zn the OrdovLeian and secmled itself a calcareous dwelling 

in the form of a tube. These tubc>d welling* have been pie- 
f' a|!rvcd and art often found attached in cluster* to the shells 

of braclsiopods. 

All three of the remaining phyla of invertebrates are 
imporLant; these are the Echinodermaut, the Mollusca, and 
the Arthropods. The word lichinodennara means1 creatures 
with Rpiny skins' and the group includes such familiar 
animals as th* starfish of the tidal rod; pods and ihc sea 
urchin - now as well known to connoisseur* of fish-food as it 
is to biologists. But the characteristic echinoderm oT the Age 

of Invertebrates was the crinoid, or 'sea lily". Sea lilies 
looked more like plants than animals, being clearly divided 

into a stem, a body, and a number of branching arms like 
the petals, of a flower, nie profusion of crincids in the 

Silurian Period has Caused it to be termed the 'Age of Sea 
Lilies’, and the gorgeous colours of many of the different 
species must have given the sea floor the aspect of an under¬ 
water Rower garden. 

The Mollusca, or true shell fish, are a group that have the 

honou r of possessing the largest creature of the Palaeozoic 
world. This was th* Ordwician ccptiaLopod known as 
EndiUffai prolriformt, whose shell exceeded fifteen feet in 
length and ten inches at its greatest diameter. The word 
cepbalopod means 'head-foot1 and is given to this branch of 
the molluscs because af the tentacles surrounding the mouth, 

which appear like a bunch of limbs or 'feet1. 

Of the molluscs, and in fact of all the invertebrates, the 
COphatopods alone have proved themselves able to survive 
in direct competition with (ho great vertebrate animals of 

the sea. Their vitality and aggressiveness assured them of an. 
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evolutionary success that was denied to their more sluggish 

relations. Their best known living representative, the giant 

squid, is the greatest invertebrate animal of all time; but 
even the smaller members of the group have shown them¬ 
selves well able to hold their own in the battle for survival in 

the seas. 
But not all the cephalopoda have enjoyed this success, and 

two of the kinds most common in prehistoric times are now 
extinct. These are the ammonites and belemnites which, 

although they belong to a much later period than the Age of 
Invertebrates, will be considered here to complete our pic¬ 

ture of the famous shell fish of the past. They reached their 
peak in the Mesozoic Era, when they appeared in fantastic 

variety and profusion. Their fossilized shells can be picked 
up by the dozen on the shore at such places as Lyme Regis 

in Dorset and Whitby in Yorkshire, where there are out¬ 
crops of the shale beds known as the Blue Lias. At Lyme 
Regis the fossil ammonites are so easy to come by that the 
smaller and more graceful examples are mounted in rings 

and sold to tourists as souvenirs. The belemnites arc shaped 
like miniature projectiles and arc sometimes mistaken by 
the uninitiated for thunderbolts; in fact their very name 

comes from the Greek word for a dart. 
Nothing is known about the soil parts of the ammonites, 

but a certain amount can be deduced from their living rela¬ 

tive, the pearly nautilus. This creature lives in the coastal 
waters of the Pacific and Indian Oceans and has a large 
coiled shell measuring up to eight inches across. The shell is 
divided into a series of chambers, each one slightly larger 

than the last. These are added one by one to a single original 
chamber as the animal increases in size. The nautilus itself 

always occupies the last and largest of the series, walling up 
each old chamber behind it as it moves to increasingly 

commodious quarters. A similar procedure was doubtless 
adopted by the ammonites, but not all their architectural 

creations adopted the same coiled form as the pearly nautilus. j 
Some species of ammonites built their chambered shells in a ^ 

straight or gently curving line; other* even made them clab- j 
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Ofitsly spiralled. Hut whatever |ht shape of the completed 

shell, the method of building it was very much (he same., 
Although both ammoaitiss and belcmnitcs have realty 

trespassed into this chapter from a Eater period, there is no 
doubt that die two types of animals which we must now 

consider are probably the most typical ofall the *ea creatures- 
of the Age of Invertebrates- These arc the trilobttes and 
eurypterlds, both members of the great phylum of the 

Arthropods, Or 1 creatures with jointed feel1- This ia the 
group which Later gave rise to the land insect* and spiders, 

and such Creatures as the lobsters, centipedes, and scorpions. 
During the long millennia of the early PaLaco^oic the 

trUobites were the rulers- of the Earth, They dominated the 
natural scent with the same success as was later achieved 
by the great reptile*, And is now enjoyed hy man himself, 
liut like the reptiles after them, they hvent in time down the 
bleak highway to extinction, so that now For more than sop 

million years there has been no living survivor of this once 
powerful race. Fortunately, luswevcr, there are abundant 

fossils to give us evidence of their way ofiife. 

In size and appearance the trilobites could hardly be 
regarded as well cast as overlords of the Earth. They Looked 

rather like outsize woodlice, but seldom exceeded an inch or 
two In Length, The largest known species measured two feet, 
but this was a quite exceptional and uncommon form, The 
name trilobite is- derived frwm the fact Lhat the upper surface 

of the creature’» body, which was covered in ft ohilinou* 
shell, was divided into throo distinct parrs or 'lobes' by a 
pair of clearly marked furrows running from, front to back. 
The body was also divided into three in Lhe other direction, 
there l>f!ug a strong shield fore and aft, connected by a 
middle section known b* the thorax. This middle section 

was divided into segments which would move again*? on* 
another, enabling the trilobite if> roll itself into a bah. Thu 
was a most necessary device, for the underside of the body 

wAs quite unprotected from possible foes, 
Two oT the rtuo*t interesting features of the trilohiie* were 

their eye and their Legs. The eyes were often raised and 
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AUUfidlH actually sto&d right out on a talk!, white many 

species had compound eyes with as many aa t jj.,,0130 different 
tenses. The legs ran right down the underside of the body, 
two to cadi segment, and there were sometimes over two 

dozen of such pairs. Each leg was divided into two parts, one 
for swimming and the other for waiting., and a nvmlw of 

Spines projecting from their inner sides enabled them to be 

used as jaws. External jaws ofthii kind are quite common 
among the lower animals, and the trilobite fed by crouching 

on top of its prey, masticating it with its legs, and passing 

each meirtt! forward to its mouth. 
Tt is not definitely known what kind of food trilobitcs ate, 

and it probably varied from on* species to another. Some 

may have been exclusively predatory, while others probahly 
lived on seawetds, or scavenged for decaying vegetable 

matter and carrion, A few kinds are known to have been 
adapted entirely to a burrowing life, Losing th* use of their 
eyes and subsisting on food extracted From the mud OF the 

sea door. 
The vast numbers of fossil trilobites found in the Palaeo¬ 

zoic rotks are often beautifully marked and preicrvcd. In 

former times, before they were scientifically identified, they 
were known as petrified butterflies and were much in de¬ 
mand ai curios. In soma areas of firilain whore they are 

commonly found the quarrymen refer to them as locusts. 
The hard shells of the trilobites have probably enabled a 
greater portion of them to survive as fossils than of many of 

their contemporaries, hut even SO they were undoubtedly 

the most common and successful representatives OF Palaeo¬ 

zoic life. 
The tl«esfc rivals of the trilobites were another race of 

creatures distantly related to them. These were the eury- 
pterids, or sea scorpions, which produced the largest kinds of 

fossil arthropods in the world* »ome of which measured nine 

feet long. The word euryptcrid means c broad-finned'* and 

the oar-like Limbs of the curyplerids seem to have been well 
suited to swimming. Only one species had a tail that could 
be used at All efficiently as a rudder, so the eurypterids must 
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have steered themselves- like sculitm by varying [he picture 

•PPMO by their onr-likc limbs to the water.. Their anatomy 
also suggests that they may have Swum upside do™, 

T]ic size, elaborate structure* and great age of the Cary* 
pterida make them exceptionally exciting game for the 
palaeontologist. It hvoeild be fair to say that among fossil 

invertebrates no other creature can be such a thrilling 

reward to a successful jearch. There Is something infinitely 
moving in uncovering the fantastic skeleton of one of these 
gTear sea scorpions that has been entombed In the Earth's 

onist for over «p>0 million yearn, An evocation of ibis feeling? 
and of the emotion* jtHociated witEi nil palaeontological 
research, is given in a passage From the Norwegian palae¬ 

ontologist* Professor Johan KLaer* written after the first dis¬ 
covery of the curypterid known a* MmpUm in the Upper 
Silurian sandstone near Oslo: 

" I shall never forget the moment when the first excellently 
preserved specimen of the new giant eurypHrfid was found, 
hiy workmen had lifted up a Largo slab? and when they 

turned it ovcTj we suddenly saw the huge animal, with its 
marvellously shaped feet, stretched out in natural position. 

There was something ay Etfcdike about it, gleaming darkly in 
the JtOfte* that we almost expected to see it slowly rise ham 
the bed where it Had rested in peace for million* oT years 
and Crawl down to the lake that glittered close below lu.’ 

Like the trilobitei, the euTypterids failed to survive beyond 

the end of the Palaeozoic Era. The reasons for this are not 
definitely known,, but it seems likely that none of these great 

invertebrates of the past wa* able to compete with the new 
backboned animals that were shortly to appear on the scene, 

The Palaeozoic invertebrates had committed themselves too. 
far to a particular kind of specialization, and when their 
circumstances changed they were unable to adapt. The 
future of their line was left to their humbler and more intig' 
nificaat relations, and die main stream of Earth history was 
entruvtcd Henceforward to a new and more variable group 
of performers. 
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ANIMALS WITH BACKBONES 

Tub main outline of our story has now brought us to the 
middle of the Silurian Period, about 330 million year* ago. 

So far wt have met only primitive microscopic orgauUmi 
aed invertebrates — creatures which despite their variety and 

interest will henceforward play a very much Ices prominent 

role in the story of life. The actors with whom we shall now 
be concerned arc the vertebrates., or ‘animats with back¬ 

bones \ who first appear in Large numbers at the end of the 
Silurian Period, establishing a supremacy which they have 

ever since maintained. 
The Silurian Period, as we have said, is named after the 

ancient Welsh tribe of the Silures who once occupied the 
area where rocks of this age were first investigated. The man 

who first studied these rock*, and described some of the 

earliest vertebrate fossil*, was a young nine teen th-century 
Scottish gcologUt who later became famous as Sir Roderick 
Jmpey Murchison. Murchison was a soldier and served 

through the Napoleonic wan before retiring to his Scottish 

estates as a gentleman of Leisure. It was not until he was 
thirty-two that some chance talks with the great British 

scientist, Sir Humphry Davy, inspired him to squire a 

self-made education in geology. The outcome of this was bis 
book 77u SSfiimK published in ifijS, which quickly 

became a geological classic- Murchison was awarded a 
knighthood and later became Director of the Geological 

Survey of Great Britain - an astonishing record for a self- 

taught amateur who Smew nothing of geolqgv until he was 

in hir early thirties, 
Before describing the early vertebrates from Murchison's 

Silurian rocks, a word or two must be said about the general 
development of the backboned animals- and their signifi¬ 
cance in the scheme of later lift. Today, everywhere we look, 

we see the variety and importance of the vertebrates. Man 
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fnrtisclf is a ver[chime, and so are IlU domestic animals, ih* 

quarry hc hunts, and nmi of [he creatures he eats Tor food. 
Although outnumbered by the invertebrates by many [uin- 
d«da io one, the backboned animals iiavo undoubtedly 
succeeded in dominating the Earth. 

To understand the reasons for their supremacy we must 
remember the overwhelming advance that vertebrates 
have In the battle for life. To iKgin with they posses* a strong 
but flexible internal skeleton, avowing for greater freedom 

of movement than the cumbersome external shell* of the 
invertebrates. Secondly, the evolution of the characteristic 
vertebrate skull provides ample space and protection for a 
well-developed brain, while the backbone itself forma a 
strong defensive sheath, for the nerve cord controlling the 

animal's movements. Thirdly, the pairing of such Imporiant 
organs as eyes, lungs, kidneys, and so on provides a valuable 
Second line of defenoe in case of damage or d Ispase- Finally, 
the grouping of the main retisc organs at the front of die 
head, and the specialization of the limbs and body for loco¬ 

motion, makes the vertebrate machine altogether more 
nimble, efficient, and4 awareK than the generally more slug¬ 

gish and static invertebrates. 
Previously, for the sake of simplicity, we have regarded 

the vertebrates -as the thirteenth and Bast great division of 
the Animal Kingdom. Zoologically speaking, however, this 

clarification is incorrect. The vertebrates belong, with a 
handful oTother creatures, Co a phylum known as the Chor¬ 

data, Or animats with1 notochordsf. The notochord, or “back 
string*, has great significance in vertebrate evolution, being 

the earliest evidence in the history of life of an embryonic 
backbone. It consists of a long slim rod of gristly material 

enclosed in a tough sheath anti running from head to tail 
Of tire most primitive members of the phylum Chordata. 

liatcepC in the creature known as Jwr»jthu from, the Siluiiu, 
it bhl not been preserved in fossil form, so we cannot give 

satisfactory examples from the past to show what it if like, 
Put it can he described hy analogy, for it is the main support 

of the body in the modem lunicates or sea squirts, the 
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primitive abom worms, and above all in the creature known 

to biologists as stmphithe lance-let, 
AiKfrkisjxuj is found somewhat rarely in all the shallow 

tropical seas of the svorid, Bui it is extremely common along 
the toast of the South China Sea, especially in the Amoy 
district of the Formosa Straits, where it is collected by the 

Chinese anti sold in large quantities for food. The name 
Amphtasrus meani 'sharp at both ends' and the creature is 
shaped like a amah, flattened, and semi-transparent cigar. 

Compared to an ordinary fish it is a very primitive animal 

indeed, It has no proper fins, no limbs, no jaws, no skeleton, 
no can, no eyea (although jt may have A general sensitivity 

W light), and nothing that can properly be called a brain. 
It moves about by somewhat crude undulation* of the body. 

Hxl^Ab&nu (left) ;in-j 

but Spends much of its time partly buried in the sand with 

only its fore part protruding. It feeds En this position by 
sucking a stream of vnttor into its mouth, from width it 

strains out microscopic organisms. 

Despite lliis primitive character is definitely 
related to the vertebrate)- It has a firm but fieri bit noto¬ 
chord which not only supports the soft parts of the body but 

provides a strong axis on which the muscles can pull. A 
typical vertebrate nerve cord runs along the anii-nal's back 
behind the notochord - not, as in the invertebrates, along 

tlte underside, Ampfiin&ut also possesses the fish-like gill 
slits which, at a higher level of evolution, enable aquatic 
animals to extract the oxygen they need from the vfHW, 

In Ampfiioxus these are mainly used as a strainer for food 

particles. 
The notochord, as seen iti AmphtMtu^ is undoubtedly the 
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forerunnerofthe typical backbone of a]] the higher animats. 
As evolution progressed this ‘bad string1 became sur- 
rounded and finally replaced by the vertebral column, the 

transitional stage being well represented by the. modem ceb 
IsSre ereatur« known as lampreys, lampreys are jawless 

vertebrates who feed by fining themselves to the bodies of 
higher fi*Ei and sucking their flesh, hut despite their primitive 

character they pojtcM not only a notochord but the begin¬ 
nings of a rudimentary vertebral column. Lampreys are 
more likely to be degenerate vertebrates than a direct link 

in the evolutionary chain, but they are nevertheless a valu¬ 
able clue to what eur earliest vertebrate predecessors may 
have been like. 

As the backbone invested the rudimentary notochord it 
combined also with the nerve chord wEifeh in creatures like 
Amp/tioxtu ran directly above it. In this way was built up the 

typical backbone of the higher animals, with Its individual 
bones, or1 vertebra#3, it* bony projections, or * spi nes", which 
can be easily felt on the backbone of a human being, and the 
hoiiow tube, or 'neural canal\ which runs through all the 

vertebrae and contains the main nerve cord. Evidence of 

this process can be found in spectacular form, in the science 
of embryology. We find there that every vertebrate embryo, 

including that of man, begins life with a notochord and 
gradually goes through alt the evolutionary stages described 

above- We can scarcely need further proof that backbones 
evolved from notochords and that mankind, in common with 

the other vertebratea, must at some period in the remote- 
past have shared a common ancestor with the sea squirt, the 
lanCelot, and the lamprey, 

One important problem still remains to be solved, how¬ 
ever, Wha t was the origin of the first creature to possess a 
notochord? If, as it is necessary to suppose, it arose from one 

of the groat invertebrate groups, which group can claim the 
lionour, doubtful at this may sometimes seem, of having; 

given rise Co the whole vertebrate phylum, including the 
human race? Except for the Mollusea, which have never 

been seriously considered for this role, scientists have at 
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different times ascribed our origin to every other inverte¬ 

brate group. The moat popular choice has been the eeicfon- 

teratH, Or jellyfish, and this in a sense is undeniably correct. 
In fact, it seems Likely from the anatomical evidence that 
the coelentera tes have given rise io every other form of life 

except the tponges. Rot betvr-een the coslen tcrates and the 
vertebrates-is i t not possible that some more advanced inver¬ 

tebrate group forms an ancestral missing link, or is at Imt 
very closely connected to the vertebrate stem? Fur some 
time th is role was assigned to the annelids, one of the four 

phyla of worms mentioned in the previous chapter. It was 
soon realized, however, that to asjymft (hat such creatures 

OOuld evolve a notochord and gill slits would raise more 
problems than k solved. Another popular choice was the 

Art hrepoda, especially that branch which gave rise Eo the 
water K&rpions and spiders. But this also had to be aban¬ 

doned when it was realized that the arthropodfs nerve cord 
wsj in a position quite inconsistent with vertebrate kinship. 
Finally scientists mtoed to what seemed on the face of it to 

be the most unlikely of all the phyla, the F-chmOtformata, 
containing the starfishes and sea urchins. Strangely enough 

this choice is now generally accepted bS Correct. Although 
the adult echi rvoderms are radically different from verte¬ 

brates in every way, their larvae show many points of 
similarity. This suggests that at some distant period in 
gcologitiil time the cchinoderms and the vertebrates may 

have had a common ancestor, Tf this is sOf then the humble 

starfishes and sea urchins are our nearest invertebrate 
cousins - a fact that cannot fail to stimulate in us a number 
of-salutary reflections. 

But we must now return from this account of verttbrat* 
ancestry to the ancient Silurian racks where the first verte¬ 

brate fossils were found. The Silurian appear* to have been 

a comparatively njiW and agreeable period to live in. The 
climate was equable and the widespread presence of coral 
reels suggests that the seas were warm and shadow. As the 

Period advanced, however, aridity increased, and the seas 

retreated to leave great deposits oF salt, In the United States 
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especially these Silurian salt deposits are even, now very 

much in evidence, producing in ii good year nearly 3,000 
million cons of salt, valued at 10 million dollars. Europe 

during the Silurian was an area of mountain building, and 
saw especially the formation of a great range, known as the 

Caledonian Chain, which ran from Ireland to beyond the 
northernmost tip of Scandinavia, Much of Scotland and the 

north-west Coast of Norway is still composed of the nocks of 
this Chain, hut the middle section has subsided, below th* 
North Sea. 

In the surviving outcrops of the Caledonian Chain we Find 
the earliest important fossil remains ofour vertebrate kins- 
tnen. The only vertebrate fossils to untedate them are some 

bone fragments from Colorado, suspected as belonging to 
the late Ordovician Period but too imperfect to be certainly 
identified. The pioneers of fossil discovery at the British end 
of the Chain were Sir Roderick Murchison, and his con¬ 
temporary, the Scottish bank clerk and stone mason Hugh 
Miller, who achieved great distinction its a geologist and 
man of Letters, On the Scandinavian side the most important 

Silurian remains were those found near Oslo in Norway in 
[t}0() and fully reported in 1924 by the Norwegian palae¬ 
ontologist, Professor Johan Kiser. 

These first vertebrate fossils to be found in the British and 

Norwegian mountains were of course entirely of aquatic 
animals, and especially of the fantastic primitive fish known 

osostracoderms which were to play such a prominent role in 
middle Palaeozoic Life, Ostracodcrm literally means ' shell- 
skinned % and the ostractKierrnS were largely protected by 
strong bony armour, which has led to many different var¬ 
ieties being well preserved as fossil, But internally, tike our 
modern lampreys, they lacked any kind of bony skeleton. 

They had no jaws, emd their mouth consisted of a small hole 
or crosswise slit. Many of them had only one nostril set high 

up on top of the head, and they were without the typical 
paired Limbs or fins of the true fishes. Their armour covered 

the whole of the fore part of thei r bodies, leaving only their 
(ails and tile hind part of their trunks free to provide the 
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modve power for jwinftmmg. The armour itself was often 

fantastically shaped, with a pale of rearward-printing bony 
projections or horns, which added to the Oitracoderms’ 
grotesque appearance. 

The group is usually divided into three utanl orders. 
The oldest is chat known ns the Pteraspida, or Hetcroslraci, 

which includes in the famous eatracoderm Pttraipii on* of 

the most grotesque creatures oiLthis or any other period. It 
had an extremely complex system of armour plating and its 
eyes were set wide apart at the very front extremities of the 
head. The fore part of Its body was very much flattened ns if 

it had been artificially compressed, and, like all oatracoderms, 
it jbkkj to have lived in freshivatcr lakes and streams, 

grubbing about in the mud at the bottom in search of food. 

Silurian <atni«h£$fnu; Birktniv {leftj And Ptaaspii 

The second of ouc three orders, the Cephalatpida, is 
named after the oatracodemi known ;u CtpholespiS) or4 shield 

head’, jo cftlicd because of the massive protective plate of 
bone that covered the fore part of its body. Its fbasil remains 

are commonly found in the late Silurian rocks, and its 
appearance WSJ Compared by Hugh Miller to a saddler's 

cutting knifeH with a creicenwhaped blade, and the handle 
fisted transversely in the centre of its concave side \ Ctphalss- 
pii was a rather larger cstra coderm than Fttraspit, but it* 

flattened slmpc and the fact that its eyes were set in the top 
of its head Suggests that it was likewise a bottom dwelter. 

Some authorities believe that it had the power of repelling 
its fae* by a self generated electric shock. Like the modem 
catfish and electric eel. 

The mud-grubbing habits of the Ostmcoderms of these 
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two groups does not suggest that they were a particularly 

active or enterprising lot. With the third order, however,, 
known as the Anaspida, we meet a race of smaller and Jen 

heavily armoured creatures who may have ventured away 

from the bottom into the open waters above. There is evi- 
tleneo for this in their rounded shape and in the placing of 

the mouth at the front of the head instead of underneath. 

In fact with iZf'r&nre, a typical memlwr of the group, we 
have a creature who despite the bizarre ridge of hard spines 
along its back looks not so very unlike some of the common 
fiahei in the sea today. 

None of these strange creatures survived. Use Devonian 

Fenod h which came to an end about 975 million years 
ago. For a long time palaeontologists believed that they 
were an aberrant side branch of the main vertebrate stem 
who had made the capita! mistake of concentrating on 
4rm0ur instead of motility. Eu.t now several authorities 
regard them as ancestors of the true fishes, having tost their 

armour by the normal workings of natural selection. What¬ 
ever the truth may he, there has certainly been a continual 
conflict in the history of life between the respective merits of 

skeletal armour and motility. Usually we find that heavy 
armour is Associated with the more sluggish and static types 
Of life, while small and agile creatures are without it. There 
can be no doubt which specialization has had the greater 
survival value, for the small, the twift, and the agile have 

nearly always succeeded, while the ponderous and slow- 
moving have generally failed. An apt analogy on this point 
can be drawn from human warfare. At the military arts 
have developed, the medieval soldier with, his cumbersome 
armour has given place to the lightly armed, swift moving 

commando. Likewise, the steel-plated battleship has been 
superseded by (lie jet aircraft, which relies almost entirely 

on its speed and: manoeuvrability for both attack and escape. 
These military lessons, hardly Learned through the few brief 
millennia oFhurtmn history, were dearly written millions of 
years before In the bones of csl i net races, vanquished in that 
universal battle for Life whose progress wc are now recording. 
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But if armour is only a shurUcrm wMt, why, we may ask, 
tEtd ike cerrscoderms ever become armoured at ail? There ia 

no cenain answer to this question. The development of 
armour, like that «T sheJ]*h may ]KHaLl>ly he explained in the 
iirsL instance by the operation of chemkal laws over which 

the animal has no control. More likely, however, is the view 
that armour was the first, experimental meana used hy the 

OBLraeodfcMina to protect themselves from tlie giant euryp- 

terids, or sea scorpions, who shared their ‘environment. 
Later it wm round that concentration on speed and agility 

waa oF greater survival value and the armour in successive 
generations was reduced. This Is the way in which the ime 

fishes, with their extreme speed, grace:, and agility may have 

come into being. 
Whatever the evolutionary proceeds involved, by the end 

t>f the Silurian Period the animala with backbones ^vere ^vcll 

on the way to domination. The following Period, the 

Devonian, seel ihcic final triumph and glory, and the 
differentiation oF the vertebrate stock into an infinite variety 

of forms. 
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THE AGE OF FTSHES 

The Devonian Period, or Age of Fishes, takes it? name from 
the rocks of Devonshire which Sir- Roderick Murchison and 

his colleague, Adam Sedgwick, first investigated in 1S3R 
Thfiy were a much mutilated series, howevny and nowadays 
the Devonian rocka of the Rhine vaJJey are regarded as (he 
outstanding examples of these formations in Europe. The 
opening of the Devonian «ems to hive been a disturbed 

time in the history of the Earth. Volcanoes belched fire and 
3avah and widespread Earth movements threw up many 
mighty new mountain ranges, Today visitors to Scotland 
and the English Lake District can still see the huge masses 
of granite and other igneous reeks that were formed in that 
distant Devonian Period of 250 million years ago. 

The tumult of Earth movement! led also lo many changes 
in the distribution oFland and sea. For instancy the fy^i] 

and geo tog leal evidence now shows us that Europe and 
fr’orth America wore probably connected by a land bridge 

stretching from Western Ireland to Newfoundland. This 
ancient causeway, which geologists have named Erin, has 
long since foundered ljencath the waters of the Atlantic, 

but a fragment of it may still survive in the shadow bank 
from which Iceland now rises. 

The climate oft he Earth at this ti me seems to have been as 

warm, and equable as it was during the Silurian. In some 
areas, however, it became inertaaingly arid, and great belts 
of sandy desert spread across the world. There were heavy 

seasonal rain-s like those now round in the monsoon areas of 
the tropica, and, as we shall sec, these had all-important 

consequences on the future development of life. In the seas 
coral reefs continued to flourish and Increase, showing that 
the waters remained warm and fairly shallow. One cup 
coral, with the imposing name of■$*£hgitopfom 1 ii jigi±nfat, pro¬ 

duced individual ljuds or coral las three Inches in diameter 
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and two feet in length* making it the gteatst cup coral of 

all time. 
Among the marine invertebrates nearly (ill kinds contin¬ 

ued at first to flourish despite the growing competition of the 

fishes. Starfish and other BCMnMHIM were on the increase, 
while the graceful nod gorgeously coloured sea lilies centered 

the rocks of the ocean bed in gay profusion. Towards the 

end of the Period the first ammonites appeared, and the 
little hraebiopods, or "Lamp shells', reached the peak of 
their evolutionary success. Even the triLobites, who in, 

general were on the decline, produced as a last flamboyant 
gciLure (he largest representative of their tribe - the mighty 

Dalmanito, measuring nearly two and a half feet in length. 
But it is to the new and wonderful varieties of fishes that 

the Devonian seas really belonged. The primitive ostraco* 

detms wertgiving place to more aetivespecies, some of whom 

we« migrating slowly from the rivers and estuaries towards 
the open sea- Their newly developed jaws and primitive 
teeth enabled them to leave the muddy bottom where the 

Ottracoderms used to grub for decaying food debris* and 
range through the length and depth of the waters seeking 
Living prey. Increaringly their compelLtiou threatened the 

dominion of die giant sea scorpions and tri lob ties, and sOort 
these: ancient invertebrates found themselves fighting a grim 

and silent batik for survival. This struggle reached its climax 
during the late Devonian* fot by then no invertebrate was a 
match Jer the swiftly evolving and highly adaptable fish. 

By the close of the Period ihe sea scorpions and trilobites 

were wed on the road to extinction. 
The new vertebrate rulers of the seas quietly developed 

by a sudden outburst of explosive evolution into n multitude 
of different forms. Their exact ancestry is still disputed, hut 

they must have eiriginated in a group of animals not unlike 
their cetraeoderm predecessor's. The earliest and meat 
primitive group were the PJacodcrrrti* Or * plated skins’, the 
disc vertebrates to possess rudimentary jaws. Next came tilt 

Cbfii-fli ichthyes, or 'gristly fishes', whose jaw$ showed a 
considerable advance on the plncodenm bu t who Jacked a 
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true bony skeleton, And [malty there were the Ostcichthyes, 
or "bony fishes3, who were the ancestors of most of the fish 

types living today. 
Of a31 this great variety of Devonian fishes the ancient 

placodeems ate those who most powerfully affect our imagi¬ 

nation. 'This group ts divided into four natural orders, of 

which the three beat known all beg!** with the same Initial 
letter, and for once arc quite easy to pronounce i the 
Acanthodii, the Antiarchi, and the Artbmdira. The fourth 

Order, which has been more recently investigated, has been 
named the Stegosclnchii, and its member look [ike armoured 

ca ricatures of Our modern skates and rays. 
The acanthodiansj who art the most primitive of the 

placoderms, are sometimes referred to as 'spiny tbuh 
because their fins consist of a wnb of skirt supported at die 
front by a stiff spine. There were two of these fins one bebmd 

the other on the back, and two pairs of fins, one fore and 

One aft, on the underside of the body. Thus the acanthodians 
foreshadowed the typical fin arrangement of modern fishes, 

although often, as in the genera c&lbd Climshm *rtd 
Fiithsaanthury they hud several additional pairs of small spiny 
fins between the: two main pairs underneath. In other 
acanthodians, such U Peratui, the dorsal spi ne grew to about 

half the length of the crcature-s body, so that its owner must 
have found it more or an embarrassment than,™ advantage, 

Drspitc their popular name of "spiny shark' the acantho- 
diaoi were not closely related to the true sharks, which we 

shall be describing later in this chapter. Nor did they often 
grow to more than 3 few inches in length, Like the OStra- 
coderms. they wore exclusively freshwater fish, never ven¬ 

turing far down the estuaries towards the open sea. 
Sharing the Devonian lakes and rivers with iht acantho- 

diana were the representatives of the second plaoodcnn 

order, the antiarchs, who likewise never grew to any great 

sane. These were so grotesque and eiaboiatciy specialized 
that carEy palaeontologists were at a loss to know hew to 

classify them. In that geological classic, Tht Old l&if ■Sruuf- 
jfoiw, published tn 1841, Hugh Miller devotes nearly a 
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chapter to his di»COTery of one of the most famous of tire 
ffitkrclis known an Pttfichthji, or Pit^kihyodes. This was a 

small creature between si* and twelve incites Long, the fore¬ 
part of its body encased in bony armour, flattened under¬ 

neath and rising on top to a pronounced peak. Its eyes we re 

placed on top of its head and between them wa& a third, or 
pineal, eye - an organ commonly found in dre iower verte¬ 

brates. Two hone-plated limbi Like the Less of a crustacean 
projected on either side, and the body was covered with a 
fantastic, armoured shell, a fact which Led Miller to remark: 

'My first formed idea regarding it was that I had discovered 
a connecting link between Lite tortoise and the fish.3 lint he 

soon recognized his error and went on to give an accurate 

and incidentally most charming and readable description 
of the creature's appearance and chEiracter.isi.ics- Even, so he 
cannot relist one of his favourite jihes at the evolutionary 

theories of Lamarck; 'Had Lamarck been the discoverer3, 

he says, 'he would unquestionably have held that he had 
caught a fish almost in the act of wishing itself into a bird,3 

The plaoodcrms we have been describing *0 Tar have all 

been small freshwater forms, but witli the arthrodifeS, Or 
'joint necks3, we come to an order which includes the: first of 

the vertebrate giants of the seas. These were less heavily 
armoured than the antlarchs and some of their bony pEaiLrig 

was covered with skin in a similar manner to a human skull. 

Their name derives from the com plica red peg and socket- 
joint which connected their head and back, enabling lire 

head to be moved up and down but not from side to side. 

They also had a fixed lower jaw, which meant that the head 
itjdf had to be raised and lowered lo grasp the prey. This 

is, of course, an exactly opposite arrangement to that found 

in all species of the higher animals. 
Some of the arthcodires, such as Coecvsitw from the Devo¬ 

nian rocki of Scotland and Germany, went only about two 
feet in length, but the order also included some of the 
greatest ocean carnivores of all time. We Owe much of our 
knowEplge nf the giant Devonian arthrodkei to the generosity 

of a group of American business men who subscribed for a 
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mechanical excavator to dig the fossils from the centre of 
Cleveland City, Ohio, The moat spectacular specimens 

were between twenty and thirty feet long, and were assigned 

lo h genus with the name of Dmekihyt, meaning " terrible3 
or 1 huge3 fish. One incomplete fossil, which was christened 

Tlumkhlhjjj was estimated to have been oen bigger in life 
than fiiotchthjff, with a possible Length ofover forty feet. The 

skulls of these great artbrodires, which often measured over 

a yard, long, were equipped with jagged projections cm the 
jaws which served as primitive teeth, No other occupant of 
the sea could rival them in speed, strength, or material 

equipment, and they were vary much mure prominent 
during this Period than any other type of fish- Vet they 
must have specialised in tpuiliiLcs that did. not in the long 

run make for survival, for after a meteoric rise and Tali th&y 

disappear for ever from die geological record. 
Although rhe arthrodirea were one of the fim groups of 

fish to move from the fresh Or brackish water of the estuaries 
towards the Opin sea, they were not alone in their enter¬ 
prising adventure. Doth the ChtmdrsehLhyes, or ‘gristly 

fishes', and the QsteLehthyes, or 'bony fishes', which Vf4 
mentioned earlier in this chapter, were well represented in 

the Devonian seas, Many examples of the gristly fishes hive 
survived into modern times, and indvtte such familiar 
species as the sharks, sharps, and rays, as well as such strange 
deep-sea ftvh as the chimaera, or ratfish, and its various 
related forma. But the holy Fishes have been even more 
successful. Today every single freshwater fish belongs to this 
class, in addition to the vast majority oFsea fiahea, compris¬ 

ing over 50,000 species. 
Cartilage is not easily preserved in a fossil state and there¬ 

fore remains of the gristly fishes are few and far between. 
However, in the same Cleveland shale of Ohio where 

Duuektkp was found, there are examples of the small 
Devonian shark Cladoselseht. In many cases preservation has 

been exceptionally good, so Lltar the body outline can be 
distinguished, and even some details ofth*soft parts such as 

muscles and kidneys. CkftMtleehe was an ocean-dwelling 
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form, blit another Devon:mi shark called Pitu/acatHhuf, had 
returned to the ancestral fto$h waters of the lakes and rivers. 

It had si torpedo-shaped body between iwtj and three feet 

long, and behind its head there grew a lopg spine which wAS 
mmrime* over a third of the length of its body. No one 
knows exactly what this spine was for, but otto of the fascina¬ 

tions of palaeontology, as of natural history in general, is 

that it poses so many intriguing problems of this kind. A 
possible explanation is that the spine acted as A breakwater 

f&r tile exceptionally tong dorsal fin. 
InlJevonian times the archrod ires and the more powerful 

of the gristly fishes were the dominant races on the Earth, 
but they were Soon to be dethroned by the great cLass of the 

Ostcichthyes, or 'bony fishes3, who Still rule over the oceans 
of today. The kingdom of the bony fishes has two main 
divisions of which the most important is now the group 

known as the ray-Emned fish pr, to be mom technical, the 
Aebnopterygii. These fish, are also loosely termed ganoids, 

or ‘bright sealed fiih\ and include not only such primitive 
extinct forms as the palaeoiscoids of die late Palaeozoic, but 

a huge group known as ih* loleosft which contains nearly 
the whole range of modern fish, 

lint die reader who ft left intererted in the fish themselves 
than in the main line of human ancestry can forget the 

minutac of ganoid classification and concentrate instead, on 
the other much smaller group of bony fishes known as the 
Choanichthycs, or ‘fishes with internal nostrils3. Although 

today, by comparison with the ganoids, these arc an insigni¬ 
ficant and und ivsrailied group, their Devonian forebear* 
played such an overwhelmingly important part in our 

Story that we cannot afford to dismiss them lightly. 
The distinguishing feature of the Chonmehthyes was that, 

in addition to the gill slits by which fishes normally extract 
■oxygen from the water, they also had a pair of weibdevel- 

oped internal cavities, or lungs. Actually this in itself was 

not particularly unusual; lung-like structures existed in 
many other kinds of fishes, and were used as gU-fiHed 
buoyancy chambers to enable their owners to rise and fall 
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in the water. But what wai unique and unprecedented about 
the lungs of the Choanichthyes was that they were adapted 
to function in the same way as the lungs of land animals. In 
other words, the Choanichthyes could take in the oxygen 
they needed directly from the air. 

Why, we may ask, was this special adaptation necessary, 
and how did it come about? The answer may well lie in 
the nature of the Devonian climate, which we have already 
described as of great aridity, broken by heavy seasonal rains. 
As a result many shallow lakes and streams were in high 
flood for several months of the years and then as rapidly 
dried up, leaving their unfortunate inmates stranded on 
the sandy bottom. The survival value of an air-breathing 
mechanism in such circumstances can be easily understood 
and was almost certainly the reason why the Choanichthyes 
developed one. 

This view is supported by the branch of the group which 
survives to the present day - the Dipnoi, or lung fish. There 
are three genera of lung fish that are especially well known, 
found respectively in Australia, South America, and the Nile 
Valley. They inhabit swamps and marshes in regions of 
seasonal drought, and when these dry up, the American 
and African species simply retire to a mud cocoon and 
breathe air until the coming of the next rains. The Aus¬ 
tralian lungflsh is less versatile, but is nevertheless able to 
surface and take air directly into its lungs. 

But the air-breathing fish that principally concern us here 
are not the Dipnoi, but an early branch of the Choanichthyes 
known as the Crossopterygii, or ‘fringe-fins'. This branch of 
the group was thought until recently to have been extinct 
for well over 60 million years. It was therefore with excited 
astonishment that the scientific world learned in 1939 of the 
capture off South Africa of a coelacanth, one of the original 
crossoptcrygian fish. Unfortunately only the skin was pre¬ 
served, but several further catches made since the end of 
1959 have enabled the complete anatomy of this strange 
creature to be fully investigated. 

By a study of the lungfish, the coelacanth, and the fossil 
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remain* of other early croaurptejygians* we ltavc now been 

able 10 learn a great deal about the anatomy of this primitive 
group* at well as the workings of the air-breathing mechan- 
iim. In (be crossopterygians particularly we find that (be 

arrangement of (he paired fins, is well adapted &> a type of 
four-Jimbed progression. The internal skeleton la projected 

into four fleshy lobes which form the basis of the fringed fins* 
an. arrangement which, obviously foreshadow* the deveiop- 
menL of four-legged land animals. Moreover, the lobes are 

controlled by strong muscles* which suggests that even when 
the earliest erossopteryginns were strictly aquatic the fins 
mav Euwe been used for crawLing along the muddy bottom. 

There* is of course* no suggestion that such a specialised 

creature as the coelacanth oOhld be a direct ancestor of the 

land vertebrates. Even leas possible is an ancestral relation- 
Ship with (be luftgtfuh. Such primitive air-breathing species 

had already 9er forth in their early history on evolutionary 
line? of their own. Put what is now certain - and will be 
developed at greater length In the nest chapter - is that 
somewhere in this almost extinct group of the Choanich- 

thyes mvsi he found our own ancestors. Tito lunglish andl 
the coelacanth may not be in the direct parental line, hut 

they have at l«Lit a very good title to be numbered among 

Our earliest aquatic uncles and aunts. 



CHAPTER 13 

THE GREAT INVASION 

The stage is now set for one of the moat momentous events 

in the drama of life - the invasion of the land by the strange 
early creatures of the sea. For long ages - far longer than any 

human mind could attempt to imagine - the Earth’s land* 
scape had been a barren wilderness of rock and stones. The 
vast silence was broken only by the whistling of the wind 
among the mountains, the staccato rattle of raindrops, and 
the hiss of great rivers rushing headlong towards the sea. 
Occasionally the menacing mutter of a volcano would swell 
into the crescendo of an eruption, or the ground would 
tremble as an earthquake sent deep cracks and fissures snak¬ 
ing across the barren plains. But there were no trees to sway 
and rustle in the breeze, no insects humming drowsily under 
the summer sun, no single song or call of beast or bird to 

break the uneasy stillness of that lifeless land. 

But at last, slowly and almost imperceptibly, the Great 

Invasion began. The waves lapping the rocks, and thudding 
monotonously on the barren beaches, leA a green scum at 
the meeting place of sea and land. Tiny relations of the trilo- 
bites and sea scorpions, stranded on sandbanks or muddy 
deltas, slowly learnt the first adaptations necessary for an 
air-breathing existence. Many were dried up and killed by 
the rays of the sun, while others were washed back by the 
waves or tides to their native element, but with the passing 
of the ages a few of these unknowing pioneers managed to 
establish a precarious bridgehead on the fringes of the 
primeval seas. The first lichens and mosses took root in the 
damp crevices of the rocks; primitive land plants pressed 

forward up the beaches and spread over the desert plains; 
creeping and crawling Usings scurried and writhed in the 
marshes and then slowly advanced from the mudflats of the 
tropical estuaries to the virgin forests of the interior. And at 

last, somewhere on the Earth, a primitive air-breathing fish 
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forsook its ancient home and set out to dare in this strange 

new land a vast and unpredictable future. 
Not unnaturally it b these first vertebrate land dwellers 

who mainly capture our imagination and who will play the 

leading roles in the remainder of our story. But we must 
always remember that their advance from the sea to the land 

was only made possible by the earlier landward movement 
of the plants. For thb reason, before continuing, we will 
briefly recapitulate the main stages of plant development, 
and also say a word or two about the first air-breathing 

invertebrates who made an independent conquest of the 

land at about the same time as our own ancestors. 
Our last mention of the Vegetable Kingdom was in Chap¬ 

ter 9, when we spoke of the plant-like bacteria and the great 

natural division of the Protophyta, or ‘first plants’. We 
particularly stressed there the importance of the Algae, of 

which there arc over 1,800 different species, and which 
include the plants familiarly known to all of us as the ocean 
seaweeds. There b amazing variety between the members of 

thb group, which range from microscopic freshwater forms 

to gigantic seaweeds measuring between too and 200 feet 
long. Some of the smaller Algae, such as the diatoms com¬ 
monly found in the surface-floating plankton of the seas, 

secrete membranes of silica which arc preserved in drifts on 
the ocean floors. Others have adapted themselves to life in 

such extraordinary environments as the snows of high moun¬ 
tains and the poles, or the waters of hot springs. For example 
the Algae found in the hot springs of the Yellowstone 

National Park in the United States live and breed quite 

happily at an average temperature of 187® F., only 25° F. 
below the boiling point of water. At the other end of the 
scale are the great ocean seaweeds known as the Laminari- 

ales, or oarweeds. These include such giant forms as the 
fifty-foot Nereoeystis of the North Pacific, and the mighty 
Macroeystis of the southern seas, which sometimes exceeds a 

length of 180 feet. 
All these Algae belong to the more primitive of the 

two great subdivisions of the Vegetable Kingdom, which 
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comprises what are technically known as the ‘non-vascular* 
plants. Plants of this type have no true leaves, stems, or roots, 
and are without a well-developed internal mechanism for 
conducting food and water. They arc thus restricted mainly 

to an aquatic environment and the majority actually spend 
their whole lives totally submerged under water. Many 

| others, such as the seaweeds growing on rocks and break¬ 

waters, are covered intermittently by the tides, while even 
the land forms, such as the fungi, liverworts, and mosses, 
cannot exist except in reasonably moist surroundings. 

It was these simple kinds of plants that in the early yean 
of the Silurian Period made their first tentative advance 
up the Earth’s inhospitable shores. Before long the rocks of 
the sea coast and the marshy fringes of the estuanes were 
carpeted with the first kinds of moss and lichen. For the first 
time since the cooling of the Earth’s crust, the land began to 

. take on a colour that was not a property of its own rocks and 
minerals but was added to it by the agency of living things. 

But the non-vascular plants were obviously unsuited and 
inadequate to the demands of a full-scale invasion of the 

land. As a result, throughout the Silurian and early Devon¬ 
ian Period, a more elaborate type of plant file developed 
which could survive away from the seas and rivers, and 

did not demand a perpetually moisture-laden atmosphere. 
These new kinds of plants had long roots that could suck 

moisture from deep in the ground, and comparatively rigid 
skeletons that would hold them erect so that they could 

| bathe in the life-giving rays of the sun. Their stems were 
cither hollow or fitted with an internal network of tubes, to 

that water could be conducted to any part of them at will. 
By the middle of the Devonian Period these ‘vascular’ 

plants, as they are called, were widely established in many 

of the land areas of the world. Some were unadventurous 
and dung timorously to the borders of the lakes and rivers, 

, but others, better adapted and more enterprising, advanced 
k across tire empty plains and up the lower foothills of the 

mountain ranges to form the Earth’s first forests. The trees 
‘ and plants of these forests, although widely differentiated in 
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shape and size, were all entirely unlike the typical plants 
that live today. None had true leaves nor any kind of flower, 
and the landscape must have been a subtly coloured Whist¬ 
lerian symphony in varying shades of green. The most 

advanced kinds of plants were the ferns and tree ferns, some 
of which had already adopted the modem form of repro¬ 

duction by means of seeds. For the rest, there were some odd 
smooth-stemmed plants with needle-like spines, a few primi¬ 

tive horsetails, and a variety of trees known as lycopods, 
which were covered with a growth of overlapping leaf-likc 

'scales’. The name lycopod comes from two Greek words 
meaning 'wolf foot', because of the daw-like shape of the 
roots, and members of the group arc also popularly referred 

to as ‘scale trees’. Some of these primitive Devonian trees 

have left fossilized stumps more than three feet across, while 
the tallest of the lycopods, dignified by the imposing name 
of ProloUpidodendron primtuvum, or ‘first primeval scale tree’, 

grew to a height of over forty feet. 
On to this new stage, with its backcloth of green vegeta¬ 

tion, there slowly advanced the invertebrate spearhead of 

the Great Invasion. Quite early in the Devonian Period, 
soon after the land plants had become firmly established, 
several kinds of marine invertebrates were accustoming 
themsdves to a partly terrestrial life in the intertidal beaches; 

then the inevitable step was taken and they became truly 
air-breathing forms. There were mites and millipedes and 

wingless insects, and creatures like woodlice who may have 

been related to the trilobites. Small scorpions, seldom more 
than an inch or two long, lived on the sandy shores, and 
another group of arthropods developed into the earliest land 

spiders. By the end of the Devonian, the primeval forests 
were teeming with these tiny life forms, the ancestors of 

the strange insects and other land invertebrates who were 

shortly to come into their own. 
Only one group was now missing from this opening act in 

the drama of land life - the group of vertebrate air-breathing 
fish whose ranks contain the forebears of all the principal 

actors in the cast. As we said in the last chapter, neither the 
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lungftsh nor such a specialized croajopterygian as the cocla- 
canth can be qualified for this ancestral role, but there are 
several other crossoptcrygians who may be nearer the main 
line of descent. For instance, the primitive OsUoltpis shows 

many of the anatomical characteristics that were later 
developed by the first land dwellers, while even the more 
highly developed Euslhmcptnon, which could flounder about 

on the shore with its muscular fin lobes, seems significantly 
near the main evolutionary stream. 

In any case, a variety of air-breathing creatures of this 
kind were not slow in making their appearance, and well 
before the Devonian Period gave place to the succeeding 
Age of the Coal Forests they were scuttling along the 

The Devonian crouoptcrygian OtUtUfit 

beaches and mud-flats, and perhaps making brief forays 
after food into the neighbouring undergrowth. As the mil¬ 
lennia went by, they established themselves in increasing 
numbers and variety along the world’s coastlines. It was a 
slow process of infiltration rather than a mass invasion, and 
was as devastatingly effective as such methods often are. 
Before long the descendants of this enterprising and adapt¬ 
able fifth column of the sea had entrenched themselves on 
land in a position of impregnable strength. 

With the primitive crossopterygians we take leave of the 
last group of creatures who can definitely be assigned to the 
great natural class of the fishes. We must now turn to the 
important group of creatures which occupy an intermediate 

position between the crossoptcrygians and the first of the 
true land-living animals. These transitional forms, belonging 

neither wholly to the land nor to the water, arc placed 
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together in the natural dais of the Amphibia, which is still 
represented by several creatures that exist today. Frogs, 
toads, newts, caedlians, and salamanders are all living 

amphibians-the last descendants of a group who at the time 

of the Great Invasion were the most important creatures 
on the Earth, and from whom all other land vertebrates have 
since been derived. 

The main characteristic of the amphibians is that, al though 
they can breathe air and are partially adapted to life on 
land, they must in general return to the water to breed. 

The typical amphibian life-cycle can still be studied in the 
common frog. As everyone knows, the frog lays its eggs in 
the water and in due course these hatch into the fish-like 
tadpoles. As the tadpoles grow, their gills disappear and their 

lungs and limbs quickly develop into those of land-dwelling 

animals. Soon the newly formed frog leaves its aquatic 
environment and ventures out into the damp grasses and 

rushes of the shore. But it cannot make a complete break 
with the water, for sooner or later it must return there to 
breed. 

The early amphibians obeyed the same laws as the 
modern frog, and it was only very gradually that their 
successors learnt to adapt themselves completely to land life. 
In a later chapter we shall briefly describe how this occur¬ 

red ; here meanwhile we must glance at some of the first 
amphibians to pioneer the invasion of the land. The most 

primitive of these creatures were known as stcgocephali&ns, 
or ‘roofed-heads’, because of the heavily boned head struc¬ 
ture they had inherited from their crossopterygian forebears. 

The word is a general term, however, not used by palaeon¬ 

tologists as a guide to classification. The natural divisions of 
the amphibians are mainly determined not by the head 

structure but by a number of differences in the vertebra of 
the backbone. These differences are only of interest to 
anatomical specialists, and for our purpose it will suffice to 
describe a few of the early amphibian types. 

The most famous of these creatures were those known as 
the labyrinthodonts, a word which means ‘labyrinthine 
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toothed * and which derives from the peculiarly constructed 
inward folding of the tooth enamel. This contorted tooth 
structure, incidentally, was already apparent in such primi¬ 
tive crcwopterygians as Osleoltpis, a fact which confirms the 

main line of amphibian descent. The labyrinthodonts flour¬ 
ished from late in the Devonian right on into the Triassic 
Period of the succeeding Age, a span of at least 100 million 
years. During this time they took on a multitude of different 
forms, ranging from a few indies in length to ten or more 
feet. Many of them retained the elongated body of the 
typical fish, and a flattened tail that was useful in swimming. 
Modern amphibians still show evidence of this same aquatic 
ancestry. The salamander, for example, even when sup¬ 
ported by its legs on dry ground, progresses with the sinuous 
s-shaped twists of the body that characterize the fishes. 

The smaller labyrinthodonts seem to have been the most 
successful in establishing a satisfactory life away from the 
water’s edge. In early large types, such as the fifteen-foot 
monster known as Eo&rinus, the limbs were primitive and 

largely undeveloped, showing that it never travelled far 
from its ancestral home. This is really not surprising, for once 
the support of water had been removed, the possesion of 
mere bulk would have become a handicap rather than an 
an advantage. As is demonstrated so often in the history 
of life, it is the small and active animals who are the 

most adaptable and lead the way in exploring new environ¬ 
ments. 

Among the labyrinthodonts the most successful early 
form was the little creature known as Diploterlebnn, which 
was only two feet long. The shape of its body and its thick 
wedge-shaped tail remind us of a small modem crocodile, 

and its strong, well-developed limbs were well suited for 
making fairly lengthy forays on land. Nevertheless it prob¬ 
ably fed mainly on the small palaeoniscoid fish who lived in 
the Carboniferous rivers. 

Gradually the adaptations made by the labyrinthodonts 
to land life became more and more successful until, with the 

American genus Eryofts, we find a creature who spent most 

K 
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head. The skull itself was extended backward on cither side 
by a pair of bony projections or ‘horns’, which gave it the 
appearance of a modem tailless aircraft, or a boomerang 
very much broadened in the middle. So bizarre and extra¬ 
vagant was the creature's anatomy that we can be sure that 
it was an overspecialized and degenerate form - a bad evolu¬ 
tionary joke, living without hope of rcadapting itself to the 
main stream of progress. 

But not all the contemporaries of the labyrinthodonts were 

as extraordinary as Diplocaulus. For instance, a little five-inch 
amphibian known as Aiiaobrachxs looked superficially like a 
scale model of a large early labyrinthodont. It belonged to a 

group of creatures known as the microsaurs, or ‘ little rep¬ 
tiles’, who despite their name had far greater aflinitics with 
the amphibians than the reptiles. There were also long 
snake-like creatures such as the three-foot Ophidrrptton, or 
the little Sauropleura, barely seven inches long. These crea¬ 
tures were related both to Diplocaulus and the microsaurs, 
but had cither lost the legs they originally possessed, or 
preserved them only as vestigial structures. 

Despite the profusion and variety of the early amphibians, 
we must realize when we look today at their insignificant 
descendants that they arc a vanquished race. Certainly they 
were the first creatures to attempt life on the land, with all 
its strangeness and unknown possibilities; and they were 
also a vital and indispensable link between the creatures of 
the sea and the land. But they failed to take the ultimate 
risk, to make the final adaptation, that would have emanci¬ 
pated them for ever from their aquatic environment. 

Yet somewhere among them, among those countless mil¬ 
lions of forgotten creatures who scurried through the under¬ 
growth of the world’s primeval forests, there must have been 
one who handed on the dame of vertebrate life to the great 
all-conquering reptiles who were to come, for life is a con¬ 
tinuous process and the vitality of future races is born at 
some stage out of the failures of the past. In the next chapter 
wc shall deal at more length with this subject. We shall try 
to paint a picture of the great Age of the Coal Forests, and 
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the period of crisis and catastrophe that succeeded it. When 
fbe dust and tumult of th is climax in Earth h istory have 
awayh\ve shall find that but for the eariy amphibian pioneers 

the torch of life utould never have shone so brightly into the 

future. 



CHAPTER 14 

THE AGE OF THE CO ALFORESTS 

The dune in Earth history when the amphibians were adap¬ 

ting themselves for the first time to life on Lund is known to 
European geologists as the Carboniferous Period, It is 

divided into two pans, a Lower Carboniferous lasdng fi^r 
about -so million years, and an Upper Carboniferous Lasting 

for about 35 million yeaTS, In America the practice i$ some¬ 
what diFFercnt, the Lower Carboniferous being called the 

Mississippiim Period, and the Ujiper the Pennsylvanian, 
after the rock formations found in those States. The word 
Carboniferous comes from the Latin word4 enrbo3* meaning 

coal, and the later, or Upper, of the two Iferfod*, which 
began about 255 million years ago, is important for being 
the time when about half the workable coal measures of the 

world v.T.r'1: laid down. 
Coal is a roek-Like fossil foci formed by Earth pressure 

from indent deposits of decaying vegetal ion, The. modern 
form of these deposits can be seen in the familiar peat bogs 
of Britain, and more especially of Ireland, where soil a 

natu rally mingled with the remains of moss and reeds to 
form a soft and spongy carpet. Some of these I Kgs are 
Forty or fifty feet deep, and the peat, when dried* can 
already he used as a smokeless if rather inefficient form 

of fuel. 
The formation of peat requires considerable moisture and 

an adequate supply of vegetation. Its value a* fuel varies not 
onlysvith the conditions u nder which it is laid down but also 

with the type of vegetation composing ib The same thing 
applies to aii those ancient deposits of peat which haw been 
Etardened into coal- Such coi DttUUTCS have been formed 
at several periods during the Earth’s history, but in none 
’save the requirements for a first-quality fuel been so gener¬ 
ally and ideally fulfilled as in the primeval forests of the 

Upper Carboniferous Period. 
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It seems that the climate at that time was becoming 
steadily warmer and mujttr. We can tdl this not Only by the 

presence of the coal measures themselves but from the fossil 
remains cf animals and plants that art associated with them. 

The plant imprints found in the coaEfietds tell of a luxuriate 

vegetation such m the world had never hitherto known. 
Students of fossil plants - or paiaeobotanists as they arc 

called - can tell front the texture of many of these leaves that 
they jssitu have grown in exceptionally warm and humid 

conditions, The warmth of the climate is also proved by tit* 
presence in high latitudes, or Lite fossil remains of corals and 

other tropical animals of the period, for example* in th* 

icebound island of Spitsbergen in latitude 78* N,, it is still 
possible to see massive coral reefs dating from this great 

Carboniferous Summer of long age. 
Apart from the climate the geographical conditions of th* 

Carboniferous Period were ideal for the formation of she 
ry;d measures. In the nortltern hemisphere, where most of 

the world's coal U now found , Earth movements were raising 
former sea beds into flat, swampy plains. These were perfect 

sites for (he growth of the coal forests and soon many 
thousands of square miles were covered svith trees and dense 

undergrowt h. The swamp wnlen protected the dead or fallen 
plant* from immediate decay, and layer upon layer of 

vegetation turned slowly into thick beds of peat. Buried 
under later sediments these gradually became metamor¬ 

phosed into the rich coal seams of today. 
The process by which peat is turned into coal makes a 

fascinating study, but is still imperfectly understood. The 

principle, briefly, if the elimination of the hydrogen and 
oxygen in the decayed matter so that its carbon content is 

proportionately inCreiLsed, Biochemical action by fungi and 
bacteria plays a large part in this change, as docs the heat 

and pressure set up by the accumulation of new sediments. 
Them are so many factors governing itio formation of 

different coal measures* even it" they nre of the same period* 

that it is not surprising that th* fmal product varies, so much 
in typo and quality. 
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The astonish i ng richness of the Carboniferous coal fields ia 
perhaps more apparent in America than anywhere else in 
(he world. The United States is the largest single cool-, 

producing country,, with an annual output approaching 600 
millions tons. In the Upper Carboniferous anthracite field* 
Of eastern Pennsylvania the seams are often forty feet thick, 
and an annual output of over fio million ions has been kept 

np for more than twenty-five years. The workable seams of 
western Pennsylvania, Virginia* and Ohio occupy fi*ooo 
square miles and arc estimated to contain no less titan 23*000 
tmCLLon tons of coal. The yield of the mines in. this area has 
a value of mor* than twenty times that of the Output of the 
greatest gold mine in the United Slate*. 

Enough has now been said to show the Immense interest 
and importance of the Carboniferous coat measures. We 
must next turn to the vast swamp forests from which they 
were formed, and try to evoke the atmosphere of that ancient 
landscape, with its strange trees and plants, and multitu¬ 
dinous animal life. 

The: vegetation of the ChrbotlifefOui Period wns a direct 
development of that of the Devonian* which we described 
in the last chapter. Many of the plants were stili what 
botanists term 'spore-bearers’. This name refers te> their 

method of reproduction by the tiny bodies known as spores* 
which are cast loose by tlie parent plant to grow as best they 

Mm, Bgt there were also now increasing numbers of seed¬ 
bearing plants. These are a far more specialized form than 
the spOr^bcarootj. preserving the reproductive ceil on the 
plant until the embryo has reached quite an advanced 
stato. AH our typical modern dowering plants are seed- 

hearers* whereas the more primitive ferns preserve the old 
method of reproduction by means of spores, 

The giants of tlie Carboniferous Period wero still the lych- 
pods* or scale trees- These were divided into two main types* 
Ltpidodendron and SsgLIIaria, many of which grew to even 

greater size than their foments Devonian predecessor* Froto- 
Upidodiftifon pfirtwtDvm. The typical Lepidodendton of tlie 
Carboniferous Period grow to a height of over 100 feet. 
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The lower part of the trunk was straight and slender, often 

for well over three-quarters of its length, and then 
hue. a fantastic array of branches like a candelabra. Foaul 
remains of one Bril bit species have been found that probably 

exceeded 130 feet in height. - , 
All species of Lepidodcndron were covered with the 

typical overlapping scale-like leaves which give thelycopods 
tiirir popular name. The leaves themselves have seldom been 
prrvivcd, but their shape and structure is known from 
Lilim. imprints. When they decayed they left hehind a 

pattern of scars on the trunk which arc a great help to 
IMlaeobotauists in identifying Lepidodcndron fossils. I lie 

pattens is always arranged in a steep spiral and is ns neat 

an«l regular as a man-made mosaic. 
The other type of lycopod, Sigillaria, had a broader trunk 

than Lepidodcndron, but it was less commonly branched. 
The name comes from the Latin ‘»gillum\ meaning a seal, 
and was given to the tree because of the fantastic appear¬ 
ance of the leaf scars. Each of these so closely resembles the 

imprint of a seal that it is difficult to realise that it is not 

artificially produced. The leaves themselves covered the 
whole trunk, hut grew longer and more imposing towards 

the tup. The largest leaf specimen of all, deduced from the 
fossil evidence to exceed three feet, belonged to a species 
with the suitably impressive name of Sigillariophyllum hpiio- 

dmdri/otium. 
Apart from the lycopods, the most remarkable trees of the 

swamp forests were the Cordaites, named after the nine¬ 
teenth-century Bohemian palaeontologist August Joseph 

Corda. These were the forerunners of our own coniferous firs 
and pines but differed from them in several important ways. 
For instance, their seeds were spread out at intervals along a 
stem instead of being concentrated in cones, and their leaves 
wrre slrap-likc instead of the typical needle shape of modern 
conifers. The Cordaites were tall and graceful trees. Some 
specimens grew to a height of 120 feet or more, and had 

trunks over three feet in diameter. The wood resembled that 
of a modem pine, but the trunk was bare of branches for 
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nearly three-quarters of its length. It then branched into a 
luxuriant crown of branches and green foliage, with leaves 
that in some species were over four feet long. 

By geological standards the Cordaites had a very short 
period of success. They were unknown before the Carboni¬ 
ferous Period and died out at its dose, to be followed shortly 
afterwards by the giant lycopods. But other great plants of 
the time were more adaptable and their smaller and hum¬ 
bler relations are living to this day. For instance, the insig¬ 
nificant 1 horsetails* or scouring rushes, commonly found in 
waste and gravelly places in Great Britain, arc the cousins 
of the gigantic thirty-foot Calamitcs of the Carboniferous 
Period. Also many of our modern species of ferns and tree 
ferns are directly descended from the great ferns of the 
primeval coal forests. 

Now what of the animals who peopled these ancient 
jungles? In the last chapter we described some of the early 
amphibians who were slowly evolving through Devonian 
and Carboniferous times. These were the most advanced 
creatures of the age, but the warm climate and the luxuriant 
vegetation of the swamps also provided ideal conditions for 
the development of the first insects in the world. Many of 
these belonged to orders and families long since extinct, 
and several of them grew to gigantic size. At least three 
species measured over a foot in length, and the most remark¬ 
able of all, the giant dragonfly known as Meganeura had a 
wingspan of about twenty-nine inches. 

The smaller invertebrates closely resembled the familiar 
species of today. Spiders scurried through the damp peat, 
while centipedes and millipedes lurked under stones and 
fallen logs. Murderous scorpions attacked other insects and 
each other, and primitive cockroaches whirred through the 
silent glades. In Nova Scotia the remains of land snaib in 
hollow tree stumps tell how unexpected floods drowned 
them in their homes and buried them beneath water-borne 
sediments. 

In general, however, the life of the coal forests must have 
seemed reasonably pleasant and secure. For century upon 



CHAPTER 15 

THE MIDDLE KINGDOM 

The Permian crisis of 200 million years ago marks the end 

of the Palaeozoic Era and the beginning of the Mesozoic, or 
‘Era of Middle Life’. This rather unsatisfactory name dates 
from the time of the early geologists, who regarded the 

Mesozoic as occupying a central position in Earth chron¬ 
ology. It is now known, however, that by the time it had 
dawned well over half the history of life had already been 
completed. There is therefore no longer any chronological 

significance in the name Mesozoic; it must be regarded 

simply as a kind of reptilian ‘ Middle Kingdom’ between the 

great eras of the fishes and the mammals. 
Today the surviving reptiles are represented by only three 

main groups: the snakes and lizards, the tortoises and turtles, 
and the crocodiles. Compared to the mammals, and even 
to the birds, they occupy a very lowly place in the scale 

of intelligence and evolutionary success. But this relative 
insignificance of modern reptiles must not blind us to the 

fact that during the whole of the Mesozoic Era they were 
the dominant creatures on the Earth. For no less than 150 

millions years they reigned supreme on land, at sea, and in 
the air. No other race of creatures has ever held the stage of 

the Earth for so long, nor brought forth such an amazing 
array of gigantic and spectacular forms. No other race has 
enjoyed such a dramatic rise to fame, nor suffered such a 

complete and catastrophic fall. 
The birth of this great Middle Kingdom, and the episode 

of explosive evolution which set it on the road to success, 
occurred at the height of the Permian crisis. But even earlier, 

about half way through the Upper Carboniferous Period, 
there were signs that a new kind of creature was developing 
from the ranks of the amphibians. This creature had at last 

discovered the secret of living a complete life on land. It 
had developed a new kind of egg, with a hard shell and a 
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plentiful supply of food, or yolk, for the embryo, so that it 
no longer had to return to the water to breed. Also the bone 
structure of its neck and toes showed that it was evolving a 

skeleton adapted to new and revolutionary functions; it was, 
in fact, no longer an amphibian but a reptile. 

As we briefly mentioned at the end of the last chapter, the 
fundamental group of these first true reptiles is known as the 
cotylosaurs. The name cotylosaur means 'cup-lizard’, and is 

derived from the cup-shaped ring of the vertebra. The 
actual connecting link between the cotylosaurs and the 
Carboniferous amphibians is not definitely known, but 
scientists are now fairly certain that they spring from a 
primitive stock akin to DiplocerUbron. When we reach Per¬ 
mian times, however, there arc a number of creatures well- 
fitted for the role of‘missing link’. The classic example is the 

StyatnaiA, from the Permian of Texas 

little Seymouria, barely three feet long, from the Permian 
rocks of Texas. This primitive lizard-like creature combines 

the attributes of amphibian and reptile in almost equal 
proportions, and its classification has puzzled palaeontol¬ 
ogists ever since its discovery. Some describe it as an amphi¬ 
bian that is almost a reptile, others as a reptile that has just 
stopped being an amphibian. 

With the cotylosaurs proper wc have definitely left the 
amphibians behind and are dealing with the foundation 
stock of the whole reptile dynasty. They flourished from the 
time of the coal forests until the dawn of the Mesozoic, 
reaching their peak in the Permian Period. Remains of coty¬ 
losaurs have been found in rock strata in North America, 

Scotland, and Russia, and a number of especially interesting 
species occur in the famous Permo-Triassic formations of 
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South Africa. Here, on the Karroo, there is a vast natural 
reptilian cemetery occupying an area of 200,000 square 
miles. Over 1,200 different kinds of fossil reptiles have 

already been discovered there, and it is estimated that the 
total number of skeletons entombed in these deposits may 
approach the altogether fantastic figure of 800,000 million. 
‘ The star turn of the Karroo formations so Car as the coty- 

losaurs are concerned b the grotesque creature known as 
Pareiasaunts. Reptiles as a class can hardly be regarded as the 
most alluring members of the Animal Kingdom, and already 

fimutuu, a cotytoMur from tbs Karroo formation* of South Africa 

in these early times Pareiasaurus was setting an all-time stan¬ 

dard in hideousness. Its compact body, which measured 
between eight and ten feet long, was very broad in propor¬ 
tion to its depth, as if permanently compressed by an invb- 
ible burden. Its skin hung in folds round its neck and limb 

joints, and was covered all over with prominent warty lumps. 
Its tail was short, stumpy, and ungraceful, and the triangu¬ 

lar skull, which was flattened like the body, was encased at 
the top and sides in solid bone. Thu last feature was the 

source of the name Pareiasaurus, which means * helmet cheek 

reptile’. 
The legs were a particularly characteristic feature. These 

were strong and solid, as indeed they had to be to support 
their massive owner; but instead of being set on underneath 
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the body, where they would be best able to carry its weight, 
they sprawled out from the sides with a sharply angled joint 
between the upper and lower sections. This arrangement, 
which was directly inherited from the amphibians, repre¬ 

sented the height of inefficiency for progression on land. The 
whole energy of the animal must have been devoted not to 
speedy or even regular movement, but to an anxious antici¬ 
pation of the tendency to give at the knees. 

Despite its sire and exceptionally repulsive appearance 
Partiasaunu was apparently quite harmless. Its teeth show 

that it was a vegetarian, not a carnivore, and the claws on 
its feet were probably designed for digging rather than 
aggression. We can picture it waddling through the jungle 
like a huge reptilian tank, crushing the vegetation as it went, 
and pausing from time to time to masticate mouthfuls of 
greenery or scratch in the soil for roots. Hideous and un¬ 
gainly as it was, there is yet something pathetic about this 
strange creature of the past, caught up in an evolutionary 
process it could not hope to understand. Its incomplete 

adaptation made it a failure from the start, and even before 
the Mesozoic Era had dawned the bones of the last parcia- 
saur were crumbling to dust under the burning heat of the 
South African sun. 

But not all the cotylosaurs were as unlucky as Partiasaunu. 
Some forms later evolved into the mighty dinosaurs of the 
Middle Kingdom, while others were the direct ancestors of 
the highly successful birds and mammals of today. For the 
purposes of our story three types of reptiles descended from 
the cotylosaurs are important. The first are the thecodonts, 
which were ancestral to the famous reptiles of the Mesozoic 
Era. The second are the pelycosaurs, which were very near 
to our own ancestral line and included some of the most 

spectactular of all early reptiles. The third arc the therapsids 
which were a connecting link between the cotylosaurs and 
the first mammals. 

We shall talk about the thecodonts later in this chapter; 

here we must first say a word about the other two groups 
which arc so closely connected with our own past. The 
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pely cos aura, wikich include the famous ‘ fm-ljackcd1 reptEEta 
of the Permian, are virtually the first reptilian uncles of (ho 

human race, That u to say, although they wire not in the 
direct line of descend they shift a common ancestor with 

ourselves, In, view of this fact, we may be relieved to learn 
that they were tolerably attractive animals. Their general 
shape was that of a long-tailed lizard, and although their 

leg* still sprawled out sideways instead of being plated under¬ 
neath the body, they were reasonably graceful and stream¬ 

lined, One of the most typical form is that known as 
flttttfiKftfsn* from the Permian roclu of Texas. This was 

about ten or eleven feet long and, in common with several 
others of the group, it had a membrane of skin supported 
vertically along the length of its backbone by a row of long 

Spines. This spectacular feature has made Dimttrvdoit one of 

the most famous of all prehistoric animals and has led to 
much speculation regarding the purpose of the membrane 

or fin. One theory,, more remarkable for ptclureiXpjeness 
than scientific probability, is that the reptile was partly 

aquatic and used its fin for lacking about the estuaries in 
gusty weather. Another even less uonvinci ng proposal is that 

it was simply a confounded nuisance. The Latest and most 

likely suggestion is that its owner, being like all reptiles a 
cold-blooded creature^ used it as a natural radiator for 

adjusting its body heat by turning it at varying angles to 

the sun or breete. 
Duntlrodmi was an, aggressive carnivore with a battery of 

wicked-locking teeth, but other members &F the group wore 
quite harmless. An example of a milder variety is Edupfio* 

jatmu. which lived entirely on vegetation. It was consider¬ 
ably less svelte than its carnivorous relation, having a thick 

bftrrel-shaped trunk for the reception of large masses of 

masticated plants, Tts fin was more regular in height than 
Pvnttrtidan** and had the added embellishment of bony 

crossbars, sticking out at right angles on either side. In life 

these crossbars were undoubtedly connected by skin mem¬ 
branes, giving the creature the aspect of a full-rigged ship 

under full sail. 
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Compared 60 the pelycoaaurs, the therapsidsL who gradu¬ 

ally iuOteeded them were an unspectacular group. They 
art,, however, of even greater importance to out Story fuf 
they were directly ancestral w the mammals, and therefore 

to oundvet The fossil remains of therapsids arc comm&n in 
rocks of the Vermtan Period and the early Mesozoic lira,, 

both in Europe and in the Karroo beds of South Africa, 
and they are classified into two picturesquely named groups, 

the Dinooephalia of 'hug* heads", and the Theriodonlia, or 
1 beatt-toothed" reptiles. One has Only to glance at a recon¬ 

struction of the twelve-foot innaister polim, or 
the squat and ungainly JCattMiKfymG, to see how the 'huge 
heads' got their name. In addition to the massive skuli the 
former had a pair of long dagger-like teeth projecting from, 
its upper jaw ; the latter, which was a vegetarian, had an 
odd beak-like mouth like that of a turtle. 

But it is not the Vh ugc heads’ who are mainly of interest 
to us hero, but the " beast-toothed1 thcrepsids who lived at 
the same time. These were much closer to the mammals than 

the 'huge heads" and, as their name implies, they were 
already developing typical mammalian canines, incisors and 
molars, each specialised for a different function, Th is was i n 

strong contrast to the regular peg-like teeth of the more 

primitive reptiles. They were also evolving limb) that 
supported their body efficiently from underneath instead nf 

sprawling out at the side*. An advanced cample of the 
group is the efficient, and active little carnivore known as 

CjusegratJAiit, or 1 the- dog-jawed reptile ’, from South Africa, 
This creature measured between four and five Feet long and 

combined a reptilian brain with an extremely mnmmal-Uke 
bedy. Vet despite these advances, CjuGjwifiW and his fellow 
theriodont? must still definitely be classed as reptiles, Their 
anatomy remained in many respects reptilian, and it is 

unlikely that they had yet learnt to control their own body 
heal. Tills meant that they were unable to survive periods 
Of prolonged cold like the warm-blooded mammals, and 

remained largely at the mercy of their environment. 
So much, then, for the pclycosaurs and therapsids who 

1 
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heralded the Mflonic Ern. Wc must now return to the 
thcccdonls, or 1 socket teeth.', a group which, although not 

closely connected with mammalian ancestry, is of over¬ 
whelming importance to the story of the Middle Kingdom. 
For this is the group ancestral to the giant dinosaurs who 

were to dominate the Earth for the next 120 million yean. 
As we mentioned above, the thecodonts stemmed from 

the prim i live cotylosaure, but they were tadding their 
evolutionary problems in a totally different way. We have 

just seen how some of the mammal-1 ike reptiles were achiev¬ 
ing greater efficiency on land by evolving legs set well under 

.'d'L^L i-.-JiiLr, a, jmflll cnmivom-i* Iti^eodcrnE from tlhc 

Vpper Ti iftnic ot Europe 

the body instead of sprawling out from die iid«r The theco¬ 

dont answer lo the same challenge was Largely to ignore the 
possibilities of Fonrdegged progression, and to concentrate 

instead on a highly specialised development of the rear 
Limbs. This eventually enabled them to adopt a semi-erect 

posture, using the hack legs for standing and running, and 
causing the fore-limbs to dwindle to tiny vestigial arms that 
we re not used for locomotion at all. 

The carnivorous thecodont Sakopos-wfau, -which iived in 
Europe 175 jnsLUon years ago, is a representative example of 

this new reptilian type. Like most of the group, it was a 
small, lizard-like creature, lea than four feet long, tut very 
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active. The hind legs were, e norm mi sly developed, while the 

rear pari of the body wu supported by a long and powerful 
tail, The £bre-kga were as insignificant in comparison as 

those of a kangaroo, but like all of hi kind It always pn>- 
grcHed by running, never by hopping. Although so small, it 

bore a strong resemblance to the great bipedal dinosaurs 
of the second part of the Mcsoioie. 

This ancestral relationship to the bipedal dinosaurs is 
unmistakable, but the thecodont* also gave rise to an infinite 

variety of Other reptilian types. These include cur modem 
crocodiles* as well as the primitive crocodiles known as 
phytosaurs, and the Mesozoic pterodactyls, or H winged 
dragons1. The bipedal stance, therefore, although the most 
characteristic attribute of the thecodonts, was often modified 

in other directions. The great variety of the dinosaur* alone 
is proof of the many different adaptations that were made. 

Before going on Co describe the dinoiAUtS, we must con¬ 
clude this chapter with a brieF description of the background 
of the Mesoaoic world. This was more varied, cotourfhl and 
in many obvious way* more fam iliar, than the world of the 

preceding eras. The Permian revolution had brought about 
Sweeping changes in practically every aspect or the Earth's 

geography, climate* and life. It had initiated An age that 
brings us to the threshold of comparatively modem times. 

Geologists divide the Mesozoic Era into three main 
Periods, referred to respectively as the Trtasdc, jorasaic, and 

■Cretaceous. The first of these, which comes from the Greek 
word trior, meaning 1 three \ is really a misnomer. It was 

given to the Period by the German geologist Frcidrich vOn, 
Alberti in 1834 because in Germany the Tclassic strata could 
conveniently 1« divided into three main layers. Later tins 
was found to he a purely local phenomenon, but die name 
has nevertheless beers retained for Triassic formations all 

over the world. 
The Triassic Period began about 133 million years ago 

and lasted Ebr 25 million years. It was succeeded by the 

Jurassic* which was first investigated at the end of the 
eighteenth century by the famous British geologist William 
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Smith. Smith, who la popularly known as the 'Father of 

British Geology't laid (lie foundation? of strat igraphic geo¬ 

logy, the aeLtmte that correlates rock formation?; by the 

fossils they contain. He labelled the Jurassic, strata the 

“Qblite series', but it was later renamed after similar forma- 
tioju ibL the Jura mountains, and Jurassic is now the name 

officially adopted. 

Tlsc last and greatest of the Mesozoic Period.? i? the Creta¬ 
ceous, lasLltig for no less than yo million yearn, beginning 
140 million year? ago- The dhck eomei from, the Latin erit$t 
meaning "chalk’, and was first applied to the strata now 

represented by the while clifli of Dover, and the correspon¬ 
ding formations farther along the coast and across die 

Channel, Although most of the great chalk deposits of the 

world were laid down during this Period, chalk is by mo 
moans the only, or even the main, constituent of the Creta¬ 

ceous strata. The name, like that of the Triassie, is therefore 
misleading, but now has the sanction of long and general 
usage, and is unlikely to he changed. 

From the early Jurassic palneogcographic map opposite it 
will be seen hflw very different were the boundaries of 

oceans and continents to those shown for the far more 

ancient Cambrian Period on page 94, The great land masse 
instead of running as today from north to .south, stretched 

in broad irregular belts from west to east. The northern 
Continents wen; Larger, and the bed of the North Atlantic 
Ocean was upraised Into a huge Land mass known as Atl antis. 

Australia was connected by a la nd bridge to (he disintegrat¬ 

ing continent of Gondwaualand, and a vast eastward esten- 
tion of the Mediterranean into a sea nailed Tethys cut off 

India and Malaya from the rest of northern Asia. As is 
usual with the major cyclic revolutions in Earth history, the 

Mesozoic began with vast upraised continents which were 

gradually worn down and covered by the advancing seas. 
In a more limited context, mountains were also continually 

being upraised and worn down, while towards the end of 

the Era an important revolution threw up the great range 
that were later transformed into the Andes and the Rockies. 
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In climate the Mesozoic enjoyed an even longer and more 

universal summer than did tlie Age of the CoaJ Forests. 
TTneffi were exceptions to this, such fts sin Australian ice cap 

at the end or th* Jurassic, but inch conditions were purely 
local and scarcely interrupted the- dramatic and irresistible 
spread of reptilian lift. The mildnBS &f the climate can be 

deduced from the widespread presence of dinosaurs alone. 

It is possible for smaller reptiles to survive short periods of 
cold by retiring 10 boles and hibernating hut the huge dino¬ 
saurs required perpetual warmth as a condition of their 

existence. 
In the plant world there was a great expansion of more 

modern species, many of them typical of ft mild and hos¬ 

pitable climate. In the Petrified For«t of Arizona the trunks 

of conifers too feet long tell of the triumph of the Triassic 
trees over their giant ancestors of the cOfti forests. Ferns, tree 

ferns, and scooting rustics continued to flourish, but there 

was hardly a survivor of the proud Carboniferous scale trees 

and Cordaites. Instead, from a sombre background of ever¬ 
greens, there blazed forth the fir^t brightly hued plants in 

the world. These were 'flower eoncs' belonging to die exotic 
palm-Like cyc-ads, characteristic trees of the age of the dino¬ 

saurs, whose petrified fronds tftrt Still be dug out from the 
cliffs at the English seaside resort of Scarborough. 

In the Jurassic forests, among the pines, there were 

sequoias, and ginkgos, or maidenhair trees, whose descen¬ 
dants flourish today, almost unchanged after 150 million 

years. Ferns and cycads covered the Open slopes of the hills, 
and rushes fringed the swamps where the semi-aquatic dtno- 

Sfturj wallowed in Lazy contentment. By the- Cretaceous, the 

first deciduous trees had appeared wd there was a rapid 
spread of the true flowering plants, or angiosperms, which 

we shall be describing in a later chapter. The landscape was 
dotted with the fanutiar shapes of poplars and planes, and 
the warm spring air was filled with the haunting perfume of 

magnolias. 
The end of the Mesozoic Era thus brings us to the 

threshold of the modern world. Yet, despite the growing 
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faTtLLlLirity odT flowers and shrubs and trees, (he animals of 
this time wm somo of the strangest in the whole procession 
of life. Nearly all of them were, reptiles, who had grown 

from humbly beginning; at the dawn of the Mesozoic into 

the most varied and extraordinary dynasty in the Earth's 
history. In the neat few chapters we dial I describe some or 
the more remarkable of these mighty reptiles who domi¬ 
nated the Earth for so long. We shall speak, too, about 

the origin of the birds, and the further advances made by the 
strange reptile-like mammals. Finally, we shall see how the 

reptilian dynasty reached its climax, and how at it; close 
the first true mammals at long last came Into their own. 



CHAPTER I 6 

THE DIKOSAVES 

No animals of the pit have jo completely captured the 
public: i magi nation as the giant drflfrs-H-UJS of the ! flcsraoic. 

g^h creatures as tfranJtaoantf, with its massive body and 

long, inake-SiSw neck, peer regularly from t]i* pages of 
children's comfoa and Strip cartoons* and next to Martians 

and space ships are the moat essential ingredient in that 
strange Literary phenOcnenon known as ■sciefiG* fiction . 

Even the commercial world has been unable to resist tho 

turc of the dinosaurs. They arc a stand-by' for adverting 

agents on both aides of the Atlantic, and in recent year* 
Siavc equalled the most glamorous film Sian as a box office 

draw at die cinemas. 
In view of this immtnsr popularity or, perhaps one should 

aay notoriety, of the dinosaurs, it is odd that they am still 
the subject of JO many misconceptions. Artists and cartoon* 
ists who depict (hem as a serious pubLit nuisance in the Old 
Stone Age, continually on the prowE for an unsuspecting 
c*vs man to tarry home to their young, are very for frona 

the truth- Dinosaurs were extinct y& million year* before the 

first men appeared on the Earth., and were in any case far 
UM unintelligent to be a series menace to any reasonably 

active mammal. The idea that they were always enormous 
anti uncontrollably rapacious is also greatly exaggerated, 
Despite the public determination to have its dinosaurs ns 

large and ferocious as possible, many of them were small -and 

comparatively inoffensive. 
This is not to say, of course, that there were no largo 

carnivorous species among the dinosaurs, nor to belittle 

their well deserved reputation as the most spectacular group 
of animals in the past history of the Earth. But the great 

Carnivores went restricted (a a few species oF OIK particular 
group, add the vast majority, oven of the larger dinosaurs, 

were as timid and docile as sheep, Quite apart from the 
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large dinosaurs, whether carnivorous or not, there was ft far 
larger assortment of comparatively small and inconspicuous 

forms, racing from the size of a barnyard rooster to that 

of an ordinary domes tie horse. 
Part of the responsibility for the many misconceptions 

about the dinosaurs dates back to the nineteenth century* 
when the group was named by the famous British anatomist 
Sir Richard OWCD, At that time only a few of the larger 

forma were known, so Owen placed them together in a 
single natural order with a name baaed on the two Greek 

words ffrin&tt meaning (hugel, and naemu, meaningL hzard 
or 'reptileh When an increasing number cfsmall forms was 
discovered the name was seen to bo inappropriate* but for- 
innately tbe other translation of dt\nctFf which is' terrible % 

provided fr satisfactory alternative. The name dinosaur is 
therefore now generally regarded ns meaning 'terrible 
reptile* — and no name could more aptly describe the many 
bizarre forms* large and small, of this incredible group of 

animals. 
Another mistake made by the early investigators was to 

place the dinosaurs together into a single natural order. It is 

now realized that there is not one group of th«£ reptiles, 

but two, the distinction being based mi die bones of that 
part of the body known to anatomists as tbe pelvic girdle. 
It is not necessary to go into technicalities here, but we 
should remember that the two distinct types of dinosaurs, 
known respectively as the Sauriscbia, or1 reptile hips*, and 
the Omithischia* or 1 bird hip*3, differ ns much from each 

other irt their atanomy as dp, say* the horses and cows of 
today- The word dinosaur has tlierefere survived because 
Of convenience and long-established usage rather than any 

apodal scientific significance. 
The two orders of reptile-hipped and bird-hipped dino¬ 

saurs stemmed from the small and agile bipedal thecodonts 
that wo described in the last chapter. They were thus the 
cousins or the crocodiles, phyteeaurs, and pterosaurs, and 

only remotely connected with the mammal-likc reptiles 

who were eventually to give rise to man. We must repeat, 
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however, that they had solved in a most efficient way of 
their own the basic reptilian problem of getting their bodies 

off the ground. All. the well-known early dinosaurs OF |he 
Mesozoic waited or ran on their hind legs, and even when 
some Liter foams returned to a four-legged gait they had 
progressed far from the sprawling, lumbering crawl of their 

distant ancestors. 
The distribution of die dinosaurs was apparently world¬ 

wide. Thdr remains have been found in every comment, 

from the north of Eun>pft to the southern tip of Africa, and 

from the cast of Ada to- the great dinosaur beds &F the 
western United States. Thia last region, which covers an 

area of 100,000 square mLL-es in Utah, Wyoming, Montana, 
Colorado, and New Mexico, has been the source of nearly 
all the important iMcw World dinosaur fossils of die Jurassic 

Period. The Hew World dinosaurs of tht Cretaceous have 
mainly tome from the rocks of the Belly River formation in 

Southern Alberta, Canada, while in Europe there have 
been many important finds from ah the Mesozoic Periods 
in Prance, Belgium, Germany, and, especially in the British 

hits; Jt is odd to think that some of (he strange creatures 

we shall shortly be describing once made their homes where 

now stand such familiar towns as Hastings, Cambridge, 

I^ierijorough, and Weymouth. 
The dinosaurs first appeared in force during the earliest 

of the three subdivisions of the Mesoiom Era, the Trizsaic. 

By die middle of this Period they already outnumbered *H 
the other kinds of reptiles put together. Compared to some 

of their successors, none oF these tarty dinosaurs was parti¬ 
cularly large, the maximum length being ten to fifteen feet. 

The great majority retained the thecodont habit of progress¬ 

ing in a semi-erect posture entirely by the use of the hind 

legs; in fact they were an obvious derivation from such 

creatures as JaitsparatAiitf, which we described in the previous 

chapter. 
Towards the end of the Triwsic Larger forms began to 

appear, and in the European saurtsehian known as Ftatrt- 

joanii we see the prototype of the giant carnivores of the 
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later part &F the Mesozoic Era. This creature me-asured Sonic, 

eighteen to twenty feet from flOee to fail and walked erect on 
its hind tegs-. At the time that it lived there is ‘believed to 
hove befln a marked Seasonal climate In Eympe. This has 

led the German palaeontologist Baron von i-Iuene to draw 

a graphic picture of great hordes of pLateo*auei migrating 
with the alternating periods of drought and rain between 

the fertile deltas of the coast and the wooded upland* oF the 
Interior, with their rich vegetation of coniferous trees, He 
believes that many piateosaur [owlis originated in those 

animals who fed by the wayside in the arid deserts that lay 
in the path of their march. 

With the end of the Triaauc the dinosaurs began to enjoy 
their heyday. The terror of the succeeding Period was the 
giant American carnivore AUi>sattmst which was over thirty 
feet long and was equipped with thick sharp ciawd and 

wicked sabre-like teeth. At the other end of the scale was 
the European dinosaur Campwgnnthu, a graceful and deli¬ 
cately made little creature no laTger than a small kangaroo. 
Also prominent at this t ime was cur old friend Brmlovmwi, 
the ’thunder lizard’, and his even more gigantic relations, 
Bradataaimitt and ZJjpW&nu, These sattropodi, as they arc 
called, had reverted once more to a four-legged gait on the 
rare occasion* that they ventured forth from the security of 
their -native swamps j they measured between sixty-five and 

eighty-five feet Lung and had an average weight ofover forty 
tons. Nevertheless they were harmless vegetarians, who had 
taken to life in the water to help them support their tremen¬ 
dous bulk. We can deduce the aquatic habits of the sauno- 
podi from the distribution of weight in their bones. In 

several Species the bone in the upper part of the body was 
consistently light, while the rest was comparatively heavy, 
suggesting that it served the same purpose as the lead in a 

diver’s boots - that is, to preserve stability in the water. 
Again, several kinds had their nostrils on the crown* of their 

heads, so that when danger threatened they could still 

breathe while keeping their only too conspicuous bodies 

almost entirely submerged. 
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r Omcnhc most t ern arable feature or these huge animals, 

3£ of their flah-catiug reLaldves* was the diminutive size of 

their bmirJ- The dinosaur brain occupied a tiny rcces* at 
the rear of the skull* and its sole function was probably to 
vflflr die jaws and receive, general KHOOrf impressions as to 

the whereabouts of food an<l the imminence of danger. 
The giant saunQpods had in addition a swelling oi the spinal 

«>rd at the base of the vertebral column which acted as a 
second brain. This was many times larger than the true 

brain in the head and waJ responsible for working tine 
muscles of the hind legs and tail, A journals named &&t. b, 
Taylor on the staff of the Chicago Trtivt* was inspired by 

this foot to record his reactions in verse: 

Behold the mighty dinosaur* 
Famous in prehistoric lon=j 
Not only for hii power and rtricnglb 
But for hii'intellectual length. 
You will obicrve by dv^e reaiai™ 
The creature liad two tea of inslat - 
Om in hit head (the usual pbee), 
TTk edier at tb ipinal but 
Thus he could reason a priori 
AS well aa a pisttfini. 
No problem bothered him a bit 
He made both head and tail of it 
If somediiag slipped bis forward mind 
Twa= recued by the one bebind- 
Ajid if in error he was caught 
He had a saving afterthought. 
Thus he oovld think without congniion 
Upon both tides of every <nna,ti*n. 
Oh* gate upon this bkkM beast* 
Defunct ten million year* at least* 

It is probably truer than the author realised that 'w 

problem bothered him a bilK* but this is not due W the 

duplication of the dinosaurs brain* but because neither 
braifL was sufficiently developed to have any capacity for 

rational thought. This was a limitation t!)&t applied as much 
to (lie flesh-eating dinosaurs as to the vegetarians. Thus (he 
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typical carnivore of the Mesozoic did not stalk its prey in the 
deliberate, purposeful manner of the more advanced mam¬ 
mals of today. It probably lived in a state of constant recep¬ 
tivity for unusual sounds or movements, and would then 
rush in the direction indicated by its senses with a kind of 
instinctive hunger and blood lust, killing blindly like an 
automaton without any particular sense of pleasure or ex¬ 
citement or rage. To us there is something especially terrible 
in these passionless, instinctive murders, so far removed 
from the more sophisticated thrill of the chase which charac¬ 
terizes mammalian hunting and is still a potent instinct in 
man himself. 

So far in tills record of the dinosaurs we have only men¬ 
tioned members of the Saurischia, or ‘reptile hips’, but 
before going on to the Last Period of the Mesozoic, the 
Cretaceous, a word must be said about a typical member of 
the other great order, the Ornithiscia, or ‘bird hips’, who 
exemplifies in the highest degree the limitations of the dino- 
saurian intelligence. This was the Jurassic dinosaur Strgo- 
saunts, a ten-ton, thirty foot long quadruped, found in both 
America and Europe, with a ridiculosuly small head and a 
huge body surmounted by two rows of tough but loosely 
mounted bony plates. Sugoiaitms had no less than three 
brains, but despite its size their combined resources were 
inferior to those of a present-day domestic kitten. The brain 
in the heat! was the size of a billiard ball, while the addi¬ 
tional ‘brains’, or enlargements of the spinal cord at shoul¬ 
der and rump, although larger than the head brain, had the 
purely functional purpose of controlling the movements of 
the legs and tail. The failure of SUgcjaunu to survive beyond 
the end of the Jurassic was a warning that undue concen¬ 
tration on size instead of brain was no way to avoid the 
threat of extinction. 

The last 70 million yean of the Mesozoic, which con¬ 
stitute the Cretaceous Period, saw a more fantastic array of 
extravagant forms that even the two previous Periods had 
been able to provide. Here indeed the dinosaurs enjoyed 
the Indian summer of their spectacular career. Homed 
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quadrupeds such m Tnieraicfit and SljrMWUmu ranged 

across the uplands between the steaming swamps, and the 
Earth was terrorized by the grEUcit land carni^rta of all 
time. Along the shores of (he estuaries strange duck-billed 

forms such as. AiuhtatrttS and PafUtewtafi/uts made dudr 
appertaineep and there was a fantastic new group to whom 

the burden of its own armour, and the extreme grotesque 
nets of its bony ornamentation was already a grim portent 

of Over-speeiaSizUtion and extinction. 

Jprtpiarur, aien-Hjn armoairtd dincsiur frcm LhcJunualc ofP-vmjK 

and North 

The predators reached their apotheosis in TyrannoseunU 

rar, the greatest of all earthly carnivore*,, who strode across 
the land spreading fear and destruction in it* train. This 

fantastic reptile measured over forty-five fact from nose to 
tail with a grotesque slcull equipped with a battery of teeth 

those to six indies Long and an inch wide. Iw macabre and 
loathsome aspect was increased by its broad short neck and 

the tiny vestigial foreanns which hung down uselessly from 

its massive chest, t 
Another fascin&ting dinosaur of more modest sue was 

the "ostrich mimic3, A glance at the recotw 

ttmedon on page opposite will show at once how it got its 

name. It* neck and kgs went long and slender, and the small 
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skull had toothless jaws, suggest ing (hat it may literally have 

lived by sucking eggs- Incidentally, the most perfect skeleton 
of this dinosaur preserved in the American Museum of 
Natural Historyj, showa sign* of death by the spasmodic 

convulsions associated with tetanus or strychnine poisoning. 
We cannot say for certain if th is was so. but it suggest* a 
fascinating possibility. and the twisted skdoLrm helps us more 
than any words to evoke one aspect of the hazards nr this 

strange world of 80 Of more million years agO- 

is'.eLi’iKr, the 1 -MtBCh mimjc’ 

One well-known dinosaur from the Cretaceous strata of 
Europe ia of particular inleirat to us, as it was among the 
very first of these extraordinary creatures to he scLcnti fically 

described. In i3aa the wife of 13r Gideon Mantell, the 
eminent surgeon and palaeontologist, found some peculiar 
teeth in the Lower Cretaceous rocks of Sussex, Mantel! was 

at a Loss to identify therm and sent them to Baron Cuvier in 
Paris, who maintained, most inaccurately as it turned out. 

that they were the teeth of a rhinoceros, Eventually, idler 
discovering further remains, Manlell himself decided that 

they belonged to an entirely new kind of extinct pant rep" 
tile, which he named Igumodon. Much later his decision was 
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.dramatically confoW by the discovery of seventy nearly 

perfect JjramflpSa« skeletons in a oOftl mine m Belgium. 
/MHfubn vrfd a large bipedal type, walking Erect with its 
head about fifteen feet from the ground, like a strangely 

misshapen ILiard. 1CWH a harmless creature, JHW™h£ «!«« 
uwetalfon of trees and l*»ha, *ni at some of the excava¬ 

tion* there ««ld be clearly seen the imprint eFita tail where 

it sat down at intervals on the ground to rest. 
An interesting fact [bat has been learned from a study of 

TliC tinnl bip«UL dinosaur 

the Cretaceous dinosaurs is that at feast some of them repro¬ 

duced by laying eggs. Examples of reproduction both by 
„ and t„ llw direct birth of living young can be found m 

different types of modem reptiles, but the behaviour of 

dinosaurs in ib is respect was for many year* unknown. TbCfl 
an expedition to Mongolia, rtntout by the African Mu¬ 

seum of Natural History with the purport of lusting new 
remains of fossil man, discovered instead a number of weft- 

preserved n6-1 Is and r^gs of the small horned dinosaur 
Citatot*. together with one example of an unbatched embLyo. 

This important, if unexpected, discovery did Ml of course 
prove that every type of dinosaur laid eggs, but it did at feast 
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remove our knowledge of one spedcs from the realms OF 
ipeCulttlkjUr 

As the Cretaceous wore on, grim portenls began to appear 
of the dinosaurs* extinction, These were expressed in the 

development of several fantastic and civer-speciaiLwd forms 
whose growth bore no relation to any effective evolutionary 

pufposcr One example was the grotesque armadillo-like 
animal PUjt&tmlhtij foxi, from the Isle of Wight; another the 

even more heavily armoured American dinosaur ^rciossura/* 
a squat, hat, and hideously repulsive creature that Looked 

like a fantastically ornamented tank. The dangerous ten- 
derides exemplified by these creatures reach their climax 

ftik-anrftiif/rrf, an Hrffl&Ulftd din»iur about fifteen feet long. IhitTivfll 
in liir Eric of Wd^t-.t 1 JO nllJlien ytan iit;i> 

in another s.mal I Aincdean d inosatLr cal led Trenton. TraSfbrt 
was literally 1 bone-headed hT the sktdi ctmsisling of a thick 

wall of solid bent covered with an exuberant growth OF 
spikes and ossicles of near-pathological origin. Respite its 

hidcousness we cannot withhold our compassion from this, 
grotesque and pathetic little dinosaur* destined by nature 

for a brief struggle on Earth, folloivcd by an incvital>le and 

meaningless extinction. 
With these last biocre experiments of natural selection 

the dynasty of the dinosaurs came to an md. This fantastic 
group had ruled the land with unbroken tilC«n forever eho 
million year? - die longest period of domination to be 
enjoyed by a single type of creature in the whole of the 
Earths history. In a later chapter we shall describe the 
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marine* of the dinosaur*' extinction and The UMB that 

may have been responsible for bringing U about. But lint 

retrace on* step* ibr ^ l«■ »J^ 
reptilian monsters of the seas, and theft* attempL 
by vertebrate animats to make the conquest of the air. 
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THE RETURN TO THE $EA 

It was not only on land that tEie giant reptiles held sway 

during the long aeons of the Mesozoic Em. Front the time 
that the Rial outposts oftbr Great Invasions had been Firmly 

established, and given rise to those ancestral reptiles, the 
efltylcaaurs, several groups wtxt already exploring the p&ai- 
bilities of a return to the sea. Although superficially this 
might aeon like a retreat, such was net really the c;Lsr. 

Rather it was a re-invasion of a familiar territory with the 
advantage of several million years of evolutionary experi¬ 
ence. In fact, the great sea reptiles of the Mesozoic achieved 
the same success in their own chosen dement as did their 

dinosaur relatives on land, 
During tire first part oF the Permian Period, and perhaps 

even at the end of the Age of the Goal Forests, several kinds 
of primitive reptiles were already beginning the return to 
the water, These belonged to a family known as the meso- 
saurs - active* ilimly built little- creatures which seldom 
measured, more than two or dime feet in length. Their 
remains are found in die rocks of South America and South 
Africa hut nowhere else in the world, and palaeontologists 
believe that they were probably fish-eating forms who lived 

mainly in fresh or brackish water. 
With the dawn of the Mesozoic Era Itself, an increasing 

number of reptiles joined In the re-invasion of the sea, There 
were primitive turtles, as yet unable to withdraw their head* 
and logs into the safety oETheir shells, and a group known as 

the placodonts who had evolved enormous flat teeth to help 
them crush the shells of mollusc*- One group, known as the 
nothosauts, made only a partial readaplatinn to aquatic life, 
and probably spent part of their time running over the 

intertidal rocks, or paddling in shallow wuter. 
It is important to realize that to make the change-over 

from land to water JifeJnuoLved great problems for the 
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reptiles. It was not simply a question of los^R the 5 LH;liP ra¬ 
tions they had previously acquired when their UKStffl W* 
the o' they had to itart all ever again. One of the iunda- 

W nf nature is that evolution never world m »■ 
vnrt, Thai no animal that has ever come on land can equip 

itself a .second lime with typical fiih-like WW- It must re- 

adapt it* Land limbs or tail to twrfomi lhc S£vmc function 
in a different way. Often, of course, the new structures 

bsar a superficial resemblance to the old, aa, m the fia* 

of our present-day mammalian porpouiei and 
but anatomically they are built on a totally different 

^ So far we have only mentioned the first tentative efforts 

Of-'eptilts to return to their ancestral waters before they hud 
presented a serious challenge to the fish, but by the end of 
the Triassic there was no longer any doubt that sea reptiles 

were in the ascendant. The tMBWin, piacodonts, and 
uothosuuis had been replaced by mighty ocean momtess, 

every bit as fantastic and awe-inspiring as the Leviathan and 

the great sea serpent of popular imagination. 
The story of how the fossil remains £>r these rulers ot the 

Mesoaoic deep wem first discovered is as romantic, as any¬ 
thing in palaeontology. They were found not by a learned 

acieittist, nor by a band of enthusiastic research workers on 
^ Museum expedition, bait by a young girl, born in the last 

year of the eighteenth century at the English south coast 

town of Lyme Regis. Her name was Mary Annin®, and ficr 
father was a jobbing carpenter whose hobby was picking up 

and selling the remains of ammonites and bcietinnites whLch 
he Wind on the sen shore. As we said in an earlier chaplet, 

these, fossils are very common on this part of the Dorset 
coast, and have always been much priced by tourists as 

curio*. Mary Anning used to help her father in his work, and 
at his death in idio, was allowed by her mother to continue, 

for her efforts enabled the now impoverished famity to make 

a little extra money. In the following year, when she wasst.H 
only twelve years old, she made the first of several dramatic 

finds which were to bring her international fame. Working 
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with her POck hammer a few hundred yards from Lyme 
churchyard, she exposed the bones of what she thought in 
her innocence to be an unusual special of crocodile, It was,, 

in fact, the fir*t skeleton ever to be discovered of an ichthyo¬ 
saur, or ‘fish reptile’, one of the largest and best known 

creatures of the McsOrajic seas. 
The skeleton was purchased by tht local squire for the 

princely sum or £33 and eventually found its way to the 
British Museum. I ts discovery was (jailed by geologist* with 

the greatest interest and enthusiasm, and when the little girl 
grew up she was encouraged to embark on the career of a 
professional fossil hunter. She seemed to li*Vc an unerring 

instinct as to where the fossils could be found, and rapidly 
unearthed several further ichthyosaur skeletons, induding 
one m kwh ring over twenty-four feet long, liut perlia]?* her 
greatest triumph was the, discovery in L-UitE of the remains of 
the extra ordhiary sea reptile Plrtiesaurust an wfifll which 
threw the scientific world into a fever of excitement,. As if 

this were not enough, she found, in lElaS, one of the earliest 
examples of a pterosaur or, in popular language, a ‘ ptero¬ 

dactyl', one of a famous group of fiying reptiles winch we 
shad be discussing moro fully in the next chapter. 

Fittingly a picture of Mary Aiming t»w hangs in the 
Fossil Reptile Gallery of the British Museum, surrounded 
by the skeletons of the great Mesozoic reptiles that she was 
the first to discover. The portrait shows a comfortable 
middle-aged woman of ample proportions with a pink com¬ 
plexion and humorous eyes. She wears a green tape and a 
poke bonnet, and her black and white dog, the faithful 
companion of alt her expedition*, lies by her side. In her 
hand she clutcluss a geological hammer, and a basket for 
specimens hangs from Iter right arm. As one studies the 
picture one camot help feeing that this matronly f £ure 
would be more at home in a farmer's kitchen, or the parlou r 
of nn ian, than on the bleak cliff face among the skeletons of 

primeval monsters. Yet Mary Aiming won die respect of 
every famous geologist of the nineteenth century, not except¬ 

ing the great Baron Cuvier himself, and her firmly clasped 
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hammer was the means of carving tpr herself a special niche 

in scientific history. 
TurtlfCW from Mary An mug to ht* famous dis«mMar we 

find to begin with ttttl the ichthyosaur bears little relation 
eg any of the typical reptiles we have bo far described. In 

(kct|. if we hud conic oti the skeleton nviihout any special 
scientific knowledge, we should probably have described it 

at that of a huge fish, The body, which was Trcm twenty to 
thirty feet in length, had the wrpedo-Uke itreambrurvg oTa 

cypdcal aquatic animal, white the head was equipped with a 
]rnig, pointed snout, welt suited to cutting through the 
water. The liihbshad completely lost thdr original reptilian 

power of progression on landj and had evolved into highly 

specialized fin-like flippers. 
More recently discovered ichthyosaur skeletons irom 

Holamaden in Germany have preserved the outline of the 

toft parts, which show many Other obvious sinularfBt* with 
the fishes. For instance, there is a fab-like tail and a fleshy 
dorsal fin which, although unsupported by bone, is efficiently 

adapted to its underwater function ai a ttabilLier, The body 
Outline bears an obvious resemblance to our modern por¬ 

poises and dolphins, aquatic mammals who fulfil the same 
function in the present economy of the seas ai did the 

ichthyosaurs 100 million years ago. 
Apart from their general fohdike shape, ichthyosaur 

skeletons arc easily identifiable by several other features. 

For instance, the huge eye Sockets are rtinforccd round the 
circumference with hard bony plates, while die backbone 

appears to be broken and bent downward! at the rearward 
end. For many years pa la contc logits believed that thu 
H broken back3 effect w=a due to disturbance of the skeleton 
after death, and several early specimens were mounted with 

the backbone artificially straightened out. It wai later real¬ 

ized, however, that this seeming break was a natural deflec¬ 

tion of the backbone into the lower lobe of the tail, where 

it provided support and aviated with the ttrimnmg mcCJw 

wnism. 
The extreme adaptations made by iebihyosauiS lor marine 
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Lite, and the uselessness of their lin-libc limbs for [and pro¬ 

gression, shows that they must have reproduced in the water. 
It therefore Kero i-il^cJy that their young were luring] it forth 

alive, without going through an intermediate stage in an 
external <gg. This theory is supported ljy the discovery of 

several skeletons containing the remains of baby ichthyo¬ 

saurs. It was once thought that these must be the bones of 
accidentally eaten young, hut as in every case young and 

adults have been of the same species, it seems much more 
likely that their association is due to death in childbirth. In 

some instances it is possible that labour had taken place 
after the death of the mother, a phenomenon for which 

there are several mammalian parallels, even among human 
beings, 

The main rivals of the ichthyosaurs for the domination of 

the seas were the still larger and more fantastic plesiosaurs, 
whose remains were also four discovered by Mary Anning. 
TliO name plesiosaur means 1 near reptile1, for it was once 
thought that plesiosaurs were matures evolving into reptiles 

from an earlier group of aquatic animals. This is of course 
incorrect, and plesiosaurs are now known to he true reptiles 

who branched off early in their history from the ancestral 
land-dwelling stock to return H> a water-dwelling Life. 

The typical plesiosaur had a thick, barrel-shajied body, a 
short tail, and an exceptionally Long neck- The largest speci¬ 
mens measured between forty and fifty feet Long, Unlike the 
ichthyosaurs, they were unable to progress by fish-like un¬ 

dulations of the body L they rowed themselves along the 
surface of the sea by means of their four paddle-ltke limbs, 

rely Log less on speed than mantEuvrability in the hunting of 
their pr«y, The great length of the nett must also have been 

a valuable aid.. In one Cretaceous plesiosaur known its 
Etarmowxrm the irtek contained seventy-sbt vertebrae, and 

measured no less than twenty-three fret long - considerably 

more than the whole of the head, body, and tail added 

together. 
Besides the fong-ncckcd species there Were other kinds 

with shorter necks but disproportionately loryg skulls. The 
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hat known sample of thE* type of plesiosaur is PthiOtffVS, 

wKosc^ remains arc common in rock formations near Oxford 

and elsewhere in England. The typist pliosaur skull 
averaged from four to six feet in Length and « equipped 
with a battery of sharp teeth, indicating extremely aggres¬ 
sive and predacious habit*. The pllosa-urs reached their peak 
in the Cttlaceous Period, when one Australian species 

known as KrtitUSUnil developed a skull over three yards 

Despite the spectacular aspect of the different kinds of 

ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs, the Last and mightiest of the 

sea dragons had still to appear. Thcst were the jnosasaurs, a 
tribe of gigantic predators who were to dominate the world’s 

oceans for (he last 30 million years of the Mesozoic Era. The 
name tMBBiur means1 Meuse liaard', from the old Roman 

word for this Dutch river where the first remains of the 
Creature were found. As long ago as the eighteenth century, 
morasnur bones wert causing considerable excitement in the 
neighbourhood of Maastricht, and a skull found in 1776 by 
a certain Ur Hoffman is. the subject of an entertaining 

anecdote. Hoffman had apparently found this skull in a 
quarry belonging to a local priest named Godin, and had 
spent much time arid money in leaving it dug out. Unfor¬ 

tunately when it was safely excavated and removed to 
Hoffman’s home, Godin decided that it was hu and brought 
an action for its recovery. A? a landowner and ecclesiastic: 

he seems to have won his case with Utile difficulty; the skull 
was returned to him, and there for the moment the matter 

rested. A few years later war broke out- rfhc fame of the 

skull had by this time spread far and wide, and ihe general 
of the advancing French army, being anxious to enhance 
his prestige, was considering how he might acquire so 

unusual a prize for the glory of the Republic. Accordingly, 
when the town was invested, he gave orders to his artillery 
that on. no account was Godinas house to he shelled, for the 

■mosasaur must be preserved intact and taken as a trophy of 

war 10 Baron Cuvier in Paris. Unfortunately for these well- 

laid plans, when the soldiers broke the defences and arrived 
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at Godin’s house,, neither priest nor mosaaaur were any- 

where to be found. Obviously Godin had got wind of the 

plan and decamped with bis treasure to a place of safely* 
This placed the soldiers on their mettle; the honour uot only 

of the genual bul of die Republic was at stake* and each 
man determined to be the first to lay his hands on the skuEE. 
Just in case honour failed* Citizen Freicine* who had been 

put in charge of the affair* offered the added inducement of 
a roward - not money* of course, which would have been a. 

base prize in such a case (and anyway a stunewhat unreli¬ 
able attraction in time of war) - but (too bottles of the finest 

Alsatian wine. These tactics worked like magie- Within 
twelve hour* of the announcement of the reward, FrdcLne 
was told that the coveted skull had been brought into mili¬ 

tary H.Q. by a perspiring platoon of soldiers. Thus honour 
was satisfied * a barrack-room party of unprecedented quality 

assured, and finally (and we must hope not as loo much of 
an afterthought)* Baron Cuvier was nbLc to examine one of 
the finest and most interesting skulls ever to be offered to 

the Institute of France. 
The first investigation, of the mosasaur skull did in fact 

reveal a creature fully in keeping with the legend built up 
by its romantic history. This Impression was confirmed by 

new discoveries of bones, and palaeontologists so™ had * 
complete picture of this extraordinary sea dragon- The 
larger specimens reached a Leitglh of forty feet or more and 

were shaped like gigantic lizards- They must have been able 
to- swim with great speed and power, propelling themselves 
forward by their massive tails, and using their flippers as 
steering and balancing organs. Superficially they bore some 
rcwnibLance to the ichthyosaurs, but In reality belonged to 

quite a different group. They were tree lizards* with scaly 
skins and loosely jointed jaw*, which enabled them to swal¬ 
low exceptionally large prey. The limbs were simple five- 
fingered flippers, far less well adapted to aquatic Life than 
the ichthyosaurs' fins or even the plesiosaurs’ paddles. Yet 
despite these primitive characteristics the miWIin were 
undoubtedly highly successful marine predators who were 
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more than a match for any of their formidable competitors 

in the «as- 
Altlpruigh these creatures, arid the others discuited earlier 

ont represent the most dramatic examples of aquatic life in 

the Mesozoic Era, we cannot conclude this chapter without 
mentioning a few of the more familiar typti of water reptiles 

that lived at the same time. During most of the GreCaceorts 
Period there were giant forms of several creatures whose 
smaller relatives have persisted until today. For example, 

there were the great marine turtles of North America, 
especially the extraordinary ProkvUga, or ' tint roof, whose 
fossil remains were discovered in iByo by the American 

palaeontologist IE D. Cope. The skeleton of this huge reptile 
was Am seen projecting from the ledge of a low bluff in 

western Kansas, and, when excavated, was found to have a 

type of anatomy previously quite unknown to science. 
Twenty-Jive years later an even larger marine turtle was 

discovered. This was Use great Archtton^ which measured 
over twelve feet tong and in life must have weighed at least 

three tons. It had a large, parr&blike beak and probably 
inhabited the beds of the shallower seas, where it lived on 

shell fish. One skeleton of Archtlon hiw been found with the 

right hind flipper bitten off well above the heel - evidence 
□fa narrow escape from some marauding mosaaaur. 

Apart from the turtles, the most interesting of the more 

familiar reptiles were the crocodiles. All crocodiles have a 

somewhat prehistoric foot, and even our more modern 

varieties would have fitted very well into a world where 
plesiosaurs and mosasaurs ruled the oceans, and dinosaurs 

wallowed lazily in the swamps and estuaries. In the later 

part of the Jurassic Period marine crocodiles were quite 
common in Europe. Of these the best known was Gmaums, 
an odd-looking creature with a pointed snout and a long 

narrow body and tail- But the most remarkable Mesozoic 
crocodiles occurred at the Old of the Cretaceous^ when they 

achieved th* same gigantic size as the other creatures of the 
sea arid Land in these autumn years of the reptile dynasty. 

Tlt& Crctaceoui crocodiles, were not marine forms, hut 
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infested the estuaries and lower reaches of the great river* 

where there was a rich supply of the ctumay and slow- 
witted dmosau rs fov them to feed on. A typical example was 
phfifuitiMhu* the cast of whose skull in the Natural History 

Department or the British Museum measures six feet three 
inches Long, and just under four feet broad. A living speci¬ 
men of this giant among crocodiles must have measured 

roughly fifty feet from nose to tail, which is longer by nearly 

twenty feet than the largest recorded crocodile of today, 
Uy the end of the Mcsoaotc Era these huge aquatic 

carnivore* of the estuaries and the voracious mosasaur* of 

the open seas were enjoying the same domination in their 
chosen environment as the great dinosaurs on the laud- The 
return to the sea, it seemed, had been an unqualified success, 
for non* of these reptiles could know that their very con¬ 
centration on sign and ferocity was leading inevitably to 
theit own destruction. After a brief chapter on the vertt- 
brate conquest of the air, we shall describe this catastrophic 
climax to the saga of the Mesozoic reptiles and th* various 

explanations that have been put forward to explain it. 



CHAPTER 

THE CONQUEST OF THE AIR 

The problem of flight wAJ solved by invertebrate animals 
quifc early in the histwy of life. There were flying insect! as 

far back as the Devonian Period, and the Carboni ferous coal 

forest* abounded Eft pant- dragon-flies and flying cock¬ 
roaches. Yet the full conquest of the air by the higher 
animals vaa postponed for over [no million years, and no 
vertebrate had achieved the power of flight before the Meso¬ 

zoic. Era was wed advanced. The moat successful early 
pioneers in the end were onoe again, the reptiles, hut they 
went rivalled and eventually surpassed by their dose rela¬ 

tions, the first feathered birds. 
The Mesozoic flying reptiles belong to that famous group 

of extinct animal*, the pterodactyls Or pterosaurs. These 

made their appearance in the Jurassic Period, about 1G0 
million years ago, and their remains were first d iscovered in 

the lithographic none of Eolcnhofon, Bavaria, in 5 ?&4-1 be 
hones discovered at this time belonged to a single skeleton, 

which was at first' thought to be that of an amphibian. 
However in tflap Baron Cuvier identified il as belonging to 

an extinct genus of flying reptiles, And proposed that it 
should be named FfiWjrcJjyfoy., or' wing-lingcr'. Two decades 

|ai*r, in [Ssfl, the first British pterosaur was discovered at 
Lyme Regia by Mary Aiming, and the investigation or it* 

slaleton by the British anatomist Sir Richard Owen was one 
Of the earliest important contributions to our knowledge 

of the race. 
The ELying reptiles were descended like the dinosaurs 

from the bipedal thecodonts, but followed a quite different 

line of development. We have seen how in the dinosau rs the 

dimse of the fordimbs for progression caused these in many 
cases to dwindle lo tiny vestigial arm*. With the pterosaur 

stock a quite oppodte kind of transformation occurred, The 
forelimbs rcEnalned strong and well-developed, and one of 
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the fingers gradually evolved into an, immensely elongated 

fbocnnJn supporting a bat-like membrane known as, a pata- 
gi^nt. This primitive wing stretched from the elongated 

finger to the animal's thigh, permitting a somewhat pre¬ 
carious IOrt or gliding flight, As the creature began to rely 
more completely on its wings, the rear limljs became re¬ 
duced in size until they were quite unsuited tor walking on 

land. 
Other specialization]: for flying occurred at the same time. 

For instance* the breastbone was greatly strengthened to 
provide a rigid point of attachment for flic muscles used in 
(light, while the tail developed a fin which helped m stabilise 

the body in the air. To reduce weight* exceptionally Large 
cavities evolved in the skull,, and the bones of the skeleton 
became hollow and titled with air Like those of modem 
birds- Such modifications caused the body to become 
progressively lighter in proportion to its size* hat a ptero¬ 
saur with a three-foot wing span is estimated to hare 

weighed little; more than half a pound. 
In addition to die discovery of die first llritish pterosaur 

remains at Lyme Regis Mine more exceptionally valuable 

finds were made in the Bavarian lithographic stone- These 
beds were apparently formed from the deposition of fine 

sediments in ancient coral reef lagoons, and they have pre¬ 
served the outlines of toch delicate structures as jclly-fisli 
and bird feather* as well ns of pterosaur wings. The Stone 
revealed many new examples of the genus Ptemdaetyiui which, 

under its name of pterodactyl, has become the popular 
symbol of the whole group. Contrary to general belief, the 
majority of these pterodactyls were no bigger than sparrows, 
although some specimens grew to the size of large hawks. 
They probably fed mainly on insects* and the Structure of 

their feet suggests that they were able to bang upside down 
like bats. The bunts of the skeleton were exceptionally fine 
and delicate* some measuring no more than a millimetre 

across. 
A Larger germs of pterosaurs, with the imposing name of 

Rhamphwhj^hiSy meaning Hpnow beaked rh also CUM from 
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the German lithographic stone. These we re characterised 
by long straight rails terminating in diamond-shaped fins 

for preventing pitching in flight. The wing spun was about 

thirty inches, and the jawa, like thMC of mon early ptero¬ 
saurs, were equipped with an array of sharp, forward- 

pointing teeth. 
It is significant that all the remains of pterosaurs 30 far 

found have occurred, in deposits laid down in estuaries or 
below the surliiec of the aea. This suggests that they i ribald- 
ted the coasts and lived mainly on fash or insects caught on 

iong gliding expeditions over the water. Their wings were 
incapable of the flapping movements typical of birds, and 

they mint have used considerable ingenuity to take advan¬ 
tage of the wind and rising air currents when far out from 
land. If a sudden talm fdi they would have had great 

difficulty in maintaining their height, and many were prob¬ 
ably drowned, Hough weather was also extremely danger¬ 

ous to them, for once either of their elongated fingers had 
been fractured by a sudden gust the wing structure would 
completely coLLapst. The flying mechanism of pterosaurs 

was thus greatly inferior to that of the birds, or even of the 
buti. Birds can lose several feathers without serious con¬ 

sequences, wh ile the bat's wing is supported by several digits 

fur additional strength. 
The pterosaur* so far discussed all belonged to the Juras¬ 

sic, but the giant of the tribe did not appear until the follow¬ 
ing Period. This was Plermodon, or 'toothless wing1, so 

named from die fact that among the evolutionary changes 

that had taken place in these later pterosaur* was the 
elimination of teeth and the developmcn t of a bird-like beak. 
Other change* included the reduction of the tail to a com¬ 

parative! y insignificant stump, and a great increase in size, 
corresponding to die development of the Cretaceous dino¬ 
saurs on fond and the giant moaasaura in the seas- PttrOAodm 

Wits, in fact, the Largest flying animat of all time, with a 

wtng span of between twenty and twenty-seven ieet. 
In addition to its gigantic size, Ptoranwivn had several 

Other highly distinctive features. Prominent among these 
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was the great bony projection extending from the back of 
its head to counterbahutCe the beak. This was almost as Long 

as the beak itself and added to the creature's already 
macabre and sinister appearance. Another characteristic 

feature was the almost complete uKJcHDa) of the lower 
Limbs. These were quite inadequate for any form of land 
progression, and it seems tlfc-iclv that J1^rrafjed'ofi spent most of 

its time soaring over the sea in search of fish, like a modern 
albatross- When it alighted on the gnotmd to rest, it prob¬ 
ably supported itself awkwardly on its elbows, tts wings 

spread cml behind it like a partly unfurEcd umbrella. 
The flight of the pterosaurs poses some interesting physio* 

logical problems. The prolonged strain of any form of Mlial 
progression presupposes a high rate of metabolism, which as 

not normally associated with cold-blooded reptiles. Thbhaa 
led some authorities to suggest tltat all the pterosaurs were 
to some extent warm-blooded and had a circulatory system 

that showed great advances ewer that of their Und rclatiotU- 
Rut even ir tins was sp, it proved inadequate, as an instrument 

of evolutionary survival. The pterosaurs, like the great 

reptiles of the land and Jta, became extinct during the 
period of revolutionary change that brought the MesoiOic 

Era to its end. 
Another general problem of great interest is what caused 

the ancestral ptcrcaatiTS Co attempt flight at all. The wings 
themselves were obviously an evolutionary advantage m 
their owner, but die circumstances prompting then: growth 

are Still obscure. Two main theories have bc*m proposed. 
The first is that the connecting link between the thecodonts 
and the pterosaurs was a tree-dwelling form, probably not 
u nlike die small Cretaceous dinosaur known as /{ypjilaph&lon 
/wri. The wing membrane might have developed in such a 

creature as a primitive aid In jumping or planing flam 
bough to bough, or parachuting from high trees to the 
bullies below. The OLhcr theory suggests that the membrane 
developed as art aid to swift running, and gradually grew 
larger and stronger until the jmimaL found ttsdf ah,e to take 

off and glide for a few paCd along the surface of the ground. 
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Unfortunately father theory cart he supported by £mII 
evidence, for no remains of intermediate Cnrma have so tat 

been found. 
So much, then, for the pterosaurs - the first and, for many 

millions of years, the most successful of the vertebrate avia- 
ton- Bat almost from the first the possibilities of Bight were 
btanj explored by another group of creature* who, although 

initially slower to develop than the pterosaurs, were to 
aofiieve in the Long run a Jar greater success.. T nme were the 
birds, who were abo descended from thecodont ancestors 

but had evolved an entirely different answer to the physical 
problems involved. Instead of an exaggerated development 

of a single finger, the birds employed the whole strength o 

their EbrcLLmb* to carry them through the air. Befan 
Achieving this strojiget and irtOfC clBaflit Eorm ol flight they 
must certainly have reached die condition of warm-blooded- 

ncSS already mentioned as a possibility In the pterosaurs- At 

the same time their scaly covering was slowly becoming 
modified into feathers which, in addition to their value m 

flying, formed an insulating layer for retaining the inter¬ 

nally generated heat of the body, _ T 
The skeleton of the first bird was found hi iUfti in the 
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jamt J urassic sTOnft of Germany that produced su.eh nemark- 

ablc reiulfi} of pterosaurs. The limestone dab containing 
the skeleton was purchased by the British Museum and, 
alter examination by Sir Richard Owen, rhti creature was 
christened Ajehatopttfyn liihGgraphicfi, or ' ancient wing of die 

lithographic scone'. Sixteen years later a second fossil bird 

was round near Eichstadt, and was acquired by (he Reihn. 
Natural History Museum. This w,ii at first aligned to the 

same genus as ArtMropttrjx, but anatomical diilcrcnces were 
later discovered between the two which caused the second 

specimen to he renamed A/thmmt- 
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The Berlin fossil was by far the better preserved, and its 

flattened imprint on the stone retained in the abandoned 

attitude of death an ait on is hi ng impression of vitality. Many 
reptilian characteristics were still apparent. For instance, 

the jaw pressed true teeth, and there was a tong reptilian 

tail oOituxtLng of twenty vertebrae. The skull was more like 
that of a reptile than A bird, and the wings terminated in 

three fingers with formidable curved claw. In fact the 
skeleton might easily have been mistaken for that of a true 

reptile if the imprint of die creature’s feathers had not been 

preserved on the lithographic stooe. 
These first birds were roughly the si** of crow, but their 

flight was clumsy and they probably Spent more time running 
up and down the trunks of ihe cycads, or scrambling in the 

fronds of the giant fern*, than they did on the wing. Much 
of their prey, which consisted mainly of insects and small 

reptile*, was probably taken on the ground, but sometimes 
they would launch themselves boldly into the ah’ to pursue 

the giant dragon-fUc* chat flitted aerwa the forest clearings. 

Of count we know nothing of Lhcir colour Of the sounds 
they made, but we can picture in imagination the briLha.nL 

huts oT their plumage and the thoma of strange cries with 

which they heralded the Jurassic dawn. 
Nothing further is known of avian progress until the 

Cretaceous Period, when two other interest Log types are 
known from the Kansas chalk of the United Stales. The 

first of these, named HtSptrorw rwgalit, or 1 royal bird of the 

west', was a water bird similar in habits to our modern 
divets and toon*- It stood about four or five feet high, anti 

seems lo have lived entirely on fish. The po'.ver of flight had 
been Lost, and the wings had dwindled to tiny vcnEgial arms, 

which in life were quite invisible beneath the thick covering 

of feathers. However, ihe hind legs were extremely ]W«riuIh 
and spread out sideways at the ankles as an aid to efficient 
swimming. There were ninety-four sharp teeth in the ljeak- 

like jaws, *0 the bird wui well adapted for dealing with its 

slippery and elusive prey. 
The other Cretaceous bird we must mention is the much 
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smaller Mii^mtUi which w»* also a fish eater, Thu was only 

nine inches long and somewhat resembled a modern tarn. 

Unlike Htiptroni; it had well-developed wings *nd see mi to 

have been cajjablc of sustained and efficient flight. I w jaws 

were etpnpped with teeth of reptilian character implanted 

in individual soclcd-s, but the bones of the. wings- and feet 

were remarkably similar to those of modern birdi. The 

brninf like that of all birds, probably had good power* of 

co-Ordlnation, but was smaller in comparison to l>ody siae 

than that of more recent spedcS- 

Mo other bird remains of any importance are known ran 

the Mesoaoic, but even in these primitive types we can set 

the lKginnings of an cvoEu-tionary line that has led to the 

varied and colourful bird population of the world today. 

Prw creatures arc more attractive than the birds, and few 

have enjoyed greater biological success. Thty are among the 

most adaptable of living things and have spread to every 

kind of environment from the tropics to the poles. Some 

i species. Ukc the sparrow, have a world-wide distribution j 

! others, like the penguin and the album*, arc uniquely 

special Ued for n particular environment or way o life. 

Birds are also infinitely varied in colour, SlcCj and shape. 

One has Only to think, for instance, of the liny brilliantly 

hoed humming bird, no larger than a humble bee, and the 

dowdy strutting ostrich, so grotesquely remmiseem of H4 

ancestors in the geological past- Such creatures. Least 

equally with the mammals, have; enriched and gladdened 

the world and added to our wonder at its multitudinous 

forms of Life. It is one of the most fortunate accidents Of 

Nature that the birds were able to survive the of 

crisis and catastrophe in which the Maozwc repiLles 

shortly 10 be engulfed. 
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DEATH AND RE-BIRTH 

The end of the Mesozoic Era waa it period of wholesale 

extinction of life. It is the only period in Earth history that 
can be said to bear some resemblance to one of liaron, 

Cuvier's cataclysms. Of the many kinds of animals inhabit¬ 
ing (ho Earth at that time, vast number* were jwept com¬ 

pletely away, Not only individuals but whole races were 

destroyed, and extinction overtook the animals of Sand, sea, 
and ah with equal indifference- When the holocaust, was 
over, the whole aspect ofUle on Earth had changed. Not a 
tingle representative of the dinosaurs, or of the mighty rep. 

tiles of (lie sea and air, remained aJive. Of ihc splendour of 
the Middle Kingdom all that was left was a few families of 

crocodiles, some turtles, and the lowly predecessors of oyr 
modern snakes and lizards. Even the invertebrates did not 

escape, for the great races of ammonites and beEemrutes, 
which reached their peak in the Jurassic, had vanished from 

the seas for ever by the end of the Cretaceous. The German 

geologist Johannes Walther has well named this critical 

period in Earth history 'the time of the great dying’. 
Mammals and birds alone seem to have, won through into 

the Last Era of geological time with unqualified success. The 
mammals especially were destined to reach a far higher 

standard of achievement titan any Other group of animals. 
Thelast 70 million years of Ear tli history has been A rectwd of 

their amazing evolutionary advance. This has culminated in 
man, who despite his many shortcomings must be regarded 

aa the most highly devclopwl Animal to have existed on the 

Earth so far. 
The great Ago of Mammals will he considered in more 

detail in the next chapter. Here meanwhile "c must bring 

up to date the story of early mammal inn development. We 
shall then be able Ed compare the attributes, of the etrtleit 
mammals with those of their reptilian contemporaries, and 
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show why they were able to avoid the Cate which overtook 

the rat of Mesozoic life. 
Mammals differ from ih tjy reptilian Cotvhears in many 

important ways. Like the birds they are warm blooded, 
which enables them to sustain long periods of strenuous 

activity. The great majority of them have eliminated the 

external egg state in reproduction, the embryo licing nour¬ 
ished by tomplex processes within the mother** body. The 

young are brought forth alive and, unlike the young of 
reptiles, are cared for and ffid by the mother for some time 
after birth. Their limb* are better adapted for fourdegged 
progression and they have two definite generation* of teeth. 
In the purely technical held there are marked differences in 

the anatomy of the jaw* and the way the skull articulate* 
with the truck. Most important of all, the mammals have an 

enormously enlarged cranium which permits a greatly in- 

creased development of the brain. 
It is this concentration on brain power that above ah other 

development ha* given the mammals their distinctive char¬ 

acter and brought about their success. The reptiles were 
larger and more powerful and the birth at Least equally 

active, but neither of these groups had a highly developed 
intelligence. In fact, as we have already seen, the largest 
and most ferocious of the dinosaurs were merely grotesque 
automata impelled by nothing other than their instinctive 

appetites and hereditary desires. Even the most primitive 
of the mammals did better than this. For instance, the 
brain already showed a marked expansion in the rfcgfon of 
what art technically known as the1 cerebral hemispheres 

These originally controlled the sense of smell, but gradually 
evolved into an advanced mechanism allowing for a greatly 
improved capacity for thought. The growth of these power* 
eventually allowed the mammal* to demonstrate the superi¬ 

ority of intelligence over every other evolutionary aSMt, and 

to establish themselves as the ruter* of the Earth. 
The evolution of the mammals through the r*5 million 

year* of the Middle Kingdom is obscure. We have already 
mentioned the ™mmal-likjc tbcriodonl* of the Permian 
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Period, and said that such creatures as Cynogaolftui were 

probably closely connected with the basic mammalian stock. 
But there ia no doubt that tyitQgnatfiust with ail its reoemb- 
lances to the mammals, had already branched off from the 
main evolutionary stream. The majority of the known 

thedodonts were extinct hy the end of the Triadic and on(y 
a few highly specialized forms lingered on into the beginning 

of the following Period. TV origin of the true mammals 
umii be sought not in such comparatively large juid special¬ 

ized animals, as Cyno£netJnut But in their smaller and more 
inooaapicLious oonlompijraries. Unfortunately remains of 

Sudt creatures are. few and. far between. From the whole of 
the Mr.;u:.:C'il Lm not Moo complete mammalian skeleton 

has survived j and the only skull dates from the end of the 
Clretaceous, when the days of the great reptiles were already 
numbered. Our knowledge of the primitive Mesozoic mam¬ 

mals must therefore V derived from a few fossilized teeth 

and a handful of fragmentary boncS- 
On Such slender evidence very tittle can be said about the 

habits or even the appearance of the first mammals, But 

what seems certain is that during the whole of the Mesozoic 

Era they made no great advance in size. There are two lines 
of reasoning to support this theory. In the Best place, we 

have the evidence of the bones themselves, most of which 
belong to animals no Larger than a modem rat. Secondly, 
v/e know that the eond itions of the Mesozoic Favoured the 
great raparity and size of the dinosaurs and that any animal 

who at this stage had come into direct competition with, 
them tvouid have been doomed to extinction- Eut although 
the Mesozoic mammals were small, they were not necessarily 

jh rare as their remains suggest. Small and debate bones 

are not easily preserved and frequently escape the attention 

of the collector. 
It seems likely that the twofold necessity of remaining 

small and oF keeping out of the way of the great reptiles may 

have ltd the first mammals to explore new environments 
and ways of life. Thus some forms probably lived in the 
thick undergrowth of the forests, or actually took to the 
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trees, while others may have spread into (he temperate parts 

of the world or on to high ground where the cold-blooded 
reptiles could not penetrate, If this were so, the circum¬ 
stances of their lives probably forced m any or them to remain 
comparatively adapta ble and to avoid the more extravagant 
for ms of specialization, At the same time their brains were 

growing in size and complexity to COpe with the problems 
of survival in a harsh and hostile world. Life was certainly 
difficult for those first primeval mammals, but the Lessen* 
they foamed during the long centuries or the MeKjauic 

schooled them for their future achievements. 
In spite of the unsatisfactory nature of the evidence, 

several distinct orders or Mesozoic mammals can Iju recog' 

nized- Two of these arc of particular Interest to usi the first* 
known as the MultitdKnulstn, because, although a side 

branch of the main mammalian stock, their remain* arc 
comparatively well known j the second, known as the Panto- 
theria, because duty may have lwen direclJy ancestral to the 

rest of the great mammalian group. 
The mullimbs rculatcs, or 'many tuberefod3 animals, 

were named from the small projections, or luliercks, 00 

their teeth. Member* of the group were mostly small, but 
some grew to the size of a large marmot. They seem to have 
been vegetarians, for their teeth are highly specialized for 
gnawing, rather like those of modern rorfonts. They flour¬ 

ished at! through the Jurassic and Cretaceous Periods, and 
tire last members of the group persisted Into the new Age of 

Mammab- 
The pantolhs-TTJj mcjimrif lall beasts1, osr nvore specific- 

ally ' all mammals \ are of greater evolutionary significance 
than tlie mullltuhereulates, They were common irt the 

Jurassic of Europe and America, and included a wide 
variety of types. The earliest known genus, from the midd.e 
Jurassic of England, was Amfrhitkmm, a small insect-eating 

animat resembling an opossum. A careful Study ufthe Utcth 
of some of the pantothcrcs has revealed a remarkable like¬ 

ness to those of later mammals, particularly the marsupials 
and the monotremes, The marsupials are a primitive group 
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OF pouched mammals, which liavc flourished since the 
Cretaceous Period and include out modem kangaroos, 

while the monoEremes arc the even more remarkable egg- 
laying mammals, whose modern representatives art the 
duck-hilled platypus and the echidna, or spiny anteater. It 

seems likely, although the evidence is not conclusive, that 
the Pantotherii gave rise to the marsupials and were cEosdy 

related to the ancestral monotremea. They may also have 

been the foundation stock of all the mure advanced mammals 

of liter timesr . 
We now have a reasonably comprehensive: picture ot the 

cast that was Msembled when the curtain finally name down 

on the middle act in the dmma of life. On land the dino¬ 
saurs reigned supreme, and die liny primitive mammals 
scurried cautiously through the forest undergrowth or occu¬ 

pied the cooler and more inaccessible parts of the Earth. 

In the air the pterosaurs, or winged dragons, had reached 
the limits of their grotesque specializations. At sea the mosii- 

sauis ranged from coast !0 coast, killing and despoiling 

without let or hindrance. The Earth, it seemed, was teeming 
with vital and indestructible forms of life, and the Middle 
Kingdom, which had already endured for over 100 million 

years, showed no abatement in its vigour. 
But at length with tragic finality tlic end came. The 

Earth Stirred Like some huge giant waking uneasily from 
sleep, and the renewed mutter of volcanoes gave warning 

Of momentous events. Soon widespread mountain-building 

split and folded the McSO®oic plains, the seas retreated, and 
the swampy estuaries were upraised into waterless plateaux. 
Change* In landscape and temperature fold waste the happy 

hunting grounds of the dinosaurs, and after the long period 

of plenty Nature once mere mtlilessly applied her Law OF 

adaptation or racial death. 
As at the transition from the Palaeozoic Era to the Middle 

Kingdom, geological events were; probably the main cause 
of the. great changes in the patterns of life. And they brought 

Ln their train many secondary influences which speeded up 

the process of extinction and made i* more complete and 
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absolute than anything the world had hitherto known. For 
instance, climatic changes caused widespread modifications 
in ptaut life, so that the herbivorous dinosaurs were deprived 

of their food- As their numbers decreased, the carnivorous 
predators were themselves threatened with starvation. 
Similar fundamental alterations in the biological economy 

of sea and air encouraged the decline of the winged d ragons 

and the great reptiles of the oceans. 
Vet even when every external factor hos been taken into 

account it is difficult to explain such widespread extinction 

Of all the major forms of life. This has caused scientists to 

cast around for other theories, tht most intriguing of which 
b Che doctrine of racial old age. Old age, it ii suggested, is 
not exclusively the destiny of individuals; it can overtake 
whote races as well- This occurs when a group of animals, 
alter a period of successful adaptation, finds itself enjoying 

a favourable environment with plentiful food and a Lack of 
serious competition. Change is no longer a necessary CCW" 
dition of survival, and the hormones, deprived of their true 

function, begin to indulge in a number of irresponsible 
experiments. Individuals tend to increase in size or- acquire 

grotesque and useless ornamentation, Soon these develop* 
menu became a positive handicap to their owners. As size 
increases, the reproduction cycle occupies a progressively 

longer time, and fecundity is diminished. Ornamentation 
Often becomes bo bktttt that it interferes with the normal 
functioning of the body machine. The result uf such ten¬ 

dencies is to lower the whole vitality OF the species and to 
destroy completely its capacity to adapt. The race, in fact, 

becomes decadent, and if the slightest strain u placed upon 
it by a change in its environment it is unable to adjust itself 

and becomes extinct. 
The evidence in favour of this doctrine is inconclusive, 

and its finer points arc still being dispu ted- But what does 
seem certain is that extinction can be correlated With over- 
Specialisation, and is a result of both internal and external 

factors- The- dinosaurs failed not in spite of their slse and 
rapacity, but because of it. For over too million years they 
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had ben the victim ofa bad biochemical joke, which kid 
nvw them bulk without train Mid physical power without 

MteUigcee. Meanwhile deep in the W«* ^derpowih 

of the tropic*] forests, and in the temperate outposts beyond 

the boundary, of the reptiles7 domains the mammals ™ 
biding their time. The very danger* of then1 life kept1them 

an*!]? active, and rpiick^iited, so that when flight teLL 
on die Mesozoic Eraj and the dinosaurs began to falter and 
fai3, they were ready at last to step into their inheritance. 



CHAPTER 20 

THE AGE OF MAMMALS 

The Cenozoic Era saw the d&wn of the Earth as we know it 

today, ft is the shortest of all the geological erts, having 
lasted only 70 million years, compared to the ta^ million 
years of the fvftSOEOic and the jaj million of the Palaeozoic. 

Yet in this, geologically speaking, very brief span of time, ail 
the features of the modern, world have taken sltapc. The seas 
and continents have acquired their familiar outlines, the 
great mountain ranges have been sculpted to their present 
form, and all the modern families of animals have evolved. 

Towards the end of the Era man himself entered upon the 
scene, to make the meet fundamental of all transformations 

in the patterns and direction of evolution. 
As described in Chapter fi, the Cenozoic Era is broadly 

divided into seven main sections known as Epochs, The first 
five of these, known respectively as the Ealaeocene, Eocene, 

Oligocene, Miocene, and Pliocene, constitute a geological 
Period for which the name 'Tertiaryh is in common though 

not strictly accurate use. This Period lasted from 70 million 

to approximately I million ye*TS ago. The last million years 
of Earth history constitute another geological Period, the 
Quaternary. The greater part of this, and indeed the whole 
of it in the opinion of some authorities, consists of a single 
Epoch, the Pleistocene or Great Ice Age- The time from 
Good B.O. to the present day is variously regarded a* part of 
the Pleistocene, or as a seventh and independent Epoch 

known ns the Holocene. 
On the following page is the last palaeogoOgraphie map of 

the world that it will be necessary to reproduce irt this 
volume. It shows the geography of the Eocene Epoch, when 
the distribution of land and sen wjl* still very different from 

what it is today. Especially noteworthy is the great extent of 
the ancestral Mediterranean, known as Tethys, which 

covered the whole of the Middle East and southern Asia. 
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There was Abo A broad band of sea which rail from the 

Arctic to tlie Indian Oceana, splitting Europe and Asia into 

two independent land masse), while the two parts of the 
American continent were not, at new, connected by a Land 

bridge. As the Oenozoie lira advanced, this arrangement of 

land and aca was greatly changed. Central America began 
10 extend jouthwards until it was united with South America 

at what is now the Isthmus of PaunmaL The sea withdrew 
from western Russia so that the great Eurasian continent 

capo* into being, while Tcthys shrank westwards into the 

present Mediterranean basin. By the Pliocene Epoch the 
only obvious difference* from rhe map of the world today 
were the presence of a great expanse of water connecting the 
eastern Mediterranean with the Black and Caspian Seas, 

and a peninsula projecting from south east Asia over what is 

now the Malay Archipelago, 
At the same time, as these alterations were being made in 

the world’s coastlines a great change was also taking place in 
the vertical relief of the lands. We have already told how the 
mountains ancestral to the Andes and the Rockies were up¬ 

raised at the end of the Mesozoic These new went through 
further geological changes and were then gradually weath¬ 
ered to their present shape. In the Old World, the Alpine 

and Himalayan mountain systems were upraised from the 

bed of the sea by the compression of the land masses on 
either side. It ir awe-inspiring to contemplate the physical 

force* that caused these stupendous bodies of m&lUfr to be 
Slowly lifted, and then ride over the neighbouring shoreline 
in huge wfivt* of twisted rock. A few m illion year? after the 
CcnOzoLe Era had dawned, these submarine formations had 

reached a height of over 30,000 feet from their starting 

point on the ocean floor. We have graphic proof of this 
today in deposits of Eocene marine fossils upraised W a 

height of 30,000 feet on the Himalayan chain. 
In addition to such episodes of mountain building, (be 

GcnozoLc world was shaken by exceptionally violent out¬ 

bursts of volcanic activity. The Giant's Causeway in Ireland, 

and the volcanic rocks of Scotland, Greenland, Iceland, And 
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southern Ir.dia, are ch* remnant! of Cenosoic basalt flows, 
■while the Great Rift Valley of East Africa, anti many areas 
in Central and South America, wer* devastated by constant 

eruptions. Later in, ihe Era the volcanic chairs of the Medi¬ 

terranean burst into Life, and repeated eruption! in Japan, 
Alaska, and the East Indies completed the famous H Girdle 

of Fire3 which now encircles the Pacific. 

The climate* of this troubled time have shown a not 
unexpected diversity. As in earlier periods cf crustal unrest, 

ocean currents and prevailing winds were alTected by the 

changing outlines of the continents, and the building of ntw 
mountain ranges. These En turn affected the temperature 

and rainfall *£> that in all the areas nf pronounced geological 
change the local climate varied from Epoch to Epoch. 

Despite this, the OnoaoLc climate showed a marked general 

trend. In the first part of the Era the world was much wanner 
than it b today. Magnolias and figs and the descendants of 
die Mesozoic eyeadophytes grew Hi far north as Alaska, In 

England in the Eocene the area round London enjoyed a 

climate similar to that of modern Malaya. Groves of Nipa 
palms flourished on the Isle of Sheppty, the chines of 

Bournemouth were covered by a luxuriant jungle of tropical 
evergreens, and crocodiles basked on the mod-flats of tlse 

Thames at Twickenham and Kew, 
But as the Tertiary Period wore on, the climate became 

mom extreme. The palms retreated southwards and the 
vegetation became more temperate in character. Vines, oaks, 

and ginkgos spread over southern England, and cold winds 
began to blow from the newly formed polar ice caps. By the 

beginning of the Pleistocene, as we shall see in the next 
chapter, a great northern ieo sheet extended front the Arctic 

far south into Europe and over nearly half the continent of 

Koith America, This marked the dawn of the Great Ice Age 

which lias finally shaped the landscape and climates of the 

modern world. 
To turn now from geologies! changes to the new patterns 

ef Cenoapic life, we find that for the first time in Earth 
liistory the landscape is covered with familiar vegetation. 
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Deciduous trees and flowering plants, which appeared in 

the last periW of the MaozoEc Era, were spread over most 
of the world. Alongside them the older coulters and cycad* 

continued to flourish and many modern species had evolved. 

Transported back to the Tertiary Period by some hind of 
WcUsian time machine we should have found the giais- 

covered hills, the forests of" oak and beech and maple, and 
the rolling plains that characterize the temperate world of 

today. 
The most remarkable feature of the new vegetation was 

the triumph oF the flowering plants, or Langiosperms' rtStbey 

are technically called. The Greek word pr^in means ' host 

and the name angica-pcrm was coined as long ago as 1690 
by the German botanist Paul Hermann to signify a plant 

whose seeds were encased in a seed hoot or seed vessel. The 
angiosperms are (he highest order of the plant kingdom. 

They include all the well-knewn modem deciduous trees, 
such w birch and walnut and plane, as well as such common 
flowering shrubs as holly , laurel, and avy, No race of plants 

has yet proved itself so versatile. The angiosperms 
equally at home in the sweltering heat of the tropics and the 
inhospitable lands within a few degrees of the poles. They 
gjow up to the snowline on the highest mountains, and 
some hundreds of feet below sea dev cl hi inland basins, while 

different tpecica flourish with ecpial success in arid deserts or 
in regions with an, annual rainfall of over 500 inches. Their 
size ranges from a mere twelfth of an inch to the giant red¬ 

wood trees of America which measure go Feet across and 
nearly 350 feet in height] and while some species ta*t only 
a single summer, others, like the giant baobabs, live for 
several thousands d years. Yet the secret of this astonishing 

versatility is still unknown. Even the great Charles- Darwin 
was baffled to account for it, calling the spectacular spread 
of the angiospoma Han abominable mystery* which he was 

quite at a loss to explain. 
The radiation of the angiosperms was paralleled by the 

spread of the new mammalian fauna, whose original and 
early history we have already described. With the passing of 
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the great reptiles, the mammals assumed their inheritance 

^vjih die vitality of a powerful race suddenly released from 
bondage. They spread in a mighty upsurge of evolutionary 

energy from the equator 10 the poles and* like the reptile* 
before them* made a Successful re-invasion of the tea and the 

air. Most aptly can the great bulk of tE&e Genoese Era be 

called iht Age of Mammals. These new rulers of the Earth 

achieved in Less than 70 million years a degree of mental 
progress and physical success that made the far longer 

dynasty of the reptiles staff! iiSoc an extravagant and point¬ 
ier episode. Only in the Jast geological Period have the 

mammals begun to show signs of a decline, llut even if 
eventually, like their predecessors:* they should fail and dte 

out* they have already produced from their r?mbi Horn® 
iapwnst who is indisputably the Eiighest product of die 

evolutionary process so far. 
In the short space at our disposal it would be impossible 

to give a systematic account of the Cenozoic mammals* or 

even to tell how they evolved from the insignificant little 

creatures we described in the previous chapter. Our survey 
must therefore be in the nature of a lucky dip in which we 
shall have to limit ounefas to describing a few of the more 

impressive types and some of those who have been a nccstrul 
io the familiar creatures of today. ?S"or shall we have time to 

do jmtfre to die- birds or Lbe lowly survivors of the reptile 
dynasty. The Ccnozoic blrdsj such as the fantastic Pforer- 

Ausoj* which was as tall as a man and had a sluull as large as a 

horsed and (Jie even stranger Dialrpma and Anlhrvpmi, are 
worth a study on their own. The reptiles were for the most 

part too like their modem descendant* to demand much of 

our attention. 
Restricting Ourselves to the mammals then, we stiil have 

an extraordinarily diverse and interesting array of creature*, 

some oE whom closely rivalled the giant reptiles in size and 

grotesqueness of ornamentation. During the Eocene* giant 

hoofed mammals known as tit anO there? roamed across the 
northern continents. AnOtlier group known as chalicotiiercs 

had fret equipped with massive claws* which they probably 
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u&ed for digging up roots and tubers. The chaljcothertJ 
survived in tropical region of Use OEd World righit down to 

Pleistocene times* and one of them was responsible for the 

famous error by Baron Cuvier d escribed in Chapter 5. Most 

of these animals exceeded a rhinoceros in bulk, and tbeir 
heads were often ornamented with anything tip to six 

grotesque bony swelling or liOrns. One huge homed beast 

named Arjirniitifriun^ front the Qligocme of Africa, bad a 

Disityrsc, ajn lioccnc 013b Lira bird, 

StinrSIna «v?n C«L tail 

skeleton twelve feet long and was almost certainly the 

largest Innd animal of it? day. 
Although many of these creatures had a superficial resem¬ 

blance to rhinoceroses they did not belong to the true 
rhinoceros stock. Foe a true ancestral rhinoceros we have to 

go to creatures like Teltvzc-rai, which l ived In North America 
between 20 and 15 million years ago. One aberrant member 
of the group known as BahaMtherimnt from the Ohgocene of 
Asia, was the largest land mammal of all time. It stood 

eighteen feet high at the shoulder and measured at least 
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twenty-five feet from note to tail - roughly the size of a 

double-decker bus. 

Most of these creatures were probably related to one or 
other of two groups of primitive hoofed mammals who 

flourished at the beginning of the Tertiary Period. These 
were the comparatively lightly built condylarths, and a 

heavier and more thick-set stock known as the amblypods. 

The horse tribe originated at the same time and is probably 
closely related to condylarth stock, if not actually one of its 

branches. As the horses have had one of the most interesting 

Jl *. !*► •'kiUWN 

Baluckitbtritm, die hugest of all land mammals, 
compared to a man in scale 

and well-documented histories of all types of mammals, we 

must examine their record in rather greater detail. 

The earliest fossil horse is the famous little Eohippus, or 
‘dawn horse’, from the Eocene of North America, more 
correctly known as Hyracotherium. It was a graceful creature 

no larger than a fox terrier, with three toes on the hind feet 
and four on the front. It was succeeded in the Oligocene by 
the somewhat larger Mesohippus, with three toes on each foot. 

Next, in the Miocene and Pliocene respectively, came Mery- 
chippus and Pliohippus, the former having three toes on each 

foot but only using the central one for running, the latter 

haring only one toe risible externally, the outer pair being 

completely covered by skin. Finally, in the Pleistocene 
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Ar^M-lry fif like More and lIi* Elephant. EIhk (riding upwards): 
Eokifrpiii, Mt6&Mf>f*ztr j*iirJTT^ijP^TT.rh /’JraArflpoi, 'r.J £jtm tftiP flflt 

ItWHlfrtl Cnrvy’i zebra}. El<ph.an( frtiding itpwjfdif; Mnfri\’wri\im, 
Falnarnastodan, TsfrajEfoifTt, Matto4tn,lavi Ijiwfcflti a/n'miur (the r™Jem 

African eJipbnnl). 
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Epoch, came the modem hone, Eynus, with it-s characteristic 

hoof. 
This evolutionary series is particularly interesting irs 

showing how on animal adapts itself increasingly well to Ets 

environment and the needs of its [Lfc. The ancestral house 
doubdess had five toes, Jik* ils reptilian and early mam¬ 

malian forebear*, With the need far increased speed, how¬ 
ever, it began to run for longer and longer spells on tiptop 
thus carrying most of its weight on. the three central: too of 

each foot, the outer pair being lifted off the ground. Gradu¬ 
ally these unused toes became vestigiaE, until eventually in 

Mtjohijtyns they had cnmpietely disappeared. As time went 

On. the no*i p*ir of iocs was also affected, so that the animal 
was running on the central toe of each fool. This ii the stage 

reached in .tytiychipptis, where the weight ii carried on a 
strong central toe while the two remaining 1045 oft each foot 

dangle uselessly on either side and arc already beginning to 

disappear. Tn Pli&kifipus they are not even externally visible, 

while in the modem horse, which represents the final stage 

of this line of development, they survive only as vestigial 
splint bones and she central toe has handeited into a large 

tough hoof. 
Another exceptionally interesting Eine, of development can 

be followed in the elephants. Elephant history begins with 

the Hide creature known as Moirilhtmfm from the Eocene of i 

Egypt. This stood about two feec high at. the shoulder and 
had neither tusks nor trunk, although its upper tip was. I 

prehensile like that of a modern tapir. From the beginning 
of the Oligooene *n immense radiation of types Occurred. 
The animals became larger, and their second incisor teeth 

developed into the gigantic tusks which characterized many 

extinct species artd arc Still seen, in most impressive form in 
the African elephant of today. But this increase In size, and 

the growth of tusks, did not prove to be entirely an asset. 
A stage was reached when the animal’s bead was too far 

from the ground and its tusks too prominent for it to reach 1 

its food without difficulty. Nature1* answer to the problem 
was the prehensile trunk. This fantastic o^gan enabled the 
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dcphant to resell beyond the points of its tusks Ip gather 

vegetation, and tp suet up water without bending Co the 
ground, 

Hkspite the survival of two ty pes of elephants to the 

present day, the race itecEf most be regarded as a failure. 

EnecpC for the modern Indian and African Species, the 
infinite variety of forms that evolved from Aieerithtnum have 

all become Mtiact, For instance, from the early group 
known as the mastodons, not a single specie* su tvived ttL£ 

the end of the Pleistocene. Yet throughout the Tertiary 

a dcer-HLc rupi:iu'.nt bom the Pli-scrnt oCNcich .->.!»« its 

Period this group was represented by A well-diversified array 
of species. In Oligoeene times in Bgypt there dwelt a primi¬ 

tive mastodon, called l^slaMmcjtods^ with a pair of tusks in. 
both upper and lower jaws. In the Miocene, there was a 
creature known by the sonorous name of Ttkehtlodm, with 

a long lower jaw terminating in short broad tusks. In the 
Pliocene a mote truly ctcphant-LLke mastodon appeared, 

who may have been the ancestor of the famous mammoths 

of the Great Ice Age. And in addition to all these creatures 
svho were close to the main evolutionary path, there were 

grotesque side brunches, such as Zlrir^rrmar, whose lower 
Lusks curved backward like the daws pf a gigantic cat. 

Parallel with ihc development of the elephants many 
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oilier mammals were making interesting evolutionary ex¬ 

periments. Sume of these repeated |be mistakes of the dino- 
jaurs and the early giant mammals by concentrating on 

great size or grotesque ornamentation. Thus one aberrant 
genu! of the camel family carried its heart over nine feci 
iiram the ground^ while in America there was a giant pig 

which measured ten and a half feet from head to tail and 
stood higher lEtan a man at the shoulder In South America 

the- outstanding members of the Ctnozoic cast were a 

An eirly CentHflie cr*Qd&Eit called 

ground sloth Over twenty feet long and two genera of gigan¬ 
tic armadillos. The Australian DifrroHydan^ the largest known 

iniiTsupial, closely resembled a modem wombat enlarged <o 
the siie of a rhinoceros, while the palm for useless ornamen¬ 

tation iriLisi surely go to an cstraordinary deerlike ruminant 

called which had a fftnlattic double horn on jt* 
nose like a pitch-fork. 

Preying cm these Ccnozosc herbivores were a varied tribe 
OF flesh-eat Lng animals, whose origin and development wc 

must HjOW briefly describe. The ftcsh-ealcm of today are 

represented by a number of Jargc and successful groups 
broadly divisible into the familiar cat and dog tribes, but 

including also such widely dissimilar creatures as the bears. 
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racoons, find civets, and the seals and sea lions of the twm 

Despite- their varied forms and ways ufJifc, all these creat¬ 
ures were probably descended from a single primitive 
group known as the miacids which flourished Ln the first 

half of the Tertiary Periods The ndacitll originated in their 
turn from a group of tiny insect-eating mammals cf the 

Mesozoic. 
None of the iniarids so far discovered was much larger 

than a weasel, a creature which they closely resembled in 

shape. A typical form was the little Cynsdittii from the 
OLLgoccne, which was probably equipped with retractile 

claws like a modem cat- Contemporary vvJih the miadds, 
but larger in site, was the richly varied race of the crcodonts, 
who must have been the scourge of the large herbivorous 
animals that roamed in VHSt numbers across the plains. The 
giant of the trlbe, known as A-Tj&tHifSMluLi, had a skull three 
feet long, and was the largest flesh-eating mammal in ike 

history of the Earth. 
Rul tlie best known of all Cenoroie. carnivores, who rose 

TO power with the passing of the crcudotlts, were the insfgni’ 

fLcent stabbing cats of the PliocerVe and ririawjctne. These 
are the creatures popularly but inaccurately referred to as 

the ' sabre-toothed tigers', because of tho extraordinary 
length of their upper canine teeth. Stabbing cats such as 
Smitodvri were: among the most beautiful and magnificent of 

Cenozoic animats, and they probably played a prominent 
role in (he extermination of the ground sloths and other 
vegetarian giants before they themselves became extinct, 

The identification of the many different hinds offOsJ.il 
carnivores is largely decided by their teeth, Flesh-eating 

animals kill by biting, bur meat is easily digestible and does 
not need to be finely chewed. Thus in tW strict carnivores 
we find highly developed biting or stabbing teeth capable of 
piercing thick hide and slicing through muscles and tendons, 

while dre molars for grinding and chewing are greatly re¬ 
duced. As an example, the cat is well equipped fur biting but 

has no adequate chewing mtchuiin-a fact that can be easily 
verified by watching tht domestic cat dealing with a tpugh 
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morsel of cooked meat. On the other hand, herbivorous 

animals have good grinding molars but lack specialization 
of the canines. In between these extremes are creatures 
who subsist on both meat and vegetable food. The dog, 
for instance, which is not exclusively carnivorous, has pre¬ 

served efficient molars but has well-developed canines as 
well. 

The flesh-eaters bring us to the end of this brief review of 

the Age of Mammals. It has necessarily been sketchy, for the 
Cenozoic rocks, being of comparatively recent age, have 

preserved a detailed and complicated record that cannot be 

adequately summarized in a few pages. Many important 
aspects of the story have not even been mentioned; for 

example, the return of one group of mammals to the sea, 
which has led to the evolution of the porpoises, the dolphins, 
and that greatest of all animals, the whale, which not even 

the largest dinosaur exceeded in size. Nor have we been able 

to tell how such mammals as the bats, the phalangers, and 
the flying foxes made a successful invasion of the air. Such 

fascinating episodes have had to be sacrificed to the demands 
of conciseness and to the main object of this book, which is 

to present the record of Earth history in its broadest outline 
and in an easily comprehensible form. 

There is, however, one part of the mammalian story which 

has not so far been mentioned, but is yet of greater impor¬ 
tance than any other. This is the history of a small group of 

tree-dwelling insectivores who appeared in the record less 

than ioo million years ago, and gave rise to the lemurs, 
monkeys, anthropoid apes, and finally, in the last stage of 

Earth history, to man. This group, known as the Primates, 
demonstrated in its most obvious form a principle that had 

already been proved by the more progressive of the mam¬ 

malian orders. This principle was the vast superiority of 
brain over physical strength as a means to survival and 
power. 

We have already described how the great reptiles were 
instinctive automata rather than thinking beings, and how 

the aberrant groups of mammals who concentrated on size 
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iind useless physical development were simply repeating 
th/C reptiles* iRis^kc!. But for ornately not every group of 

fiwmintlt was led Into this evolutionary Wind alley, liven 
the lowest forms had made some kind of menial progress 

while the more advanced carnivorous groups had achieved 
a very high degree of intelligence Indeed, The Primates 

brought this process to its culminating point. They avoided 
the pitfalls of excessive physical specialization and concen¬ 
trated instead on developing the power of their Wains, The 
Story of these developments will be told in the final section 
of this book, when wc shall describe the malting of mao. 

But first we must finish the physical story of our Earth 

through the frozen centuries of the Great Joe Age, which 
formed ih* jetting for this meat recent and dramatic episode 
in the evolution of ILfij, 



CHAPTER 21 

THE FROZEN WORLD 

For many thousands of yean during the latest, or Quat#r- 

na-ry, period of Earth history the world Etas been clothed in a 
great shroud of Ece and mow. On scleral occaaiona glaciers 

have advanced from the poles to cover nearly a third of the 
land Surface of the globe, white arena now enjoying tem¬ 

perate* 01 oven sub-tropical* climates have been condemned 

lo a harsh and seemingly endless winter. At the height of the 

mflii recent period of intense cold, which Occurred about 
50,000 years ago, the European glaciers ground southward^ 

to the Thames* while the whole of temperate America 

became a bleak and inhospitable wilderness. 
There have been four such period* of intense glaciation, 

during che million-odd years of the Quaternary Period, 
Their occurrence was first deduced in E S3 J by die famous 

SwiswAmerkau biologist Louis Agassis. wlio discovered 

that the glaciers of the Alps hod. once spread out widely over 
the surTOonding lowlands. This led him to suggest that in 

comparatively recent geological time the climate was far 
mere severe than it b today - a view that was later reinforced 

by bis studies in Scotland and die United States. Although 

the theory was at first greeted with scepticism, Eli truth a 
now universally accepted* and the date and duration of the 

four Glacial Periods can bo estimated with some accuracy. 

The first gladabon occurred in the early part of the 
Quaternary between r million and -600,000 years ago' the 

second and thud ,11450,000 and qoo,noo years ago respec¬ 
tively; and the fourth aEiouL &o,ooo to 40,000 years ago. 
These Glacial Periods arc known coLLpCtively as the Great 

Ice Age, and they correspond to the Pleistocene Epoch of 

geological time. This was (he Period when the final touches 

were given to the shaping of the modem world, 
The term 'Great Ice Age* has mere poetic than scientific 

truth. The four periods of glaciation which it contains 
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occupied only a small fraction of its length, the major 

portion being taken up by the three comparatively ’ivarm 

and prolonged Interglacial Periods. Tho relationships of 
Glacial anti Interglacial Periods, with their names and 

approximate dates, are shown in the chart on the previous 

page. They are named after the Alpine localities where (he 
different gladal deposits are best displayed, and the dates, 
although necessarily approximate, arc In accordance with 

(he latest scientific estimates. 
One interesting fact that emerges from a study of the chan 

is that the Great Ice Age may not yet be over. The last 

glaciation occurred so recently that the Holocene may turn 

out to be not a new geological Epoch, but a fourth Inter, 
glacial Period. The ice is now retreating, but rime alone will 

show whether it will finally disappear Co leave the poles 

exposed, as was the case through so much of Earth history, 
or whether it will once again advance to plunge the world 

into the rigours of a fifth Glacial Period. If this should occur 
unprecedented problems will confront mankind. The ice 

sheets will cover the sites of many of the major cities of the 

Northern Hemisphere, and the greater part of the British 

Isles, as well as large tracts of the United States, will become 
uninhabitable. If we could glance now at some newspaper 

of the distant future we mijjht read how vast masses of the 

world’s pOpulalL&n were migrating Southwards before th( 
advancing ice. Or perhaps we should learn how atomic 

energy had allowed the scientists of that time to keep the 

glaciers themselves at bay. 
But we must return from these intriguing speculations to 

the sober facts revealed by our knowledge of the past. We 

now know that in Quaternary time the ice sheets of the 
Northern Hemisphere radiated from three main centres. In 

eastern Canada, round Hudson Bay, there was the great 

Laurentide ice sheet, which spread southward on occasion 

to the Missouri and Ohio river*. Nearer home. A Scandina¬ 
vian ice sheet covered the whole of northern Europe, includ¬ 

ing most of the British Isles,, which nt that time were joined 

to the continent. In Aria the principal ice; sheet had its 
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Centre in eastern Siberia. The area and thickness oFtijese ice 

sheets reached immense proportion* and their enormous 
weight caused a marked dPwn-warpmg of the continents on 
which they rested. For instance, the LameniEdt ice sheet 

aione had an area of over 4,600,000 square miles, whLcfi I* 
larger than the present Antarctic Continent. It was at least 
6,000 feet thick at the centre, and its weight caused the 

whole Of eastern Canada to sink by several hundreds of feet. 

In Europe today parts of Scandinavia are stilt rising at the 
rate of two inches every five years after their release from 
the wciglji pf the last ice sheet, which began to meft about 
iO,oon- years ago. 

Tile causes of these recurrent periods or gladation, lake 
those of all fundamental climatic changes in Earth history* 
arc incompletely known. It mma unlikely that any of che 

theories discussed earlier in this book could fully account 
foe the complicated fluctuations of temperature found in 
the Great Ice Age. The most plausible suggestion is that 
these were due to variations in the amount of heat actually 

emitted by the sun, perhaps related to sun spot activity. 
Unfortunately, however, ibeie is no proof that such varia¬ 

tions have occurred on anything like a sufficient scale to 
produce the comparatively rapid changes which we know 

to have taken place, We must therefore leave this baffling 
problem for a subject on which we have more satisfactory 

information - the efFect of these recurrent periods of cold on 
the evolution of life. 

Tlie Pleistocene, being so near to ut in time, is tlie best 
documented Epoch of the CcnosoEc. Fossil remains are 

abundant, and these have been supplemented on occasion 

by the preservation of whole animals deep froien in the 
Arctic snows. The classic example is the Itercsovka mam¬ 

moth mentioned in Chapter 5, whose flesh was stiEI edible 
after 20,000 year?, 

One of the most remarkable facts revealed by the fossil 
evidence is tliat the Pleistocene saw a marked tied me in 

mammalian life. This tendency had begun in the previous. 

Epoch with the exti notion of several genera and spedes and 
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the restriction of other* W a far mo-re limited range. Then, 

as the glaciers of the Great Ice Age alternately advanced 
and retreated across the northern continents* an increasing 
number of mammals began to fall by the wayside. Even the 

last 50*000 yean has seen the passing of numerous specie 
that were dominant during the earlier part of the Quater¬ 

nary Period. 
It is perhaps significant that many of these vanished types 

vCre of targe siae. Almost every major group of mammals 
was represented in the Pleistocene by at least one giant form 

that did not survive into modern times* Among the crea¬ 

tures that perished were the huge Australian marjnpi&li, 

several kind* of gigantic deer, the hfarre armadillos and 
ground slotlis of South America* and &LL the mammoths and 
mastodons of the Old and New Worlds. Climatic extremes 

and epidemics may have accounted for some of these casu¬ 

alties* but the destruction was OP W large a scale that once 
again we cannot ignore the possible influence of radial old 

age. Whatever the cause* the mammals today ate undoubt¬ 

edly on the wane. The only exception is man* who with the 

powers conferred upon him by the growth of Im conscious¬ 
ness seems to be embarking on an entirely new stage of the 

evolutionary adventure. 
Before succumbing to their fate, several of the Pleistocene 

giants made initially successful efforts C* adapt themselves 
to their icy environment by growing a protective £**t of 
thick hair. The huge woolly rhinoceros, Rhinvctn* tittup Fitnm, 

was- common in Europe down to a few thousand years ago* 

and vs -depicted in the cave paintings of the first true men. 
In England during the Fourth Glacial Period the woolly 

mammoth Etyhes pnmigmttf roamed in herds along the 

valley of the Thames* Soutliem England was at this time a 

land of steppe and tu ndra similar to Lapland and parts of 
northern Russia today, and the mammoth -shared his 

domain with the reindeer, the arctic fox* and the steppe 
marmot. Farther south, in France and Spain, the giant cave 

bear, .[/mu rpelatui, competed with primitive man for the 

caves and rock shelters of the Pyrenees. 
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In the warmer Interglacial Periods a new fauna moved 
into Europe from the su far tropical land; lying to (he south.. 

Such migrations were made posaibLe by the presence of two 

land bridges connecting southern Europe with the African 
continent, and dividing the Mediterranean into i pair oF 
inland lakes. One bridge ran from Spain to Morocco across 

tbi present Straits of Gibraltar, the other from the toe of 
Italy across Sicily to Tunis. As tJic see sheets retreated 

northwards,, vast herds of African game moved ac ross these 

tongues of Lind, followed by the predacious carnivurcs of the 
time. The woolly mammoth was replaced In France and 

England by a different species, Elephoe antiquef which had 
no need of a protective coat of hair. Hippopotamuses 

wallowed in the rivers of Oxford, Essex, and Kent, lions 
hunted in the Yorkshire dales, and scavenging hyenas 

followed in the train of the marauding sabre-toothed cats. 
In North America an equally impressive army of Plcirtn- 

ccne mammals roamed across the prairies or eked out a 

scanty living on the tundra that bordered the stOrm-swcpt 
ice hclds. There were four species of mammoths, ranging 

from creatures the size of a small Indian elephant to (he 
mighty MamnatSmi imptf&tsi, the imperial mammoth of the 

southern Great Plains, which stood over fourteen feet high 
at the shoulder. There wore woolly rh in necroses a rat camels 
and at least ten. species of wild horses. Finally there was the 

Royal bison, Bison Satrifrons, with horns Over sjk feet Long, 
and Bor pn7nigenfar, the aurochs, whose European cousin 

survived into quite recent times and, like the wootiy rhino¬ 
ceros, was often depicted in the magic drawings of die Stone 

Age cave painters. 
Preying on These herbivore? were the great American 

flesh-eaters such as SmUmIm, the last of the stabbing oats, 

and the lion-like Fells oirax whose bone* are com motvly found 
in the tar pits of Rancho la Brea near Los Angeles, Another 
creature from these parts was the dire wolf, C'cris dims,which 
probably ran down it* quarry in great packs as tvoLves do 

today. In addition to such extinct types there was a large 
assemblage of modern carnivores including the lynx and the 
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puma, or ‘American lion3, as well as ffuch smaller creatures 

as -weasels, otters, ratoons, and badgers. 
The record of Pleistocene birds is les lavish than that of 

die mammats as hind skeletons are not easily preserved, but 
a number of striking types are nevertlieieas known. The 

giant of the time was the ostrich'ELke nioi from Now Zealand 

scientifically known as Drnomis. This creature* which some¬ 
times attained a height of ovet ten feet* was exterminated by 

■fimsniirj the moa, Erom New Z<a]aiid ‘jJtfl) and 
hr:-.rij Madagascar 

She Maoris quite recently in human history, Another giant 

form which may have been exterminated by man was 

Aifyttrnis from. Madagascar. Although shorter than the moo, 

this bind laid the largest eggs known to science, with a 
capacity of over two gallons. The remains of these giant 

eggs, discovered by the early navigators, probably inspired 

Sinbad'i Stories of the mkh in the Arabian Nights. 
The catalogue of extinct creatures which peopled the 

world during (he final stages of the Pleistocene Epoch eotttd 
be indefimtdy prolonged, but with the moa and the half- 

legendary rukh ive muse bring it to an end. 1 hese strange 

birds of (be southern islands, and the shaggy mammalian 
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giants of the snows, mark the pawing of the unfamiliar 
world of the past and the dawn of the present age:, Even as 

they dwindled to i notion in thei r ci tad els tire vast legions 

of modern animals were spread across the globe In much the 

same fbtm as we know them today. There were Hons and 

elephants in Africa, tigers in India* and huge herds of hijon 
ranging the American plains, The numbers and distribution 

of these creatures have fluctuated with the passing of the 
centuries, but the general pattern of modern Life was already 
established 20,odd years ago. 

With this final contingent in the procession oflLTe we cOme 

Co the end of the record of pre-human evolution. Beginning 
with a void and formless planet, we have watched the 

growth of life from a microscopic speck of jelly, pulsating ftl 
the meeting place of msl and hind, to a varied array of 
organisms of unbelievable size, power, and complexity. 

We have seen the geological bnckground of the drama 
sculpted for each different scene and we have reflected cm 

the mighty forces that have brought these changes about. 
Finally, we have follow^ die fluctuating fortunes of the 

successive groups of animats, and wondered at the immense 

vitality tbai seemed perpetually to drive them towards their 
unknown goal. 

But the time has now come when we, the human spec¬ 
tators of the drama, must watch the entry of out Own 

ancestors on to tine stage. So far the history of the Primates, 
that great group of mammals front which man derives* has 

scarcely been touched upon. This is because it is so tremen' 

dously important, and so pregnant with possibilities for 
suggesting the whole future course of evoluLEon, that it was 
thought best to devote a third Section of our book (o this 

subject alone. However foolhardy the Starch may seem It is 
in the story of the FcLmate group* if anywhere at iill, that 

wt may find a hint of the meaning of evolution and of die 
possible goal towards which life is moving. 

it 



PART THREE 

The Rise of Mankind 

CHAPTER SQ 

MAN’S RELATIONS 

Ukt«l tluc last hundred years or so the human race was 
regarded by moat Europeans, whether educated PC not, 

as the final product of a six-day creation. Man, it waj 

assumed, had been selected by God a* the climax and muni j 

i’tirt of the creative process, and it was only because of Eve’s 
lamentable Indiscretion in the Carden of Eden that he was 
denied the fall enjoyment of fail birthright* The animals, 

although created on the same day as man, were evidently of 

a different and distinctly inferior 5tocbr The main reason for 

their existence was doubtless to ensure that the pampered 
overlords of creation should have a plentiful supply of food* 

It was not easy for human beings, who had. always regar- 

ded them selves as especially privileged beings, to face the 

fact that they were simply upgraded apts. Darwins1'doctrine 
of natural selection, and particularly his account of tht 

descent of man from animal ancestors, tame as ft great shock , 

10 many naive a nd simple people who seemed, inexplicably, 
to think it more ignoble to rise than to fall. But fortunately 

most Of the hysterical opposition to Darwinism has now i 
abated, and what wftj once the * theory' of evolution, mod i- 1 
Ged in detail but the same in essence, has passed into the j 
body of scientific knowledge. Today it is no longer necessary ] 

jh it was even fifty years ago, to defend the simple fact (hat 
men, apes, and monkeys belong to the same great family* 

The evolution of man during the last million years, when 

he acquired all his most distinctive attributes, will be con- ] 

sidered more fully in the neat chapter, Here we mutt first 
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briefly review the history of the great Primate group to 

w!j:eh he belongs and took at sqm* of the existing kinda of 

animals who can claim to be- his nearest relations. Man's 
Closest relatives in the modem world are the four genera of 

anthropoid ap« - gorillas, chEmpanrees, orangntarK, and 
gibbons, Second. to these come the monkeys, including the 

advanced ey-[>cs of Africa and Eurasia and the generally 
more primitive varieties found in South America. Third Jj 
the little Indonesian mammal known as Tanim, which is 
the sole survivor of a group that probably played a very 

important part in the ancestry of the higher Primates. 
Finally come the lemurs, an extremely primitive branch of 

tlie Primate stock now almost entirely confi ned to the island 
of Madagascar. 

The resemblances between man and the anthropoid apes 

are apparent even to che roost superficial inspection, a nd arc 
made doubly clear by a study of Primate anatomy anti 
behaviour. For instance, every bone in man's skeEetfm can 

be paralleled by a similar bene in the skeleton of any of the 

great apes, while hia muscles arc identical En structure and 

pattern, his blood circulates by the same mechanism, and 
even his brain, although much larger iu sire, is similar iii 
its basic materia]* and organisation. In betiaviour we can 

often sec in apes the embryonic expression of many of die 
patterns found in young or intellectually immature humans. 
Man is, in fact, far closer to th* gorilla and chimpanzee than 

are the Latter to the more primitive members of the Primate 
group. 

Monkeys are considerably further removed from man 
than the great apes, but many of them still show remarkably 

human char ac tens ties. For example, their eyes, like l hose of 
the apes and man, are set close together in the front of the 

head, thus enabling them to enjoy stereoscopic vision. The 
sense oTsmrJl lj less important than i n the lower animals, and 
the forelimbs are specialized for handling food and other 

objects. The monkey brain, too, ls exceptionally wetl-devcb 

oped, and in some af the smaller species has a greater weight 
relative to that of the body than in any other mammal, 
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The extraordinary little Tarthss from the East Indies, 

although far less advanced than the monkeys, is also dis¬ 

tantly ret a ted to the human family. Whereas most mammals 
have Long muzzles, Tmfra has the flat face typical of the 

higher Primates. Its huge eyes are set dtM together in the 
head and its brain is large in proportion to its tiny body. 

Lemurs represent an even more primitive type lhnu Tdraitr. 

Many of them hive the long fcn-like snout* of the leu 
advanced mammalian groups and their eyes are for the 

mast part widely spaced- 
Of course, ah the modern Primate groups (bar we have 

just mentioned ,w far too specialized for any one kind to be 

directly ancestral to any other ; the idea that ‘met! are 
descended from monkey's1 is one of the early misconception* 
about Darwinism that is still repeated by people who prefer 

an easy catch-phrase to the trouble of finding out the facls. 

But what is undeniably true is tbit at some time in the past 
a group of animals existed froon which men, apes, monkeys, 

Twsjtu, and the Lemurs *U derived. The animals of this 

group no more resembled modern monkeys than they did 

(lie modern Tfffflir, ape, or lemur, bu-t the potentialities for 

development In all these directions must have been present 

cr (he existing races of Primates would never have evolved. 
Have we any grounds for asserting what this ancestral 

group cf animals may have been like? Well, we can say from 
cur knowledge of the way (bat evolution works that its 

members were undoubtedly both smaller and less specialised 

than any Of the existing Primate forms. It seems likely, also, 

that they were arboreal, for every Primate baa bands and 
foet that arc in varying degrees specialized for a tree-dwell- 

ing life. Them arc several other lints of evidence connected 

with eyesight and brain development, but there is unfor¬ 

tunately no space to describe these fully here. We must 
therefore content ourselves with the summary statement 

that (he remote ancestors of the Primates, and therefore of 
man, were probably small arboreal insect-eaters very like 

the modern Oriental creatures known as tree shrews. It 
is likely that these had evodved from small tree-dwelling 
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vcptiEu during the Jurassic division of the Mesozoic Fm, 

nnd that by the tun* the d inosaur? had met their fate they 

ltad already begun to differentiate along the various line* of 

development that were to give rise to the Primates of todayr 

It is odd W reflect that one of these lines, stemming more 

than yo million years ago from a group of smalt and iaksigni- 

flcaot mammals, was to evolve into I he race that sculpted the 
Venus de- Milo and the Winged Victory of Samothraot, 
Conceived the possibility of wireless communication and 

atomic fission, and learnt to calculate the distance and 
internal temperatures of die stars. 

A tree i!ir«w (ktl); Jiotluadhi, mi EoCcUt Itroutr (centre}; 

A modern Linier 

So^far in this discussion of man’s relations we have not 
mentioned the contribution made to our knowledge by the 

scienec of palaeontology. Unfortunately tine fossil record of 
the Primates is not nearly so full as it Is for other branches of 
the Ammal Kingdom. There arc Several good reasons to 
account for this fact. For fttample, Primates arc more intel¬ 
ligent than any other animal group, and therefor* seldom 

sustain death hy drowning, which is one of the surest ways 
in which hones are preserved. They also mainly inhabit 

forested areas where organic acids En the sell tend to destroy 

their remains before they become fossilized. Yet despite these 
factors several fossils of ancestral Primates are known, 
especially from the early part of the Tertiary Period . The 

Oiigocene is less well documented, but when we come to the 
Miocene and Pliocene there arc some tantalizing remains of 

early apes, a? weil as creatures that may have been directly 
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UHt:ml to mafl- FinaJly, in, the PJdrtOWn^ the fim 
undoubted human types apptat and we see the beginnings 
of tool-using and tool-making which have caused this time 

to be railed the Old Stone Age. These first atone tools, and 

!hc fttaila aaodated with them, will he discussed WhHW 
tc|j what 3a known about man’s immediate ancestry. Here 

we will restrict ourselves to the rannini of earlier and 1™ 

advanced Primates, „ 
Tlte oldest Primate fossils yet discovered consist ot teeth 

and fragments of bone dating from the Palaeogene and 
Eocene of Europe and North America, Among the best 

known are those belonging to the ancestral European lemur 
Adaph and its American relation Jfalhmtui, both from die 
Eocene There are also numerous fragmentary remains of 

tarsi ers of at least twenty-five different genera from the same 

Epochs, Some of these may have been ancestral to the 

moneys and apes which began to develop eh the Qligwene, 

about 45 million years ago. 
Olieoeene strata below a dried-up lake in Egypt produced 

the earliest fossil remains of a true anthropoid. This cretim re 

i, known as ParspUlveas, Qt ^ar ape\ and it was recon¬ 
structed from a single jaw-bone and a few teeth. It wa* quite 

a small animal, scarcely the size of an organ-grinds 
raonVev, and its tedh suggest that it lived on a muted diet K 

fruit, insects, birds' egg*, and small reptile*. Anatomists arc 

agreed chat Parapithtms was certainly descended from the 

primitive taraier SW*, and it is very probable alto that -t 

was ancestral to the great apes of today, and even pcwUy 

to mankind. 
Slightly later than Ruaptihntt A somewhat larger Primate 

Lived In the same part of Egypt, This likewise is known only 
from S single jaw bone and has been called by paLaeontolo- 

gists PropfapiMtw, It WAS about the size of * *mad gibbon 
Atid seems to represent a more advanced Jtngc of evolution 

than its oredecessor. Although the evidence is insufficient to 

indicate its exact position in Primate ancestry, it too may 
have been in the direct line of descent that led to the earliest 

men. 
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[t was probably during the time that tiiese ape.like 

m&tuia were chattering in (he (me tops of the North 
African jungles that the higher Primate* Ixjgati to difttren- 
tintc into the two Jlnes that led, on the one hand* to the 

modern Old World monkeys and, on the other* to mauand 
the four great man-like ape-s of today, lint palaeontologists 

are not agreed its to exactly when in Primate evolution the 
apiit took place. Some lwlieve that Paraplih^ci^ was ancestral 
to both monkeys and apes, others that the monkeys had 

already branched oft from the main stem at an earlier -date. 
But what is now certain is that by the Miocene, Epoch there 
'verc several great groups of apes living in Africa* who were 
not cmiy quite separate from the monkey line of develop¬ 
ment but were the ancestors of the modem anthropoid aper 

The three most Important genera of Miocene apes were 
tlioso known respectively as Proanuul, Plivpt&fatit and Dije- 
piikfcu-i. Of these PrxnTisnt is known only from Africa, but 

the other two apparently radiated northwards and t&JC* 
wards into Europe and Asia during the later part of the 

h Iki'idie, PrUttatai - or Pfofomui qfncaims, to name the tr'iOST 
important species - is known from several jaw-bones and 

part of a skull discovered in the Lake Victoria region of 
Kenya Colony and first described by Dr A. T. Hopivood of 
the British Museum (Natural Histoiy). TIlEj animal was 
smaller than a chimpanzee and is regarded by some author¬ 
ities as a chimpanzee ancestor. On the ocher hand it stilt 

remained sufficiently unspecislized to be a possible forebear 
of rtiatL. The- second genus* Pli<*pilfircntt was a European 
form. It is not regarded as part of the human line of descant 

but was almost certainly ancestral to the modern gibbons. 
Finally, and most important of all, there is Dryapithtew, the 

'tree ape1*, which is widely known from the Miocene of 

Europe and the Miocene and Pliocene of Asia. Dontrovsesy 
has raged around this animal ever since its discovery, some 
authorities regarding it as an ancestor of both men and apes* 
while others believe that the human line branched off on an 

individual path some E ime before DsyspitAtnn appeared. The 

evidence for and agaimt the various theories is based on the 
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spedaiizaticms of the teeth and bona in the different iped« 
of Drjofithttui that arc known, and unfortunately it must 

remairt inconclusive until further discoveries have bom 

made- Meanwhile all we can my u that re. 
sembled a lightly built chimpanzee and was very possibly 

ancestral to several of our modem apes* even ifweoundvea 

E?re not numbered among its progeny. 

jPrtvt*"''*-1^ -ft jfcaaabLe eT man. 

We have now reached a point in our narrative where we 

can fairly claim to bto-i the threslrold of IrUC human hlftcry. 

The creatures that we shall he describing in the following 
thaler, although not true men of the genua Homo, ate 

undoubtcdiy either directly ancestral to man or only very 
slightly off the main line of evolution. But before wc embark 

on this final and in many ways moat thrilling episode In 
Earth history* let us briefly recapitulate the facts of Primate 

evolution as they have jo far appeared to us. 
The Primates, we have seen* are the highest order of the 
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i AnimalI Kingdom. They first appeared With < he Other ranm- 
; malai when the dtxttmun jtid dominated the Earth, ajul to 

avoid competition with their reptilian overlords theyre- 

itta.ned comparulively small and restricted themnelvei to a 
I trce-dweEting life, Ihis enforced seclusion proved unexpec- 

ted Ly Co he one of the main causes of the Primates' unique 

iuccca. Lire m the trees demanded strong1 hand? well adap- 

I 1 11 C° ™S Wl w Ewughs. Jumping fr&m branch to branch 
called not only for keen eyesight, but for the stereoscopic 
vuton resulting from the migration of the cy„ from the sides 

of the head, to the front, Most important of all, the great 

powers of co-ordination and i ntelligertfe required in moving 
througli the tree tops, and avoiding larger and more pewer- 

ful animals, tended to produce a considerably more efficient 
and complicated brain. 

VVith many animals specialization is inclined to decrease 
I flexibility and thr power to adapt, Fortunately the sperialia- 

ationa made by tlie Primates were not of this kind. Agility, 

versatile hands, and an, enlarged brain were all attributes 

that eouLd he turned to good account at a later stage in 

their evolution. Moreover, in several d irections the Primates 
avoided Specialization altogether. They became neither strict 
carnivores nor strict vegetarians and learnt to sulwist on 
anything that came their way. Being mainly tree-dwellcrf, 
they retained a flexibility of movement denied lo creatures 

wlm were permanently confined to the single physical plane 
of the ground. 

But il was undoubtedly the increase in the size of the brain 
that gave the Primates their greatest evolutionary advan¬ 
tage. They were the first great order of creatures on the 
Earth to specialise on mental rather than physical power. 
It is perhaps not too much to say that this diversion of 

evolutionary energy from physical into mental channels was 

the greatest single revolution in the history of life since the 
first appearance of many ■celled organisms in the Prc- 

! Cambrian seas. Tt represented not just another experiment 
within the limits of the old physical formulae but a com¬ 

pletely new line of development. It was virtually a mass 
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relation, or >mp', made frot*i one plane of development 

to an entirely new cue. _ 
The first result of the growth of the Primate bram was an 

enormous speeding up in the rate of emotion. This wu 
nidecl with dK appearance of the first men by the increasing 
use external equipment, A fundamental characteristic of 

man is that ho ujea hi* brain IP increase the efficiency of his 
body to cope with any particular situation. Whereas a tiger, 

for example, kills with teeth ruid claws which took many 
thousands of yean to evolve, man’s brain enables him to 
manufacture weapons to fulfil the same function m the apace 

ofa few horns- Again, whereas many animal* adapt ihcm- 

iclvcs to cold by growing longer and thicker coals and ar* 
then tied to their chosen environment for bfo, man can 

migrate at will between the tropics and the polo, putting On 
*r discarding do thing with every change of temperature. 

liitampicS such as these could easily he multiplied ano they 
demOtistcate how overwhelmi ng is the advantage conferred 

by brain power on these animals who are fortunate enough 

to possess it. , , , , 
In the next chapter, after dealing with Austral&fnthttvs, the 

1 southern s.pc\ which occupies an intermediate position 

between apes and men, wc shad enter on the age of the tool- 
making Primates, when brain power finally pro vedits worth 

and fwept idsla to the donurntpoti of the Earth. This tame 
includes the Old Stone Age, which emends from shortly 

after the dawn of the Pleistocene until about ]Oyoqo years 

ago, and the Middle and New Stone Ages, which bring uS 

into the age of written history- But tool-making, wfl may 

reflect, is not confined to the chipping of stone. It a a stage 
of evolution that is still in its heyday and seems Likely to 
persist for many thousands of years. Whether it is Still the 
most vital instrument of human progress, or whether, 

indeed, the growing efficiency of man's material equipment 
is not POW a positive menace to his survival, is a question 

that must remain in aljeyance u nti! the end of our story. 
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ME?* OF THE DAWN 

Our knowledge of the man-apes and sub-men of the dawn 

^Mam™ ftutory is derived from two main sollpcst, First, 
thcirc Is the evidence of ioKil remains, of which many new 

^Tid important discoveries have been, made during the last 
thirty years. Second, there is the evidence of the various 

implements used by early man in his gradual progress to¬ 

wards cultofe and civilization. The fbssIEj themselves arc 
comparatively ram and fragmentary, but arc nevertheless 
th* all-important clues to the anatomy of ilie different types 

of men and their place in the human family. The implements 
differ from age to age and area to area, and give us invalu¬ 
able information concerning man's mental progress, They 

arc sometimes found in association with fossil bones, but 
more often on their avm, for their durability has enabled 

them to survive in conditiuns which would have caused 
bones to crumble away. 

The family tree of the true men seems to have bad its 
roots in Africa where the great man-like apes also went 
through the earliest stages of their development. The main 

Centro of interest then shifted to Asia whEfe^ as wo shall see, 
die first known forebears of modern manmade ihdr appear¬ 
ance. The ancestors of these creatures had probably mi¬ 
grated there from Africa in the Pliocene or early m the 
Pleistocene, but there is no fossil evidence of intermediate 

forms to show how they evolved. The final chapters in the 
story belong mainly to Europe, where there was- tint a 
primitive stock that was probably descended directly from 

African forefathers and then the modem species, Hama 

who seems 10 have migrated westwards during the 
Fourth Glacial Period from an unidentified locality i n Ati*. 
Incidentally, ie U a remarkable fact that neither great apes 

nor men appear to have had any independent evolution in 

America or Australia. Fossil remains of men and apes arc 
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unknown from either of these continents and there are no 
Stone cultures of certain Ftedstoeenc date. America was tint 

peopled with its primitive races by eastward migrations 
Mnifi the Bering Straits in comparatively recent Itmcs, 

while the Aborigines' voyaged to Australia from south' 

eastern Asia not jnarcthtm 15^000 years ago. 
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Before we discuss the bones and implements and try to 

build op a picture of whit Use earliest men were like, it will 
help us if we can establish some hind of general framework, 

into which the successive events and discoveries can be 

fitted. The Calendar of Human History, abovcj 5s an attempt 

to achieve thkj but we. should remember that them can be 

00 definitive chronology for an age so long n£0- At best we 
can only indicate a few important landmarks and show the 
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sequence in which the different human and near- 
human Primates appeared. With the industries we «n be 
even less exact for they persisted fur different length * of time 
in different areas *o that prehistoric culture, like modern 
civilization, was often more advanced in one place than 
another. 

It will be seen from the Calendar that Pleistocene time is 
| enti rely occupied by the sing]* cul tural period known w the 

Palaeolithic, or Old -Stone Age. in the succeeding Holocene 

1 Epoch we have the cultural periods knosm as the Mesolith ic 
or Middle Stone Age-, the Neolithic or New Stone Age, and 
finally the Age of Metals which only now in the twentieth 
century A.n„ seems to he giving plate to an age of plastics, 

iind atomic science. Tltete three Holocene, or 'wholly 
recent3, periods cover the transition of man from a hunting 
and food-gathering existence to the highly complex state of 
society known as civilization, and their detailed discussion 

hes beyond the scope of thij Ijook. Here we must restrict our- 
selves to the Palaeolithic, which saw the latest stage of man's 
physical evolution. 

The Pahteoltthic Age is general ly divided into three stages. 
The Early, or Lower, Palaeolithic began with the dawn of 
the Pleistocene between a million and 600,000 years ago and 
lasted until the Third Glacial Period. The Middle Palaeo¬ 
lithic covered the whole of the Third Interglacial Period and 
the beginning of the Fourth Glacial Period. The Late or 
Upper Palaeolithic, which saw the appearance of tire first 

true men. Lasted from roller less than GOjoOo ycare ago uni Ll 
the end of the Pleistocene in alientt Sooo a.c. These sLsges 

wLU lte reviewed in this and the two following chapters, 
but first we must bell the atory of the extraordinary early 

Pleistocene man-ape known as Austrakpilhtfai, who is better 
qualified than any other Primate for the time-honoured, 

role of4 missing link1. 

In 1925 th<r fossil brain east and incomplete skull of a 
yosrng Primate were found in a limestone cave deposit at 

Taungs in Bechuanalancl, South Africa. The remains were 
examined by Professor Raymond Dart of Johajincsb urg 
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who was excited to find that they showed a remarkable com¬ 

bination of human and ape-like characteristics. Professor 
Dart named the creature Australopithecus, or the ‘southern 

ape’, expressing the view that it was much nearer to man 
than any previously discovered fossil, and might even be in 

the direct line of human descent. Controversy raged over 

this verdict for more than fifteen years until, in 1936 and 

1938 respectively, two further finds were made which enab¬ 
led new light to be thrown on the problem. The first, made 

by Dr Robert Broom of the Transvaal Museum, Pretoria, 

was of a fairly complete brain cast with much of the lower 

half of the skull and face and some of the teeth. The second 
was made quite by chance by a schoolboy who was taking a 

short cut over the top of a hill. He saw a skull projecting 
from a rock and hammered it loose with a stone. This was 

hardly calculated to improve it, but again by pure chance a 

fragment of it found its way to Dr Broom, who set off post¬ 

haste for the boy’s school. At the end of an anxious journey 
the boy was found and to use Broom’s own words, ‘drew 

from the pocket of his trousers four of the most wonderful 

teeth ever seen in the world's history’. 
The finds of 1936 and 1938 were recognized by Dr Broom 

as belonging to creatures very similar to Australopithecus, and 
he grouped them all together in a single sub-family, the 

Australopithecmae. The similarities of these southern apes to 

man were now more than ever apparent, and their close 

connexion with human origins was recognized by many, 

if not all, authorities. Although the jaws were large, as in 
chimpanzees and orangutans, the canine teeth were much 

reduced, as in man, and the skulls had highly arched fore¬ 

heads and comparatively large brain pans. Most remarkable 
of all, modifications in the bones connecting the skull with 

the neck made it clear that the head was placed further back 
on the shoulders than in apes, suggesting that Australopithecus 

and his cousins almost certainly stood and walked erect. 

This view has been confirmed by the discovery of a number 

of skeletal bones, including a hip bone, having a mixture of 

ape-like and human characters. 
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On the evidence that has so far come to light anthro¬ 

pologists have hazarded several guesses as to how these 
southern apes may have lived. They were certainly ground- 
dwellers, occupying caves in low hillsides far from the great 

forests, and they probably subsisted by a combination of 
hunting and food-gathering. The food most readily available 

1 to them would have been small mammals such as hares, 

moles and rock rabbits, and they would doubtless have eked 
this out with nuts and wild berries. They probably com¬ 
bined together into troops to hunt the smaller gazelles and 

1 antelopes of the plains, and although they did not appar¬ 

ently make stone took, they may have used clubs of wood as 
instruments of the chase. Even if these South African man- 

; apes were not yet men, they were certainly an unmistakable 
pointer to the way that evolution was going. 

I For the second episode in our story the scene shifts from 
Africa to the Far East. Here, over fifty years ago, were dis¬ 
covered the remains of a creature which is now generally 

I accepted by anthropologists as the most distant known 

ancestor of living men. This dawn man, who lived during 

and possibly before the Second Interglacial Period, was dis¬ 
covered in 1890 and 1891 by a young Dutch anatomist 
named Eugene Dubois. Dubois, while still a student at the 

University of Amsterdam, had asserted that the East Indies 
would be a likely place to search for early human fossils. 

1 After trying unsuccessfully to persuade the Dutch Govern¬ 
ment to finance an expedition, he resigned his post in 
Amsterdam and joined the army os a surgeon in the Dutch 
East Indies. He spent all his off-duty hours in hunting for 
fossil bones and at length, after several years of patient 
searching, his perseverance was rewarded with success. At 
the village ofTrinil, on the Solo River in Java, he unearthed 
the brain cast of a fossil Primate that was undoubtedly of 
primitive human type. He named his find Pithecanthropus 

t erectus, the ‘erect ape-man’, and it has since become one of 
• the most famous and important witnesses in the story of 

I fossil man. 
Since 1936 several new discoveries have been made in 
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Java which have greatly added to our knowledge of Piihe- 

eanlhropiu. The original remains have been supplemented by 
a jawbone, several skull fragments, and the skull of an 
infant, many of them in an excellent state of preservation. 

There is now no doubt that this ape-man of Java was an 
erect-walking Primate ancestral to some of the less advanced 

races of modern men. His brain capacity was about 940 

cubic centimetres, which compares with 600 c.c. for the 

great apes, 1,200 c.c for primitive modern races, and 1,500 
c.c. for a modem European. By our own standards, then, 

Java man was not very bright, but he represented a great 
advance over any Primate genus that had previously 

appeared. His body was short but heavily built, and his 

skull, with its receding forehead, beetling brows, and pro¬ 
truding mouth, was supported by an exceptionally thick 

neck. From the evidence of a single fossil femur it is believed 
by some authorities that his stance and gait was like that of 

modem man, but he probably carried his head projecting 
rather far forward from his shoulders. Whatjava man thought 

or felt we can only guess at. He almost certainly had some 

sort of social organization, for even apes have that, and the 

development of his brain in the special areas associated with 

speech suggests that he may have had a primitive language 
for the interchange of ideas. But we have no evidence what¬ 

ever of his social practices, nor whether he had yet begun to 

be disturbed by that cosmic fear which lies at the base of 

primitive religion. 
Before leaving the Far East we must mention one other 

dawn-man who is of even more importance than the ape- 

man of Java and is closely related to him. This is a creature 

identified by the Canadian anatomist Professor Davidson 

Black from a single toothfound in 1927 at the Chinese village 
of Choukoutien, about forty miles south-west of Pekin. 

Professor Black named his discovery Sinanthropus, or ' China 

man ’, but later discoveries in the same area of remains of 
over forty individuals of this type of man have led to his 

being placed in the same genus as Java man, with the name 
Pithuanlhroptu pekintnsii, the ‘ape man of Pekin*. 
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Pekin man, if we are to judge by the lire of his brain, can 
reasonably claim to be the first intellectual. Professor Franz 

vVeidenreich, who made an exhaustive examination of all 
^ material available, showed that the brain capacity of 
the Chinese skull* varied from 850 cc to 1,300 c.c., with 

an average of 1,075 This average was 315 c.c. higher 
than that of the Java skulls, and the largest specimen equal¬ 

led the average brain capacity of the modern South African 
bushman. These figures are not unimpressive for a race of 
men who lived between a quarter and half a million years 
ago. 

In other respects also Pekin man was remarkable. Qparte 
implements found in his caves show that he was a tool 
maker - possibly the first in human history — while there is 
evidence of the existence of numerous hearths, which show 
that he had already discovered the use of fire. In some caves 
the charred bones of animals associated with the hearths 

give us a fascinating glimpse of his cooking activities. There 
is even evidence that fried human brains may have figured 

on the menu of these earliest Chinese kitchens; several 

cracked fossil skulls show that their owners undoubtedly met 

with a violent death, and they have been broken open in a 

way that would have assisted the extraction of their con¬ 
tents. As no other race of fossil men of this time is known 

from these regions, the presumption is that Pekin man was a 
cannibal - and an epicurean cannibal at that. 

We have now reached the period of human history when 
the focus of interest begins to shift from Africa and Asia to 

Europe, where man was destined to enjoy the most ad¬ 
vanced stages of his development. The story of European 
man from the earliest known fossils until the dawn of civiliz¬ 
ation will form the subject of the rest of this book. But it must 

be prefaced here by a brief word on the early development 
of his implements, which will henceforward play an increas¬ 
ingly important part in our story. 

The earliest tools to be recognized by archaeologists, 
which date from early Pleistocene times, have been given 

the name of eoli ths, or' dawn stones'. These are stones which 
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although hearing evidence of use by man, have not appar¬ 
ently been deliberately fashioned by him* Captive apes 
K>day will use a bamljoc stick to reach a banana Lying just 

beyond their reach outside their cage, Similarly* primitive 

men undoubtedly employed sticks and naturally fractured 
stones to supplement the usw of their hands* The custom of 

cutting trees with natural unflaked Slones, which persists 

toduy among the aborigines of Australia, is a remarkable 
survival fopm the dawn of Pleistocene time when man was 

exclusively a tool-using, not a tool-making, amcn.il- 
The next stage was the deliberate chipping of stone to 

produce a sharp Implement. The earliest examples of this of 

which we have detailed knowledge are the quart® tools of 

the Choukoutien cAY£ deposits of China, already mentioned 
in connection with Pekin man. It is fascinating to picture a 

near ancestor of Pekin man costing round for a naturally 

Sharp stone with which, perhaps* to skin an animal he had 
caught, and then, unable to find one, creating an irtUdal 
cutting edge by striking a stone against the rocky wall of his 

cave. He was, had ho hut known ft, the first experimenter in 

tho Long tradition of human craftsmanship that has led to 
the motor car* the television set and the jet aero-engmo. 

As time wont on knowledge of tool-making spread over 

the whole of the three continents of the Old World and a 
number of different cultural traditions sprang up* Some of 
these had probably stemmed from independent discoveries 

qf the principle of tool-making in different parts of the 

world; others resulted from the modification of a smgle 

tradition as it spread into new areas and was adapted to 

special uses by different groups off men. Apart from the 
Choukoutienian culture of Pekin man tliere were three 

main traditions of tool-malting in Lower Palaeolithic times. 
These were named respecdvely the Abbevilfe-Adteulcan* 

the CLactonian, ar.d the hevalloisian* after the localities 

where characteristic examples of their toots are commonly 

found. But the cultures themselves often had an enormous 
range- Thui hand-axes of Abbevllle-Acheulean type arc 

found in such widely separated areas as South Africa* 
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south-eastern India, and southern England while Leva]- 
oisian flake tools are found all over Europe as well as in 

many part of Africa and Asia. 

We have no space here for a detailed discussion of the 
tools in these various cultures, which would in any case be 
tedious except for the specialist. But it is important to note 
that their evolution was well under way long before men 
of our own species appeared on the Earth, and that a Lower 

Implement! uted by early man. i and 9: Eolithi. 3 and 4: Cboukoutien- 
Ian, j and 6: LevaUoiiUn. 7: Abbevillean. 8 and 9: Acheolean 

Palaeolithic hand-axc, primitive as it may appear to us 

today, represented in its time an extremely high level of 
cultural achievement. In the following chapters we shall sec 
how these earliest kinds of tools progressed in the direction 
of greater efficiency and refinement. Meanwhile we should 
not forget what we owe to our ancestors in the dawn of 
human life. Seated in their caves and jungle squatting 
places, laboriously shaping primitive tools from the intrac¬ 

table stone, they were paving the way for all the richly 
varied crafts and industries of the modern world. 
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THE FIRST EUROPEANS 

Max has apparently made bis home in Europe from early 

tn the Pleistocene, hut until the beginning of the Third 
Interglacial Period - say a3o,0oa years ago - our knowledge 

of him depends almost entirely cn two enigmatic and frag¬ 

mentary [osails, Thae are a heavy jawbone and teeth found 

in 1907 by Dr Otto Echoeicnsack in a sand pit at Mauer 

near Heidelberg hi Germany, and the shuli and jaw bon* of 
the notorious Piitdown man of Susses:, who has caused more 

controversy and nn&yanoe among anffirfipoVtgtel than any 

Other singl e specimen in the record of fossil man. 
The story of Piltdown man is worth recounting in some 

detail For it well exemplifies some of the problems of anthro¬ 
pological research, and is udt without a surprising dftHMflCHl. 

One day in srjoS n LeW*s solicitor named Charles Dawson 

was walking along a farm road near PiLtdown Common 

in Sussex. As well as being a lawyer he wK an amateur 
anthropologist and antiquary, and he was therefore interes¬ 

ted to observe lh*t the road was being mended with a type 
Of brown flint not usually found Ln the district. He enquired 

abouE the source of the flints, and learnt that they' came 
from a nearby grave! pit well outside the limit shown on the 

geological map for the occurrence of this kind of stone. 

Much interested, he visited the pit and asked the workmen 

there to keep a good look-out for fossils. A few days later he 
returned and one of the workmen handed him a fragment 

of an unusually thick human skull-bone- This was the first 

link in th* chain that led eventually to the reconstruction of 

PiLtdown man. 
Encouraged by his success, Dawson returned to rhe site 

again and again. He w*nt through, lb* deposit from one end 

to the other, and exhorted th* workmen to continue their 

searching; but unfortunately no further finds were. made. 
Three years later, however, he was Eospecting one of the 
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dump pi ks when lie tame across part of Ihc forehead of the 
akull, including the upper comer of the eye ■socket, Hu per- 

Severance being thus rewarded he d^rded to suljmit his 
finds to the JAmom palaeontologist Sir Arthur Smith Wood¬ 
ward Of the British Museum. Smith Woodward agreed 

the immense importance of lit find and the two men im¬ 

mediately intensified the search with the aid of specially 

hned workmen. Nett spring more parts of the upper portion 
Of the skull came to light cm the dump, and Smith Wood¬ 
ward himsetf found a piece of the back of the head. Daw«n, 
searching a few feet from the spot when; the first find had 

been made four yean previously, recovered half of a lower 
jawbone, Pilldown min was beginning to take sltapc, and 
in SgiSj after SmiLh Woodward had math a reconstruction 
of tho skuEE, a detailed description of it was given to the 
scientific world. 

Immediately, the FiEtdown skull, whose owner \wi been' 
named Esantjnapus, or 'dawn imu\ became die subject of 

violent controversy, The age of the find was generally 
regarded as early Pleistocene, but anthropologists were 

puzzled by the extraordinary differences l>ctween tlw skull 
iuelf and the jawbone associated with it. Whereas the 
former had the contours and general characteristics ofa man 
Of fairly advanced type, the tatter was virtually indistioguLsh- 

able Iron: the jawbone of an ape. This gave rise to the sus¬ 
picion that, although the skutl and the jawbone had been 
found so dose together, they were net correctly associated. 

The scientific world was divided into two camps, Smith 

Woodward, Sir Arthur Keith, Sir Grafton Clliot Smith, and 
other distioguisEvcd anthropologists, hotly defended tEic cor¬ 

rectness of the association. It wou ld surely bo loo great a 
coincidence, they argued, ilsat ih* jawbone, without the 

skull, of an ape, and the skull, without the jawbnnfc, of a 
man should be found within » few feel of each other. 
They must, in laei, both belong to a previously unknown 

type of sub-man with an advanced type of skull and an 

exceptionally primitive jaw. Other equally eminent authori¬ 
ties disagreed with this view. They fdt that the diiferont 
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characteristics of tho skull lind the jaw made it impossible 

to believe that they bodi belonged B the same individual. 
Then in 1915 an event occurred which greatly streng¬ 

thened the claims of the Smith Woodward school of thought. 

This was the discovery by Dawson, at a place two miles 
away from tlte original site, of another Ettartihropos skull 

fragment and a lower molar tooth similar to the weth 

found in the first jawbone. It seemed roo much to believe 
that tltis second find, so exactly consistent with the first in 

the association of an ape-like tooth with part of a man-hlte 
skull, should nl.-o be the result of coincidence. Even the moat 

sceptical began to waver and the dawn man of Piltdown, 

strange mixture though he was of man and upe3 waj geC4f- 
nllv admitted to have established his nuthonticiiy. 

Eut this was not the end of the Story. Several authorities, 
especially in America, still could not believe in the correct¬ 

ness of associating the skull and ihe jaw. As it happened 

these dic-baid sceptics were eventually to have (ho last 

word, for a third explanation cf the Piltdown problem had 
not yet been considered. It was left to Dr J. S. Weiner of 
Gs-lmd to propose openly what a number of anthropologists 

had already suspected in private - that the jawbone of the 
Pilld&wn skull was none other than a deliberate and cun¬ 

ningly contrived fake. 
In a special bulletin issued by the British Museum in 

I&53- Dr Weiner, with his two colleagues, Dr Kenneth 
GaUey and Professor Le Gres Clark, told of tests carried 

out on the jawbone which had conclusively proved that it 
belonged to a modern chimp&nzw or orangutan. It bad 

been carefully disguised to match the skull, which was 
likewise proved to be » forgery. The skull fragment and 

tooth located in the second find WOT in all probability gift 
Of the first specimen and had been deliberately 1 planted’ 
two mils away to mislead the investigutors. Early in 1^55 

Dr Weiner brought out a book on tire forgery which Sug¬ 

gested that Dawson himself must almost certainly have been 
the perpetrator of this fantastic hoax. Whither or not this is 

ever finally proved, the deception itself, in the wards of the 
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investigators, was ‘so extraordinarily skilful... as to find no 
parallel in the history of palaeontological discovery’. 

To turn from Piltdown man to that almost equally tan¬ 
talizing fragment, the Heidelberg jaw, is to step aside for a 
moment from the possible course of our own ancestry and 
to consider a race who were very nearly, but not quite, 

true men. This is the famous race of Neanderthal men who 
were widely spread over Europe during the Middle Palaeo¬ 
lithic before the climax of the Fourth Glacial Period. The 
Heidelberg jaw, which dates from the beginning of the 

Pleistocene, is the earliest evidence we have that men of 
Neanderthal type were appearing in Europe. In itself it tells 
us little, but when we reach the deposits of the Third 
Interglacial Period there is an abundance of fossil remains 
to help us reconstruct the appearance of the Neanderthal 
men and the way they lived. 

The name Neanderthal man is loosely used to cover 
nearly a dozen related races, including the ancient Heidel¬ 
berg man and similar forms who lived in far later times in 

Europe, Africa and the Far East. For the purposes of our 
story, however, we shall restrict ourselves to the typical 

Neanderthaler who lived in Europe for 100,000 years before 
the first appearance of men of our own species about 50,000 
to 60,000 years ago. Neanderthal man, like the race of true 
men who later supplanted him, was probably of Asiatic 
origin and a descendant of creatures like the ape-men of 
Java and Pekin. Although an aberrant side brands of the 
true human stem he bdonged to the same genus as oursdves 
and has therefore been given the name of Homo aeaneUrlhal- 

eruit. When he became extinct at the beginning of the 
Fourth Gladal Period he had already acquired several of 

the social customs, such sis burial of the dead and a form of 
worship, that we normally associate with Homo sapiens. 

The fossil evidence on which our knowledge of Neander¬ 
thal man is based occurs in many parts of Europe, espcdally 

the west. The classic find, which gave the race its name, was 
made in a cave in the Neander Valley near Duaseldorf, 

Germany, in 1856, and consisted of a skull cap and a few 
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ribe and limb bones. Since then many Car more comprehen¬ 
sive finds, including several skeletons, have been made in 
France, Belgium, Italy, the Channel Islands, and else¬ 
where. The richest source has been the Dordogne region 
of France, and especially the caves and rock shelters of Lc 
Moustier, La Ferrassic, La Quina, and La Chapelle-aux- 
Saints. 

What did these human cousins of ours look like, and how 
did they live? Fortunately their bones and implements help 
us to give a fairly full answer to these questions. In stature 
the Neanderthal men were very short and stocky, the males 
averaging just over five feet in height and the females rather 
less. Their stance was primitive and their gait slouching, for 
they lacked the bend of the neck which in man brings the 
head into an upright position, and their thigh bones were 
curs ed forward in compensation. The skull was remarkably 
large and thick-boned, with a receding forehead and a 
massive bony ridge over the eyes. Compared to the high, 
narrow skulls of modern men it was very broad and flat. 
A big protruding mouth, and the almost total absence of a 
chin, added to the primitive and brutish aspect of this 
strange shambling creature who preceded us in the domina¬ 
tion of Europe. 

Yet despite his unprepossessing appearance wc may be 
surprised to learn that the brain of Neanderthal man was 
actually larger than ours. The middle-aged Neanderthalcr 
whose remains were found at La Chapelle-aux-Saints had 
a brain capacity of 1,625 C.C. - considerably more than that 
of the vast majority of European men alive today. Size, 
however, is not a reliable guide to quality, and the dimen¬ 
sions of the Neanderthal brain do not necessarily mean that 
he was brighter than we are. On the other hand, there is no 
reason whatever to think, as some authorities have suggested 
that Neanderthal man was incapable of a high standard of 
co-ordinated thought. In fact we have reason to believe that 
within the context of his age he had made considerable 
progress in this direction. 

In addition to the evidence of fossil bones the stone 
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industry of the If«tndcr thalers is a viable source of infor¬ 

mation about lb«u. This Industry is termed the Mousterian 
culture, after the French village of Mouslicr where Mcan- 
aerthaj men once made their homes in tlLe caves. Th,C tooh, 

although JtiU not remarkably advanced, are an improve- 
mait on those of earlier types of man. In addition to hand- 

tutes, there are sharp-edged side scrapers for dressing skins, 

and pointed flints that were- obviously used with wooden 
shafts as spears or darts. There a no evidence that the 
Meander-thalers had the bow, but balls of limestone found 

r in a cave at I.a Qnina suggest that they may have learnt 

how t& hunt with the, botas. This is a rnhsilc consisting of 

two or more small weights joined by a coni, which is thrown 

at the quarry with the object of entangling its legs and 
bringing it down, It h still used in Patagonia and elsewhere 
in South America. 

In the early part Of the Middle Palaeolithic, when con¬ 
ditions were warm, these strange primitive cousins of ours 
probably wandered over the great European plains hunting 
antelope and other small gamp, and perhaps occasionally 
bagging a hippopotamus rhinoceros, or clcpiLUstt, Their 

homes were simply squatting places on the banks of streams, 
with no protection from the dements except a wind-break 

made of bushes Or an animal skin roughly fastened between 
two trees, Here they lived together in family groups led by 

the most vigorous male. But although on occasion two or 
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three family groups may have combined together for their 
mutual advantage, we have no evidence that there was yet 
as large or complicated a social unit as the tribe. One of the 

sadder lessons of history is that the idea of co-operative 
effort seems to be repugnant to human beings, and is only 

achieved when prolonged discord and misery have finally 

proved its value. 
As the warm conditions began to give place to the rigours 

of the Fourth Glacial Period, and the woolly mammoth and 
woolly rhinoceros replaced the vast herds of tropical game 

on the European plains, life became hard for the Neandcr- 
thalers and they took to the caves and rock shelters in the 

hills. We can picture them huddled round their fires, scrap¬ 
ing the skins which by now they had learnt to wear for 

warmth, or putting a new edge on their weapons for the 
forthcoming hunt. We can even tell that they performed 

these tasks with their right hands like ourselves, for the left 

side of their brain was more developed than the right, and 
it is the left of the brain that controls the organs on the right 
of the body. When the Ncandcrthalcrs went in pursuit of 

game they probably lay in wait, like modem tribes, at fords 
and water holes, attacking the animals as they crossed or 

drank. They may even have dug traps, although there is no 
evidence of this, and when game was scarce they were 

doubtless glad to share the kill of the cave lion if they were 

fortunate enough to come across his leavings. 
The Neanderthal hunters did not eat at the scene of their 

kill, but brought their food home to their caves. We can tell 
this because the cave floors are often Uttered with the bones 

of animals, some charred with cooking and others broken 
open for the obvious purpose of extracting tire marrow. It is 
probable, also, that the meat at these orgies was augmented 

with fruit and wild berries, for the Ncandcrthalcrs were 

certainly no more exclusively carnivorous than their modern 
successors. We may hope that the strong members of the 

group provided for those who were aged or sick, but it is 

only too likely that in difficult times when starvation threat¬ 
ened, these useless members of the family were driven out to 
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^c' There ™S nn place ftr sentimentality or altruism 
™™S the freezing centuries of the Ice Age. 

Vet that this did not always occur,, and that Neanderthal 

man had wme quality of reverence in his savage hearty J5 
sJKiVr-n by tl;r well-authenticated ihet that he sometimes 

buried his dead, One of ihc best known Neanderthal 
skeletons is of 9 young man who ha* been stretched out with 
his head resting on his right aim, and both arm and head 

pillowed on a carefully gathered pile of Hints. A hand-axe 
]HAocd by hi? side suggest* that the Ncandert halers already 
held tine common belief of later limes that the dead go to 
u nether world and may used the weapons a nd implements 
they used on Earth, In addition to the evidence of this and 

Other examples of deliberate burial, it seems likely that 
Neanderthal men had some instinctive religious belief 
which toot shape in formal observances. In one cave, for 

example, there Is a neatly ar ranged ito of skulls of the giant 
cave hear, suggesting that this place was used as a shrine. 
Manhs capacity for religious emotion, already foreshadowed 

by Lhwo enigmatic symbols in the Neanderthal caves, was 

soon K> be a great power for good, and for evil, in shaping hia 
destiny, 

The extinction of the Neanderthal men at the climax of 
the Fourth Glacial Period seems to have been sniddco And 

complete. The reason for their disappearance was doubtless 
partly the increasingly severe conditions that accompanied 
the advancing lee sheets. The number of caves and rock 
Shelters was limited and many Neanderiliaien who were 

unable to Jeenfe one doubtless died of exposure. JGven those 
who managed to establish and maintain their right to a 
home were forced to take part in an increasingly bitter 
struggle for food, Under the strain oF this severe competition 
it is not surprising that the numbers of Neanderthal men 

gradually dwi ndled, and that the survivors found life almost 
intolerably hard. 

But in addition to these natural forces the Ncondertiialers 
were assailed l>y an enemy from another direction. As the 

glaciers reached their peak and began to recede. It seems 
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that a new race of men was beginning to infiltrate slowly 

into Europe from the East. The men of this race, as we shall 

shortly sec, were much more advanced than the Neander* 
thalers, and they quickly dispossessed them of their caves 

and established their own culture over the greater part of 

the European continent. Condemned to a fugitive existence 
in remote areas with no protection from the bitter cold, the 

last of the Neanderthalers soon died out, thus bringing to an 
end a dynasty that had lasted over 100,000 years. The 

future of the human race lay in the hands of the newcomers, 

the men from the East, who belonged to the species Homo 
sapiens and were therefore the ancestors of us all. 



CHAPTER 25 

HOMO SAPIEHS TAKES THE STAGE 

After the disappearance of the Neanderthal men from 
Europe at the climax of the Fourth Gladal Period, the 
principal acton in the drama of Earth history arc men of 
our own kind. Every human race since the dawn of the 
Upper Palaeolithic is ascribed without distinction of size or 
colour to this same great species of Homo sapient, or ‘ wise 

men*. These men were distinguished from other members of 
the Primate group, and from their own remoter ancestors, 
by several important characteristics. For instance, they had 
a completely erect skeleton and were very much lighter¬ 
boned than earlier types of men. Their skulls were narrow 
and vaulted, with high brows and exceptionally thin walls, 
while their faces generally lacked such ape-like characters 
as the heavy brow-ridges and protruding jaws which were 

typical of their predecessors. Although their brains were no 

larger than those of the Neandcrthalers, they were developed 

in different areas, giving them greatly improved powers of 
reason and intelligence. This increased brain power stood 
Homo sapitns in good stead in his battle against the harsh 
conditions of the Ice Age and his physically stronger Nean¬ 

derthal rivals. 
Despite the suggestion made at the end of the previous 

chapter, it is not known with complete certainty'how the 

first true men made their entry on to the European stage. 
Some authorities even believe that they may have been 

directly descended from their Neanderthal predecessors, but 
their anatomy makes this extremely unlikely. Another view 
is that they had been present in Europe from much earlier 
times, and had developed along parallel lines to the Nean- 
derthalers from a forebear of a quite distinct type. But if this 

were so, it is odd that no record has survived of the early 
years of their development, while Neanderthal skeletons are 
comparatively numerous. By Car the most likely theory. 
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therefore, is the one already outlined - that they made their 
way into Europe from Asia sometime between fifty and 

sixty thousand years ago, and displaced the Neanderthal 

races then in occupation. 
We arc still in the dark concerning the early development 

of modern man in Asia because of the limited amount of 

research that has been carried out there. It is, however, 
reasonable to suppose that he was a direct descendant of 
some such creature as the ape-man of Pekin. There is 
nothing in his skeleton that would be inconsistent with this 

line of descent, and there is every likelihood that further 
researches in western and central Asia may lead to the dis¬ 

covery of intermediate forms that will bridge the gap. 
Before describing the first appearance of true men in the 

European fossil record, a word must be said about the 
aspect of the world during the Fourth Glacial Period. The 

continents had by then assumed their present form, but 

there were several important, although minor, topographical 
differences. The Mediterranean, as we have already seen, 

consisted of a pair of gigantic inland lakes, and Europe was 
joined to Africa by two land bridges, one running from the 

toe of Italy across Sicily via Malta to Tunisia, the other at 
the Straits of Gibraltar. The North Sea was largely dry land, 

and the Thames joined the Rhine somewhere to the east of 
the present Straits of Dover. At the climax of the Period, 

when the Neanderthalcrs were giving place to true men, the 
Scandinavian ice sheet extended southwards to Berlin, and 

glaciers from the Scottish highlands covered nearly the 

whole of the British Isles. On the frozen wastes bordering 

the ice fields dwelt the musk ox, the steppe marmot, and the 
arctic fox, while the seals of the sub-Arctic waters ranged 

southward to the coasts of Spain. But if any one animal was 
characteristic of this time it was the reindeer. Great herds of 
these creatures wandered over the European plain, living on 

the lichens and mosses of the inhospitable tundra, and 

themselves forming the principal quarry of Homo sapiens. In 

fret, so vital were reindeer to the economy, and even to the 
very existence of the first true men, that the closing phase 
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of the Palaeolithic is often referred to as the Reindeer 
Age. 

Although ice, snow, and tundra were typical of much of 

this time, the grim climate was occasionally punctuated by 
warmer and gentler spells. During these interludes the rein¬ 

deer retreated to the north, followed by the woolly mam¬ 
moth, the woolly rhinoceros, and the saiga antelope, which 
still survived in Western Europe up to 20,000 years ago, 
although in diminishing numbers. The tundra was replaced 
by rolling prairies across which roamed great herds of bison, 

aurochs, and wild horses. Later, forests sprang up, consisting 
mainly of birch, aspen, and conifers, and there were increas¬ 
ing numbers of red deer. All these animals formed the prey 

of the first true men at different times in the dosing centuries 

of the Palaeolithic Age. 
Now what of the men themselves? How did their culture 

differ from that of their Neanderthal predecessors and what 
were the stages by which they evolved from savagery toward 
civilization? It should not be thought that the newcomers 
from the East, although they belonged to the same natural 

species, were sill of identical type. The European men of the 

Reindeer Age varied as much among themselves as do the 
European races of today. These differences are apparent not 
only in their fossil bones, but in their industries, and in the 
higher manifestations of culture which were gradually 

added to their purely utilitarian activities. 
The most famous, and in many ways the most typical, 

early representative of Homo sapiens in Europe was the 
physical type known as Cro-Magnon man. The first Euro¬ 
pean example of this type was discovered as long ago as 1823 
in the Paviland Cave of the Gower Peninsula, South Wales, 
assodated with the bones of rhinoceros, bear, lion, hyena, 

and elephant. Its significance was not recognized, however, 
and it was not until 1868 that the discovery of five complete 
skeletons at the small rock shelter of Cro-Magnon, at the 
village of Les Eyries in France, brought fame to this early 

ancestor of ours, and provided him with a name. 
The Cro-Magnon skeletons were of an old man, two 
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young men, a woman, and a child, all in an excellent state 

of preservation. They revealed a race of tall, upright men, 
with relatively long legs and straight thigh bon«, only 

superficially difiimnt from the typical Europeans of today, 
The brain was fully as large as In modern races, tlmt of the 
old man having n capacity of ],6oo c,c.h which is well above 

that of most twentieth-century adults. Till? find, which 
tame only twelve yeaTS after tho discovery of Neanderthal 

man and less than a decade after Darwin published Tht 

Origin of SjfiCtitt, caused a great furore and wm of immense 
help to the cause of the evolutionists m the bitter rdigio- 

sdentific controversy that was then at its height. 

A second race of men, rather Hke the Gre^Magnards but 
shorter in stature, was tht subject of a inter and even more 

spectacular had at Pr^dmost in Moravia, This area seems to 
have been an Upper Palaeolithic hunting station situated 
on the highway of great seasonal migrations of btg game. 

Over a hundred different camps have been found since it 

was first investigated in tfHSo, and vast accumulations of 
mammoth bones beat witness to the prowess of the hunters. 

In the early 1 ffpns Dr K. J- Maika unearthed here a com¬ 
munal tomb containing the bones of 00 less than twenty 

irtdividuaEsj including men, women, and children. The 
tomb, which appeared to be the Palaeolithic equivalent of 

the modern family vault, was flunked on onn side by a row 
of mammoth shoulder-blades, and on the other by the lower 

jaws of mammoths placed in an upright position. The burial 

had obviously been carried out wilh great reverence and 
ceremony, showing that these people were moved to awe 

and wonder by th* mystery of death. 
The Cro-Magnon men of France, and the mammoth 

hunters of Moravia, are regarded by most authorities as the 

ancestors of modern Europeans, but there ts no such unani¬ 
mity about the status of a third type of man who lived in 
Upper Palaeolithic times, This type is represented by the 

famous Grimaldi skeletons^ which were found in a cave 

known as the Grotte des Enfants, near Menton on the 

Franeo-Italian frontier. The cave was so named because in 
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1874 and 1875 two nearly complete children’s skeletons 

were discovered there, but their skulls were so badly 
smashed as to be of little use for identification. Then in 1900 

under the patronage of the Prince of Monaco further 
researches revealed the skeleton of an old woman and a 

youth of about sixteen years of age. The skeletons were 

buried side by side, the woman with her arms doubled 
under her chin and her knees tightly drawn up to her belly, 

the boy in a loosely flexed attitude with arms and legs half 
bent. The boy’s skeleton was painted with red ochre, a 
common ceremonial practice in burials of this time, and 
there were numerous artifacts dating from the very earliest 

years of the Upper Palaeolithic. But the most unexpected 

feature of the burial was that the anatomy of both the 
skeletons seemed to many authorities to be distinctly negroid 

in type. . ... , 
Controversy over the status of Gnmalai man has now 

been raging for more than fifty years. Those who uphold the 
negroid theory point to the bulging foreheads of the skulls, 

and their somewhat projecting jaws, both characters more 

typical of negro races than European man. They say that 
the Grimaldi skeletons undoubtedly belong to a negroid 

stock who migrated into Europe from Africa over one or 

other of the two land bridges that traversed the Mediter¬ 
ranean at that time. The opponents of this theory base their 

objections on other technicalities of skull structure. They 

point out also that no negro remains have been found in 
North Africa, and it would anyway be extremely unlikely 
that a negro race enjoying a congenial sub-tropical climate 

would voluntarily migrate northwards into the frozen world 

of the Ice Age. The rights and wrongs of these professional 

wrangles need not concern us here. Enough has been said 
to show that Homo tapiens, although divided into a number 

of different races, was firmly established in Europe well over 

30,000 years ago. 
So much, then, for the physical aspect and racial varia¬ 

tions of the first true men. But what of their mental develop¬ 
ment as reflected in their culture and social organization? 
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Three main stages of Upper Palaeolithic culture are recog¬ 
nized, named after the sites in central and south-western 

trance where characteristic artifacts have been found. The 
earliest of these is called the Aurignarian, after a cave at 

Aungnac, forty miles south-west of Toulouse. Second comes 
the Solutrcan, from the village of Solulrf, near Micon, 

where there was a famous camping ground of primitive 

Implements used by Upper Palaeolithic man, including flint arrow 
heads, points, burins, pins, harpoons, and needlm; the engraved reindeer 
antler at the bottom of the picture u probably an arrow-uraightruer 

men. Finally there is the Magdalenian, named after the 
rock shelter of La Madeleine, near Tursac in the Dordogne, 
which brings the story of mankind down to the end of the 
Old Stone Age, and includes the finest flowering of pre¬ 
historic art. We should bear in mind, however, that many 
local variations of these cultures are recognized, the Aurig- 

nacisin in particular being divided into three well-differenti¬ 
ated stages; also that, unless implements and fossil bones 
are found in direct association, it is an exceedingly difficult 
task to ascribe a given culture to a particular race of men. 
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For these reasons we must restrict ourselves here to an 
outline of the general trend rather than mvolve ounelves 

in a tedious discussion of the criteria of classification. 
All UDDer Palaeolithic tools and weapons show a great 

advance over the Mousterian culture of the more primitive 

Neanderthal men. They are in general smaller and more 

finely worked, and are specialized for a much wider range 

of uses. The typical implement of the early Aurtgnacian 
hunters was a flint knife, one side razor sharp, the other 

blunted and curved over to the point. As time went on, this 

Fkcurioei made by Upper Palaeolithic man 

was supplemented by a widespread use of bone, antler, and 

mammoth ivory for the making of polished Pimora*^a"j 
dutifully fashioned spearheads. Cave walls of the period 

are decorated with pictures of animals, and sometimes of 

men, while human figurines have been found‘ 
nacian hearths from the Pyrenees to Russia. At 
skeletons have been discovered with necklaces of perforated 

shells and animal teeth still in place, while red ochre was 

widely used for the adornment of the body. Although mos 
of thL non-utilitarian practices were probably root'd in 
magic and superstition, they nevertheless show ^ <Jawn 

of an artistic sense - all an important landmark inhu™a 
evolution which will be more fully discussed in the next 
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The SoEutrean period which followed the AiirWdUn 
waa of comparatively short duration, bat u saw a mat 
advaaoe in flint technique. Ite charaeterUtEc implement h 
the lam'd Ie*P flint - a chin, flat, flaked blade used main]y 

ter Spear and arrowheads. The prince of arrowheads 
seid-ws thiht the men of this phase Euid already dsKovcted the 

stCrets of the bow, and the bones of over 100,000 horses at 

CYPC of Sdllbi give us a clue to chew main quarry,. 
L«s is known of their act than their material culture, but 

Tuc d Audybert cave- In the Pyrenees is famous for let 
models of clay bison, sometimes ascribed to the Solutrean 
phase, while there is a decorative frieze of Ilocth, bison, and 

ibe* in (he rock shelter of Le Koc, CMrentc, which ii also 
possibly &T this period. 

But for die finest flowering of artistic achievement at ^vcll 
ns the greatest refinement of material cultum so far, we must 

8“ to ihe- Magdalenfan phase, which began in western 
Europe some time before 15,000 n.c. This was Lhc last and 

meat splendid episode In the cultural advance of Palaeolithic 

man, and many of its achievements have not been surpassed 

down to this day. It is characterized by a great svealth of 
implements in bone, reindeer- antler, and ivory, including 

needles, harpoons, awfa, hammers, and shafi-stmighteners, 
while the record of cave painting and engraving -cu] min ate* 

in the mighty polychrome frescos of Lascaux, the supreme 
artistic achievement of the prelustoric world. Only in the 
making of hint implements is the Magdulcnian phase 
Inferior to some of its predecessors. The Magdalcnfaiu 
tended to neglect flint in favour of bone and other more 
tractable materials* and the tradition of flint workmanship 
did not make now advances until Mesolithic times, about 
0OM i.d. 

The life of the Upper Palaeolithic men, like that of the 
Nca nderthaiert, was essentially based on hunting. Bui the 
family group had now given place to the tribe, and co¬ 

operative effort led; to far greater efficiency in the capture of 
game. In summer the. hunters were largely nomadic, pitch¬ 
ing their tents of skins near the paths of the migr-ailng herds. 
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Their life centred on the hearth, an open fireplace sur¬ 
rounded by a circle of stones, the fire serving for cooking and 

for keeping wiki animals at bay by night. If game became 
scarce it was an easy matter to strike the tents and move to 

a new area. j „ . 
In winter life became more static. If the country was open 

the hunters went to earth in semi-underground dwellings 

roofed with turfs and skins. If they were near the hills they 

sought refuge in the rock shelters and caves. Game was 

scarce in the bleak Ice Age winter, so probably the autumn 
saw a great drive by the hunters to build up a surplus store 

of meat. The cold would have preserved the meat for many 

weeks if it was piled in the open near the caves and protected 
from scavenging animals by a barricade of thorn bushes. In 

addition to these reserves the hunters would certainly have 
made forays after musk ox, reindeer, and mammoth, while 

there is evidence in the cave paintings that smaller animals 
may have been caught in traps and snares. If a particularly 
bad year brought the tribe to the brink of starvation, they 

may possibly have resorted to cannibalism, although there 

is no direct evidence of this as in the case of the earlier ape- 

men of Pekin. 
This brief sketch of human life between 10,000 and 30,000 

years ago completes our story of the Palaeolithic Age. It also 

completes the history of man as an animal, for, as we have 
seen, the Palaeolithic hunters were physically indistinguish¬ 

able from ourselves, and belonged to the same great species, 

Horn sapiens. The succeeding Mesolithic and Neolithic Ages, 

which bring us to the dawn of written history, saw no further 

changes in man’s bodily evolution. Yet it would be impos¬ 

sible to bring this book to an end without some discussion 
of the immense revolution in thought that began in the 

Palaeolithic Age, and is still continuing in our own times. 
This revolution has been associated with the dawn in man s 

consciousness of an awareness of his own nature and prob¬ 

lems. It is manifested in the pursuit of knowledge as an end 

in itself, in the development of artistic sensibility, and per¬ 

haps, above all, in the growth of a sense of values. In our 
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CHAPTER 26 

• SCIENCE, ART, AND RELIGION 

A. wc have seen in the foregoing chapters, man owes his 
evolutionary success almost entirely to the precocious dcvel- 
opment of his brain. As his brain became largerand more 

complex, his powers of reason increased, and with them the 
capacity for what is generally termed ‘conceptual thought . 
This can be defined as the ability to abstract general ideas or 
concepts from everyday activities and to retain these in 
memory as principle, to be reapplied on future occasions. 

The powers of conceptual thought not only helped//omo 

iatn/nj to perform his utilitarian tasks but allowed him to 

form images of the ends towards which he was labouring. 
This marked the beginning of an entirely new chapter in 

evolutionary progress. In evolving man, Nature had pro¬ 
duced an organism with a mind that was not only ideally 

pZeS to^S its flexible and wcll-adaptcd body, but 

was actually able to escape into the realms of abstract 

thThehtearliest manifestation of man's powers of conceptual 

^inUng was the extension of the body’s possibilities by l c 

characteristically human activity of tool making. An ape 

may use a stone to crack a nut, but only a man will deh- 

bcratelv fashion an implement to deal with some eventuality 
not immediately apparent to the senses. Tool making was 

followed by an increasingly rational approach to the prob¬ 

lems of obtaining food and shelter. Man learnt to extend 
range of activities and his adaptability to his environment 
by making a wide range of specialized equipment. He 

gradually learnt also to harness the forces of Nature for his 
own ends. For example, the means of controlling fire for 

warmth and cooking were discovered at least as long 

ago in human history as the way to make tools. And 
all these activities showed a growing capacity for abstract 

thought, an ability to detach the mind from immediate 
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thi^ and *° thi“k rationaUy about the principles of 

The activities associated with the growing power and 
sophistication of the human mind are generally grouped 

under three main headings - science, art, and religion. In 
histone times these spheres of thought have tended to become 
very largely distinct, and often, in fact, hostile to one another. 

But this has not always been the case, for primitive thought 
cannot be divided into such clearly differentiated compart¬ 
ments. In discussing the science, art, and religion of the Old 
Stone Age we should remember that we are only using these 
terms as convenient labels, for their fields overlapped and 
merged into one another far more than they do today. 

Science in its broadest sense is defined as learning or 
knowledge. In terms of this definition it can be said to 
include both art and religion, but we shall here use the 
word in its more restricted sense - that is, as a means 

of knowledge of natural or physical phenomena and the 
immediate principles that govern them. As might be ex¬ 

pected, the earliest steps in man's mental evolution were 
made in this field. The first man to discover the secret of 
kindling tinder from the frictional heat of a routing td'-k 

was demonstrating a scientific principle. With each repeti¬ 
tion of this act he was reapplying the principle to achieve a 
similar utilitarian end. It is easy to see how in time the idea 

of the principle as such was abstracted from the series of 
fire-making acts. Thus man moved from awareness of how 
certain specific objects behaved to a knowledge of the prin- ‘ 
ciple of combustion. And in doing this he had conceived a 
scientific idea. 

A study of recent history suggests that art and religion in 

their most advanced forms belong to a more sophisticated 
level of mental development than science, but they too had 
a utiliurian origin. We have told how the men of the Old 
Stone Age made engravings and paintings on the walls of 
their caves and fashioned models of animals from clay. At 

Altamira in Spain, for example, the roofs and walk of the 

caves are covered with magnificent polychrome frescos of 
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b[ionf horses, red deer, and wild boar, while at Lascauv 

near Mqb%iiki in France, there is a huge rhinoeeroj and 

many finely executed paintings of horses and giant black 
bull?. 1 hrac splendid works of in war* once regarded as 

evidence that prehistoric man had a highly developed 
Aesthetic senaCj, and spent fib leisure hours decojating his 

cave walh for the pleaxure of hinself and his family, Mont 
rceettdy, however, this view has had to be abandoned, for 
iiiany or Lbe paintings are found in chambers deep in the 

hillsides, which could not possibly have been used for living 
quarter?. Also, in some caves, the paintlogs have been placed 

one on top of another without any apparent reason, and it is 
difficult to believe that this would have b^n done if the 
main object had been the pleasure of die beholder. 

T. he explanation of these pictures now generally accepted 

is that they formed part of the rituals of sympathetic magic. 
This is the activity, common among primitive hunting races 

cycn today, of identifying animals of Che chase with iheir 
Visual representations. Before going to the hunt prehistoric 

man probably held a ceremony in some allegedly sacred Spot 

deep in the caves, where magic spells were woven round the 
images of mammoth, bison, or reindeer. Spears were thrown 
at the painted symbol in the hopes that this would give the 

hunters the magic power 10 strike down the living creature. 
A form of this magic idea survived as recently as the last 

century in England, when simple country folk still believed 
that pins stuck into the wax effigy of an enemy would bring 
him bad luck, or even death. 

Despite this magical aspect of the first art there is appar¬ 
ent in many prehistoric pointings a strong sense of formal 
beauty, which foreshadows die great artistic achievements 
of later ages when the aesthetic impulse had transcended its 

materialistic origins. It is even possible that some of the 
pictures m the open nock shelters, as opposed to those 
painted deep in the eaves, had a purely decorative intent. 

And there can be little doubt that some of the carvings done 

on the handles of bene and ivory implements were placed 
there to satisfy a disinterested creative urge 
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From art we move to religion, which in itt purest form is 

the most abstract, and also the most highly evolved, attempt 
at knowledge so far made by the human mind. This, too, 
had utilitarian beginnings, but, like art, it transcended its 

original function as man gradually achieved a higher degree 

of mental evolution. The main impulse behind the formation 

of the earliest religious beliefs was probably fear. Once the 
immediate problems of survival had been solved, prehistoric 

man began to reflect on his own nature and the meaning of 

his life. In this he differed from his animal forebears, whose 
mental limitations caused them to live for the day or the 
hour, with no other pre-occupation than the source of the 

next meal and the pleasures or excitements of play, sex, 

or a languorous siesta in the summer sunshine. Man was 

oppressed by his loneliness and his apparent insignificance 

in a cold and hostile Universe. The forces of Nature filled 
him with awe and apprehension. And as a frightened child 

seeks comfort from those omnipotent beings, its parents, he 

turned to gods made in his own image, or in the image of 

the natural powers that seemed to control his life. 

There was also a sound biological reason behind the 

religious beliefs of primitive man. Survival in a world 
moving from domination by brawn to domination by brain 

demanded a growing emphasis on co-operative effort. This 

shift in emphasis required the discipline of law. And the 

taboos associated with primitive religion, however naive and 

irrational they may seem to us now, were the beginnings of 

a legal code aimed at the survival of the species. 
Naturally enough the first religious beliefs, and therefore 

the first laws, found their sanction in the wisdom and experi¬ 

ence of the oldest members of the tribe. Veneration of the 

Old Man, and of the spirits of the tribal ancestors, was 
therefore a common factor in primitive thought. The leader 

of the tribe, elderty, bearded, and a living testimony to the 
survival value of his own attitude to life, was generally 

accepted by those with more limited experience as a symbol 

of wisdom and power. Primitive religion shows unmistak¬ 
able evidence of this patriarchal influence on the human 
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mind, and the anthropomorphic element persists even in 
more highly evolved creeds. For instance, no fair-minded 

Christian can fail to recognize survivals of primitive religious 
thought in the Jehovah of the Old Testament; stern, jealous, 
didactic, quick to anger and ruthless in punishment, he 

I retained many of the savage characteristics of a tribal god. 

► “ was not until nearly 2,000 years ago that western religion 
was emancipated from fear of this formidable being and 
evolved a philosophy of compassion and tenderness. 

But even for the most unsophisticated minds the Old Man 

i* wa* n°l ® complete and sufficient answer to the problems 
that came with self-awareness. The forces of nature, which 

played such an important part in the life of early man 
and still do in the life of primitive communities, remained 
beyond the control of purely human minds. The Old Man 
or his deputy, the witch doctor, might be regarded as the 

representatives of the tribe to intercede with these forces, 
but the forces themselves still retained a terrifying indepen¬ 

dence. Thus they too became regarded as gods, to be 

^ thanked or placated by mortification and sacrifice. There 
was a sun god, and a rain god, and a god or goddess of the 

earth and the sea, each of whom played a vital role in the 
beliefs and activities of primitive men. 

The belief in the Old Man and in the diverse natural gods 
who were reputed to control the workings of the external 
world survived even after the growth of civilization. In 

pagan systems the natural forces were themselves all-power¬ 
ful and the gods personifying them were directly worshipped. 

In monotheistic creeds faith was pinned on an idealization 
of one individual, who had magical powers to intercede with 

every hostile force that might threaten the well-being of 
the group. The witch doctor, the prophet, the religious 

leader, all played a vital role in the infinite variety of 
systems that sought to reconcile man to his loneliness in a 
hostile, or at best, an impersonal Universe. From these 

humble beginnings stemmed the whole fabric of modem 
F philosophical and religious thought, which is still struggling, 

although we may hope with increasing assurance, to answer 
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those fundamental questions concerning the significance of 

the Universe and human life which already preoccupied our 

Ice Age Ancestors. , 
This book docs not aim to present a personal view of 

Earth history but, to conclude, it does seem necessary to 
make a few observations on the way human thought has 

evolved since the end of the Old Stone Age. Science, art, 
and religion arose, as we have just seen, as part of man’s 
evolutionary progress towards self-awareness. They were 

attempts to increase his knowledge of the Universe, or to 

release him from the Tear that accompanied that knowledge; 
and although each had its own paraphernalia of magic and 

superstition, they formed part of a single mental process. 
We have already said that with the passing of the centuries 

these three activities, which began in a common instinct of 
wonder, tended increasingly to diverge. A time was soon 
reached when their respective attitudes to life became quite 

incompatible, and they ceased almost entirely to interact 
Thus technicians and scientists concentrated on the 

understanding and control of natural forces, and evolved 

ever more efficient and powerful machines. Religious leaders 

told how through humility and faith a supernatural Being 
would comfort the sorrowful and provide a solution to the 

problems of a distracted world. Artists sought to utilize line 

or colour, words or musical notes, as symbols to express a 

mystical significance in things that was denied to the un¬ 
aided human understanding. But only a handful of men 

since the dawn of human history have sought to combine 

the reports from these different activities to produce an 

overall picture of what we know of the Universe and our- 

No student of Earth history can regard this divergence of 

the means of knowledge without alarm. A certain amount of 

specialization is desirable on the mental as on the physical 
plane of existence, but evolution has given some awful 
warnings of what can happen when specialization begins to 

run away with itself. In the predominantly physical phase 
of evolution, before the appearance of Homo sapiens, the 
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degree of specialization was beyond the control of the 
organism exhibiting it. But fortunately with man this is not 

the case. The human consciousness b now sufficiently 
developed to grasp the implications of its own acts, and 
evolution can, within certain limits be deliberately con¬ 
trolled. If man is to avoid the pitfalls that brought about the 

downfall of his predecessors, it seems certain that a higher 

synthesis must be achieved between the different depart¬ 
ments of thought. 

The whole record of Earth hbtory teaches us that evolu¬ 
tion is moving steadily towards greater awareness, and it is 

surely desirable that every available technique of knowledge 
should co-operate to further this process. Science, it b 

obvious, can give no complete or convincing account of a 
Universe which contains non-material qualities - beauty, 
for example, or goodness, or mind itself. The investigation 

of these phenomena is the province of art and religion. But 
it b also important to realize that both art and religion must 
take account of the views of science if they are to achieve the 
complete knowledge at which they aim. Religion especially, 

as its wber leaders readily admit, b not yet completely 
emancipated from the bondage of dogma and prejudice, 

and until it can make a closer rapprochement with scientific 
thought there b little hope that a more accurate view of the 
Universe and its meaning will be achieved. 

"1 o sum up: science, art, and religion, evolving to new 
insight from their starting place in the mind of primitive 
man, arc inseparable processes. They are all techniques of 
knowledge operating with equal validity at different levels 
of awareness. Science tries to answer the questions 'what?' 

and ‘how?’, art and religion the question ‘why?’. Unless a 
new synthesis am be achieved between them the human 

race may be extingubhed with the same tragic finality as 
the dinosaurs before them, without ever having perceived 

the true nature and significance of the Universe, of life, and 
of evolution itself. 

Thb brief description of the pattern of human thought, 
and the evolutionary impaste into which it may now be 
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leading us, brings us to the end of our Guide to Earth 
History. With the close of the Pleistocene Epoch 10,000 
years ago man was already setting out on the road to 

civilization. From being a hunter and food gatherer, living 

like a superior ape on the providence of the land, he was 

slowly learning the art of growing crops and domesticating 
animals. After many centuries of experiment he founded in 
Egypt and Mesopotamia the first great settled human com¬ 

munities in the history of the Earth. His story thereafter 
became a well-documented record of personalities and 

events - a story that is the fascinating climax of the great 

evolutionary processes which have manifested themselves 

through the 3,000 million years of Earth history. 
The meaning of these processes we can only guess at, and 

our long journey must end, as it began, in wonder. And not 
wonder only, but humility, for no one can contemplate the 

majestic workings of the Universe without a profound sense 

of his own insignificance. Yet we who are numbered among 
the survivors of this mysterious record of growth and change 

can at least comfort ourselves with one reflection. Means of 

knowledge arc open to us which were denied to every one 

of our less fortunate predecessors in the long procession of 

life, and these have at last given us some measure of control 
over our environment and our destiny. It is our responsibility 

as well as our privilege to sec that they are wisely used. 
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